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been satisfied with a speaker for quite a
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while
customers t There, that's the type of
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type if this is preferred."
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HIGH FIDELITY REPRODUCER
SPECIFICATION: Series Gap magnet of Alcomax 3.
Flux in LF gap 12,000 gauss on I" pole
HF , 13,000 gauss

Power handling capacity, 6 watts. Frequency range
50- 14,000 c.p.s. Fundamental bass resonance, 65 c.p.s.
Complete with matching
and filter condenser.
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

BY THE EDITOR

Outside Broadcasts
UR sister service, television, is ex- that no licences would be granted permitting
periencing some of the difficulties which the televising of sporting events in places
of
beset sound broadcasting in its early entertainment without prior consultation
with
days. There has recently been formed an the promoters. ](t. is important
for the public
association for the protection of copyright to know that there is not a ban_on
the showing
in sport, and although discussions have taken of sporting events in the television programmes.
place between the Postmastei -General and There is hound to be an interval
leading personalities in the sports world on Beveridge Broadcasting Committee before the
Report, and
the problem of the inclusion of sporting events the time might be used for the televising
of
in the B.B.C. television programmes, no one additional experimental
items in order
has -pointed out that there is no copyright in to gather eXperierice of sports
the real effect on all
such events, and it is a misuse of the term, interests of allowing sporting
events to be
which can only apply to manuscripts, printed televised.
matter, paintings and other permanently
Clearly the promoters
sports meetings
recorded matter. Although the question has should only be interested inofthe
loss they may
been raised in connection with television, it is possibly suffer
result of their events being
similar to that applying to outside broadcasts televised, sinceas'a
they have based their profits
in the sound service, and if the B.B.C. give way on an expected gate. They
should not seek
on television it will have to do so on those.
to make a profit oust of the work of the B.B:C.
The B.B.C. is in a difficult position. It is in bringing such events
to the notice of a wider
obviously more profitable to a promoter to draw public. Indeed, as in the
fees from three hundred and fifty thousand records, the televising ofcase of gramophone
such events will
viewers, than from fifty thousand people at, result in : increase
the number of people
say, the ringside, and the B.B.C. therefore who will visit them, in
and we think that the
would merely be acting to enhance the profits fears of the sports promoters
are groundless.
of t lose promoting these outside events. On It is right that they should receive
some pay-the other hand, the very topicality of some ment, but it should not
be based upon the
events renders necessary their inclusion in the number of people who look
programmes. The promoters argue quite wrongly case the fee should be limited in, and in any
to the estimated
that their gate is destroyed by these outside loss involved.
broadcasts, but statistics are not produced in
We agree,
with the Postmastersupport of this claim. A very high proportion General that therefore,
the period which must elapse
of those who look in to a boxing match or to before publication of
the Beveridge Report on
a race meeting would not go to such meetings broadcasting should be
used by both sides as
anyway, either because of distance or of an experimental period
so that knowledge can
expense.
be gained as to whether the attendances at
The Postmaster- General described the pro- sports meetings are affected
by their being
blem as one of far -reaching importance which televised. It would be dangerous
extended to every field of social activity, and, agreement with sports promotersto make any
until exafter reviewing the bearing of the problem on perience is gained. Otherwise it would
pay a
the many interests involved, expressed the sports promoter to concentrate on
the fees he
wish to see an increase in the volume of sports would receive from the
B.B.C. and not to
television to the general public in their homes worry about selling tickets
for the event,
through the B.B.C..s television service. The using this as an argument indicative
of the
representatives of sporting associations stated loss of gate he has sustained as
a result of the
that their legitimate civil interests must be event being televised. Tl_ PostmasterGeneral
protected by a copyright or other legal safe - will he well advised to make quite
certain that
,uarcl, and the Radio Industry Council stressed such television programmes
do not develop
t II. urgency of finding a solution to help British into
a sports promoters' racket as it might
trade. The Postmaster -General gave an assurance easily do.
F. J. C.

O
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NORLD of

Broadcast Receiving Licences

the approximate
THE following statement shows during
the year
numbers of licences issued

ended March 31st, 1950.
Region
London Postal ..
Home Counties ..
Midland ..
North Eastern .
North Western ..
South Western .
Welsh and Border Counties

n
Nmber

Number
1,3237,000
1,637,000
1,6
.

1,877,000
1,577,000
1,015,000
723,000

10,922,000
1,119,000
202,000

Total England and Wales
Scotland ..
Northern Ireland

..
.
..
Grand Total
television
345,100
includes
total
The above

12,243,000

licences.

--

,
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Previous to this appointment he has been assistant
to Mr. Lawson, " EI.M.V:' Television Manager.
George Clifford has had a long association with
only by
the company dating from 1931 and broken
Royal
the recent war. He served with the rank
of
Navy from 1940 -1946 and left with the
Lieutenant.

6.

Broadcasting Committee

Broadcasting Committee, under the Chairmanship of the Rt. Hon the Lord Beveridge,
4th,
K.C.B., F.B.A., heard oral evidence on May
Council
1950, from representatives of the British
of Churches.
5th,
The Committee heard evidence on MayFydd,
Cymru
Undeb
of
representatives
from
Institute
from representatives of the National
Wales), from
of Adult Education (England andEducation
and
representatives of the Ministry of
from
the Scottish Education Department and
representatives of the B. I.C.

THE

Radio Industries Club
of
AT the 19th Annual General Meeting
at the
the Radio Industries Club, held
on Tuesday,
Connaught Rooma, London,
was unaniApril 25th, Mr. Norman Collins
Club for
mously elected President of the
Television
1950 -51. Mr. Collins, Controller of

of the British Broadcasting Corporation,
from ftord
took over the Presidency
which
Burghley, K.C.M.G, at a luncheon
followed the annual meeting.
a
During the course of the luncheon
to be used at all
President's Microphone, club,
was inaugufuture meetings of the is mounted
on a
rated. The microphone
specially designed table standtherepresenting
base of the
a lattice aerial Mast, and at
and
stand the names of the the presidents
engraved.
chairmen of the club to date are
gilt.
The microphone and stand are entirely
the
A ballot to fill five vacancies on
in the
committee of the club resulted Messrs.
following members being elected W. E.
A. J. Dew, H. de A. Donisthorpe,Pawsey.
Miller, W. G. J. Nixon and Owen
At the first meeting of the new committee
following
held after the luncheon the Chairman,
officers were elected for 1950 -51
Guy R. Fountain ; Vice -chairman, J. G. G.
E.
Noble, M.C. ; Honorary Secretary, W.
H.
Miller ; Honorary Social Secretary, F.
Robinson ; Honorary Treasurer, Owen
Pawsey.
:

:

H.M.V. Staff Appointment

GEORGE CLIFFORD has been
appointed to the post of Sales" Part of the new equipment recent,' installed by Mullards for
Representative of ` His Master's Voice
speeding up picture tube manufacture.
Radio and Television sales Division.

MR.
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Engineer -in-charge, Norwich
MR. E. N. B. HAMMOND has been appointed
Engineer-in- Charge of the B.B.C.'s Norwich

transmitting station, which was opened last year.
During the sixteen years that he has been with
the B.B.C., Mr. Hammond has had a wide experience of transmitting stations. From 1943 to 1947
he was Engineer -in- Charge of the Clevedon station,
near Bristol, after which lie was transferred to
Daventry, where he was in charge of the short -wave
aerial system.
Argentine

THE Marconi Company have again received an
important contract from abroad, this time
for two 100 kW. medium -wave transmitters for the
Argentine Government. They are
to be installed near Buenos Aires.

281

,

reading, according to the stage concerned. The
complete equipment, consisting of a modulator and
an R.F. unit is conveniently mounted for desk
operation, but may be rack mounted, with a suitable
receiver and loudspeaker unit, to form a complete
transmitter- receiver installation.
Operation is
extremely simple, and frequency stability complies
with international requirements.
B.B.C.

HENRY

Producer Resigns

C'ALDWELL. B.B.C. producer, best
known probably for his television " Cafe
Continental " series, is leaving the B.B.C. at the end
of June. No reasons have been given at the time
of going to press and his future activities have not
yet been disclosed.

Pigeon Guard

'

American authorities have
THEstopped
the roosting of pigeons
in the columns of the State Education Building in Albany, New
York, by electronic means. A
series of porcelain terminals have
been strung on wires and placed on
ledges and cornices, and an R.F.
pulse is sent; through them. As a
result a pigeon entering the field
gets- a shock which although not
harmless prevents him from remaining. As a result the entrance
to. the building is now kept clean.
B.B.C.

Enquiry

-AS a result of a complaint that

the B.B.C. gives preference to
certain artists to the exclusion of A Plessey V.H .1'. transmitter- receiver, type J'.1'R. 61, installed in
a privately -owned Miles Gemini aircraft.
others, documents sent to the
Governor -General by an M.P. have been
passed
on to the Director of Public Prosecutions
British Standard
to
consider what action, if any, should be taken
REVISED Standard has just been issued for
in
the
matter.
two -pole and earthing -pin plugs, socket outlets and socket -outlet adaptors. The number
is B.C. 546: 1950 and costs 3s. post free.
Phototelegraph Service
CABLE and Wireless have recently opened
a
direct phototelograph service between
Muilard Lectures
and New York. This is, we believe, one of the Athens
ASERIES of four lectures on industrial electronics
longest
r 'It e.s in action for this type of service.
is being given by the staff of Mu {lards
at. the
Engineering Centre, 351, Sauchiehall
Street,
Glasgow, C.2. The first was on May 11th
Brussels International Aeronautical Exhibition
on
-1950 " Ultrasonics " ; the second, on June 8th,
is on
AV.H.F. transmitter, H.F. and V.H.F.
" Some Industrial Measuring Instruments "
fixed
the
frequency receivers and a V.H.F.
third, on September 14th, will be on " Photomitter- receiver represent the Plessey range of transelectric Devices " and the last, on October 12th,
communications equipment on the stand of Plessey will deal with "
Vibration Test Methods and
International, Limited, at the above Exhibition.
Measurements."
Designed originally to meet airport local control
requirements, and with a carrier power output
NEW EDITION NOW READY
of
approximately 12 watts, the V.H.F.
fixed
frequency transmitter, Type P.T.10, provides
" PRACTICAL WIRELESS " CIRCUITS
R.T. communication in the 118 -132 Mc /s.
15th Edition
band.
Within these limits. the crystal controlled opera6/- or 6/6 by post from
tional frequency may be varied by the insertion
of
GEORGE NEWNES LTD.,
the appropriate crystal, it being then necessary
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
only to tune for a minimum or maximum
W.C.2
meter

A

:

;
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Tape Recording Equipment
Main Details of This New Method of Making Sound Records
By K.

KEMSEY- BOURNE

TAPE recording has a number of advantages
over other metho s, especially for amateur
use. One valuable point is that an unatisfactory recording can be erased from the tape
so that the tape may he re- recorded, and this
record /erase cycle can be repeated any number of
times without any harm to the medium. Tape is
capable of excellent quality with low background
noise, and will run for long periods or even
continuously.
The drawbacks of the tape system really affect
For
commercial users more than amateurs.
example, mass production of tape recordings is
not yet an economic proposition. Again, it is not
easy to pick out short sections of a long recording,
which must he possible for certain broadcasts. In
a recent enquiry among American radio and
recording engineers, 300 replied '` No " and 80
said " Yes " to the question ' Do you believe that
tapo recording will eventually supplant disc
recording ? " (for broadcast and transcription use,

that is).

The design of tape recording equipment presents
an array of interesting problems, and to some
Summarised briefly, a
extent these interlock.
complete system is made up of the following
components
l. The tape.
2. Magnetic heads for recording, reproducing,
erasing.
3. Suitable tape driving mechanism- motors,
capstans, etc.
4. Amplifying equipment, equalisers, microphones, loudspeakers, oscillators, power supplies,
volume indicators and other accessory equipment.
These various sections all influence one another,
and their design considerations are not altogether
separable.

:-

of the system. Tape should have a high remanence,
to ensure satisfactory signal /noise ratio ; in practice
the figure ranges between 300 and 700 gauss. Then
a high coercivity is required -the higher the
this
better for good high -frequency response-butmakes
has to be compromised, since high coercivity
subsequent erast4re more difficult, and something
between 250 and 500 Oersteds is usual.
As far as handling is' concerned, the tape should
he smooth, strong and uniformly dimensioned,
stable and incorrodible under normal conditions.
too springy
It should be easy to cut and splice, notstorage.
Its
to spool easily, and compact for
magnetic properties must be homogeneous, and
to
there must- be a minimum possible tendency
transfer recorded signals on to adjacent layers of
tape.
On top of this, it should be cheaply made in
Coated plastic tape has replaced the old
hulk
metal Blattner tape.
!

Powder Coatings
The magnetic material is prepared in the form
(40
of stnall particles, about a micron in diameter
millionths of an inch), mixed with a binding lacquer
and applied to the base. It is possible to produce
as the red
synthetically magnetic materials, such and
Fe304),
and black iron oxides (gamma- Fe203, iron,
made
in the form of small particles. Reduced
by way of the carbonyl process, is another suitable

material.
Good dispersion of the magnetic particles through
the binding lacquer is essential. Magnetic material
represents some 25 -30 per cent. of the total coating.
acetate,
Cellulose esters, such as the nitrate andmake
the
and polyvinyl compounds, are used to
lacquers.
Frequency
Emphasis

e

Network

The Tape
This, the actual recorded medium, obviously
plays a major part in determining the effectiveness
rape in Rewind Position

H.T.+

HT.+

Limit Switch

a
T
Take-Up Reel

Supply Peel

Record/Playback
Head

Fig.

Drive

Flywheel

Limit Switch

Capstan

details of a
i.- Typical layoutdeck.

tape -recorder

High Gain
Voltage

Amplifier
Stage

2.-

Stage
Recording

Recording

Head

Bias
Oscillator
(50 kc /s.)

Current

Simplified circuit diagram of recording
Fig.
amplifier, giving the required' pre-emphasis.
'
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Tape Base Materials
In selecting the base, conflicting requirements
have to be considered. If the tensile strength is low
then the cross- section of the base must be increased,
making volume per unit of playing -time high.
The base must be smooth, flexible, not self -adhesive,
and stable under temperature and humidity
changes, all of which means that plasticisers must
be very carefully chosen. Plastics (and sometimes
paper) make good bases.
The base is usually made in wide rolls and cut
into narrow ribbons of the required width. Tape
is usually tin. wide, 0.002in. thick, and spooled in
lengths of 600, 1,200 and 3,200ft. With a well made tape a signal/noise ratio of 60 decibels is
obtainable. Homogeneous, impregnated tapes can
be used for recording, but these are more liable to
HTt

H.T, fi

5183

pole of the bias -head a north pole, then the erasing
head mustact as a south pole.

Alternating- current Erasing
A standard method of demagnetising any ferromagnetic material is to put it in an alternating
magnetic field and then gradually reduce that field
to zero value. That is the basis of A.C. erasing,
although with tape there is the complication that
the material to be de- magnetised is moving fairly
fast. This means that dimensions have to be
worked out carefully, so that the design of an
A.C. erase -head is more complex than for a D.C.
head.
s
As before, the tape is subjected to an A.C. field
that must initially be powerful enough to saturate
the medium. This field now has to decay to zero
during subsequent reversals of the field, so that the
frequency of the erasing field controls the necessary
effective length along the tape of the field. Too
low an erasing frequency would not subject the
tape to enough decreasing reversals of the A.C.
field to ensure complete erasur3 of the signals on
the tape.

Head Requirements
An erasing head may, with advantage, set up a
diffused field, but the opposite holds for recording
To
and reproducing heads. It is good practice to
Power
Amp.
have a separate erase head even if the same head
is used both to record and reproduce ; this is
done extensively on economic grounds.
Again for economic reasons, it is convenient to
use the same frequency for A.C. bias (at the time
of recording) as for A.C. erasing, since this means
otayback
building only one oscillator. The erasing frequency
Post Emphasis
Head
Network
cannot be allowed to become too high, as hysteresis
and eddy- current losses become serious and it is
Fig. 3.- Simplzfie, circuit diagram of play -back
difficult to maintain a strong enough erasing field
amplifier, with post-emphasis. Note the similarity
under the diffused conditions.
to Fig. 2, which means that the same general circuit
An erasing head operated on 50 cycles (mains
can be used, with equalising circuits operated by
frequency) can be used, provided the dimensions
change -over switches.
of the applied field are made sufficiently large.
is not normally doné, because it becomes
produce off-set noises on adjacent layers than are This
difficult to erase and record simultaneously : the
coated tapes.
50 cycle field leaks badly unless very good magnetic
shielding is available.
The Design and Uses of Heads
If the tape is allowed to pass a series of bar
Although it is possible to design a single head to magnets of decreasing
-strength and alternate
perform all three functions of recording, repro- polarity, N- S -N -S, etc.,pole
gives the effect of
ducing and erasing, it is preferable to have separate A.C. erasure without the this
use of an oscillator or
heads for each operation, and, in fact, it is essential energised head. As with D.C.
magnet erasing, a
if high- quality work is to be done. The reason for suitable mechanical gadget must
be provided to
this will soon appear.
swing the magnet system into position when wanted,
and -equally important
keep it well out of the
Direct-current Erasing
way during play -back.
All that is needed to erase a tape recording is a
magnetic force of strength sufficient to saturate the Recording Heads
recorded medium in the right direction. A
For these the field must be sharply defined,
suitably placed bar-magnet will, in fact, serve, and and losses
must be small. The field /current relationmagnets are fitted on a number of commercial tape ship must be
linear.
in the case of disc -recording
recorders. Alternatively, a solenoid, fed by D.Ç. heads and pick -ups, As
the resonant frequency must
current, can be used. The solenoid can be switched be high, preferably above
the frequency of any
on or off as required ; the bar -magnet needs to be A.C. bias used.
moved into action mechanically.
Obviously
head must make uniformly close
The erasing field must in any case be of opposite contact withthe
the passing tape. Pole -piece and
polarity to the recording bias field used ; for eddy- current losses
are kept down by constructing
example, if the bias current made the contacting the poles of insulated
laminations and by using

-to
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and

used, so that full information must be either
obtained from the manufacturers or worked out
empirically.

Erasing
and recording heads themselves generate a field
far greater than any external field, but the varying
field generated by the tape on the play -back head
is very small indeed and can easily be interfered
with if good shielding is not fitted. Mains hum
induced from drive -motors, power transformers,
etc., can be very troublesome, just as it is with

Appendix of Addresses
For the benefit of experimenters who are having
difficulty in obtaining parts or tape, here is a list
of some of those firms who can supply equipment
and information on it.
Audigraph, Ltd., 7, St. Peter's Place, Broad

hysteresis alloys,
Permalloy.
low

such as

Mumetal

Play -back Heads
The important thing here is shielding.

+5
O

Street, Birmingham 1.
Burland Radio Accessories, 4, Carlton Terrace,
Portslade, Sussex.
Bristol Cine Service, 33, Ahna Vale Road,
Bristol, 8.
.Judge Industries, 676 -678, Romford Road,
Manor Park, E.12.
Morecambe Sound Service, 4, 'Green Street,
Morecambe.
R.H. Electronic Service, 93 -95, Button Lane,
Sheffield.

-20
/000

100

Fig.

lUOQO

Freouenev (cycles per sec.)

Several of these firms market complete tape decks, with all heads, motors, pulleys, etc. Messrs.
Wright & Weaire, Ltd., 138, Sloane Street, London,
Tapemarket their own twin -track
Deck " recorder, less amplifier, and Messrs. Boosey
& Hawkes market a complete self -contained wire
r.;cor l r.

+20-

4.-Typical

tape characteristic for constant
current récording.

high -gain amplifiers in other applications. External
effects can be minimised by careful placing and
it is
orientation of the play-hack head. Although
the
possible to use hum- bucking coils built in to and
play -back head, this is not recommended,
there is no real substitute for efficient magnetic

r0

(a) Pre- Emphasis

o

/000

QUO

Frequency

shielding.
Small D.C. fields at the play -back head lead to a
rise in noise level, which means that precautions
must be taken to prevent the pole -pieces from
becoming permanently magnetised.
The same remarks, on small gap, low losses,
resonant frequency and contact with the tape, as
for record heads apply.
Drive Mechanisms
The tape must be wound past the heads at

/0000

(cycles per sec.)

(b) Post -Emphasis'

/000

00

10000

Frequency (cycles per sec.)

absolutely constant linear speed, and thisIn speed
most Fig. 5.- Typical amplifier response characteristics
governs the frequency response possible.
by a required for (a) recording, (b) play -back to give
driven
capstan
a
round
passes
cases the tape
maximum signal /noise ratio. Exact curves depend on
flywheel.
a
through
motor
constant -speed
are
tape used, tape speed, and design of heads.
tracks
two
unless
desirable,
is
re
Fast -wind
directions.
in
opposed
tape
put on the same
Other Equipment
a linear
A magnetic recording does not havecorrection
frequency response characteristic, and
and
circuits must be included in both recording
play -back amplifier circuits to provide equalisation.
bias and
The amplifying gear must also provide
these can be
erase currents ; as mentioned above,
can be of
obtained from the same oscillator, which
figure.
the Colpitt's type, and 50 k/cs. is a typical
almost
The design of the amplifiers depends
heads to be
entirely on the medium And magnetic

NEWNES' RADIO ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK
By F. J. CAMM
5/_, or by post 5/6
Obtainable from booksellers, or by post from
George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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Radio Valve Review-4
The Subject This

Month

is

the Diode and Double

Diode

THE term " diode " applies to any two -electrode upon the triode or pentode
detector so far as disvalve, but in everyday practical language tortion is concerned.
those diodes which are designed for use distortionless detector.It is, however, not a perfectly
In common with all other
as power rectifiers are usually termed " rectifiers " thermionic
valves, the internal resistance of the
and the word " diode " is artificially restricted to diode is
not of constant value for all values of
two- electrode valves intended for use as detectors
applied voltage, and the relation between internal
or for such purposes as A.G.C. rectifiers where the resistance
amount of power handled by the valve is very small. As a result,and anode voltage is not a simple one.
a diode shows considerable distortion
It is in this restricted sense that the word " diode " on weak signals,
and noticeable distortion with
is used in this article.
strong signals if deeply modulated.
Applications of the diode will be restricted to those
If, however, the H.F. amplification is sufficient
already mentioned -detection and A.G.C. It
is to supply a signal greater than 1.0 volt, distortion
true that a diode can be used as a mixer valve, and
at normal modulation depths will not be noticeable.
valves in which a diode element is combined
with
The second application
a triode oscillator, forming a complete
small diodes is for
frequency automatic gain control. A of
changer unit, are available. But this application,
complete description of
A.G.C.
in all its various forms is outside the scope
although used in certain V.H.F. service equipment,
of this article, and it must suffice to illustrate
is not normal radio or television practice.
basic circuit for delayed A.G.C., that is to say, ana
A.G.C. system in which, although the grid bias to
the controlled valves is increased (and their gain
therefore reduced) as the signal input" increases,
the control does not take effect until
input exceeds a pre- determined value. theBysignal
this
Fig. r. -Basic circuit of means weak signals, up to a certain strength, are
amplified
to
the
full capability of the receiver.
the diode when used as
Such a circuit is illustrated in Fig. 2. Here, V1
a speech detector.
is the final I.F. amplifier and V2 a double -diode,
"

Fig. 1 is a basic circuit for a diode used
as a
speech detector. L.C. is a timed
circuit- usually
the secondary of the last I.F. transformer
the
output circuit of the final R.F. stage in a (or
T.R.F.
receiver). Across the points XY, therefore,
is
developed an H.F. voltage bearing the programme
modulation. This voltage is applied to the detector
stage which consists of the diode V in series with
the complex network between the
YZ.
This network comprises the diode load points
resistor R1,
shunted by Cl and also by the potentiometer
R2
and capacitor C2 in series.
As a result of the rectifying property
of the
diode, the diode current consists of
pulses corresponding to the positive unidirectional
half
-cycles
of
the modulated H.F. signal, and can be considered
to be equivalent to a direct current modulated by
the A :F. programme and by a H.F. ripple. The
values of Rl, Cl, R2 and C2 are
that the
H.F. ripple is by- passed throughsoClchosen
and
A.F.
modulation through C2 R2, while the directthe
current
component flows in R1. The A.F. signal, therefore,
appears across R2, which is a variable potentiometer
whereby a 'signal of suitable strength can be tapped
off and transferred to the A.F. amplifier
stage.
R2. of course, acts as a volume control.
Weak Signals
The diode detector, now almost universal practice
in radio reception, is a considerable improvement

comprising two diode sections with a common
cathode. Diode d' is the detector, and the network
Cl, R1, C2, R2 will be recognised as identical
with that in the basic detector circuit of Fig. 1..
Diode d" is the A.G.C. rectifier and its anode
fed with a modulated I.F. signal taken from theis
primary of the final I.F. transformer via capacitor
C3 which isolates the A.G.C. circuit from the
D.C. high -tension supply. This modulated I.F.

Fig.

2.-A

double diode in a circuit providing
demodulation and A.V.C.
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signal is rectified by diode d ', and a unidirectional
voltage therefore appears across the load resistor
R3. The negative potential at point A varies
with the signal strength and is available as additional grid bias for the variable -mu valves in the

diode should not be less than 1.0 v. r.m.s. if reasonable finality is required.
Obviously the normal radio receiver will give at
least this signal voltage at the detector for all
worth -while stations and very considerably more

DIODES AND DOUBLE DIODES

SECTIONS ONLY
FOR MULTIPLE VALVES. DATA IS FOR DIODE
as detector is at the negative end of the filament.
used
to
be
diode
the
valves
multiple
of
case
In each

Description

Type

Connsttruuccttiion

(V)

Va mx. Ia mx.
(mA)
(V)

(If

Mullard

(1) BATTERY

Equipment
Types
Diode triode

DAC32
DA90

Single diode
DAF91 Single diode
A.F. pentode
KBC32 Double diode

triode
Maintenance

TDD2

D,

ble

diode

triode
TDD2A Double diode
triode
Double diode
(2) A.C.

2D2

Double diode

EBL21

output p'nt'de

Double diode
triode
EBL31 Double diode
output p'nt'de
EAF42 Diode -H.F.
' pentode
Double diode
E1341
Double diode
EBC41 D

EBC 3

1

1

,EAC91
i

Diode triode
Double diode

Types

Doable diode Side contact 6.3
Double diode Side contact 6.3
triode
Double diode Side contact 6.3
EBLI
output p'nt' de
5 -pin
4.0
Double diode
2D4A
7-pin
4.0
Pen4DD Double diode
output p'nt'de
7 -pin
4.0
Double diode
TDD4
EB4
EBC3

1.4
1.4

I-pin

2.0

0.1

-pin
5 -pin

2.0

0.12

2.0

0,09

5

110
330

0.05
0.15

Octal
All glass
All glass
BIG
Octal

1.4

0.05

2.0

0.05

0,5

(P.I_V.)

0.2
0.2

200
200

0.8
0.8

1.2

200

0.8

0.65
2.25

200
200

0.8
0.8

0.65

200

0.8

.

triode

Vh
Vh

Equipment
s

vaV,a. la ms
(mA)

fl

Maintenance

,

1

EB91

Description Construction vi

Type

All glass

6.3

Octal
. Octal
All glass
B8A
All glass
BOA
Allgllass
A
AlH glass
7G
Ail glass

6

B8G

(3) D.C. /A.C.

Equipment

125

0.5

m

(A)
0.8

200

0.8

3

0.2
0.2

200
200

0,8
0.8

6.3

1.2

200

0.8

6.3

0.2

200

0.8

6.3

0.3

150

9.0

6.3

0.225

200

0.8

6.3

0.3

50

5.0

.3

0.3

200

9.0

Types
CBL31 Double iode
output d ee
UBL21 Double diode
output p'nt'de
UAF42 Double diode
H.F. p'nt'de
Double diode
ÚB41
UBC41 Double diode

2D13A
2D13C

PEN4-

44.0

0.2

200

0.8

55.0

0.1

200

0.8

12.6

0.1

200

0.8

All glass

19.0

0.1

150

9.0

All glass

14.0

0.1

200

0.8

0.2

200

0.8

0.2

200

0.8

200
200

0.8
0.8

200

0.8

B8G

triode

CHIA

Octal
All glass
B8G
All glass

Maintenance
Types
Double diode Side contact 442
output p'nt'de
13.0
Double diode
Sidé -pi act 13.0
7 -pin

44.0

0.2
0.2

7 -pin

13.0

0.2

5 -pin

Double diode
Double diode

output p'nt'de
ODD
TDD13c Double diode

for the local station. As detectors these diodes
work satisfactorily with a load of about 0.5 Mo.
For A.G.C. rectification the diode load is usually
two or three times this value. The values chosen,
Delay Voltage
however, depend greatly upon the circuit selected
bias
A.G.C.
the
whereby
The " delay " feature
and the general design of the receiver.
a
exceeds
strength
signal
is not effective until the
to
owing
that,
For the rest, the only information needed to
fact
the
from
certain value arises
cathode
selection of a suitable valve is the heater or
the
d',
guide
detector
the
of
the rectifying action
rating and the maximum anode voltage
potential.
filament
positive
steady
at
a
of V2 is maintained
ratings. This information is tabulated
conductive
current
become
and
not
does
Diode d ", therefore,
convenience and for the sake of comsignal
the
For
until
above.
is
produced
and no A.G.C. voltage
data is else. given for the diode
the
on
similar
bias
pleteness
positive
the
exceeds
applied to d"
of multiple valves such as diode pentodes
sections
cathode.
and
-diode triodes.
Small diodes, suitable for use as detectorsforms. and double
A.G.C. rectifiers, are available in several
single diode
They may, for example, consist of abulb.
In the
unit, or of two diodes in a single
be mounted
latter form, the two diode anodes may
BOOKS
or two
STANDARDF. J.TEXT
one above the other on a commonincathode,
CAMM
By
case it
which
used,
be
may
cathodes
separate
9/ -. Newnes Radio
elecEveryman's Wireless Book, by post, The
is usual for the two sections to have internal
Superhet Manual,
Engineer's Pocket Book, by post, 5/6.
interaction.
avoid
to
by post, 6/6.
Circuits,
trostatic screening
by post, 6/6. Practical Wireless
included
be
may
6/6.
Wireless Coils,
sections
by
post,
diode
Manual,
two
or
Training
one
Radio
Again,
Valve Data
Radio
6/6.
voltage
Chokes and Transformers, by post
in the same envelope as an H.F. pentode, a
Book, by post, 5/6. Refresher Course in Mathematics, by
thus

H.F. amplifying stages to which it is applied via
a suitable filter network R4, C4.

pentode,
amplifying triode or even an output
detector making possible a variety of different
arrangements.
amplifying
-voltage
-cum
A.G.C.
cumcondiThere is not much by way of operating
diodes.
small
these
for
tabulated
be
can
which
tions
detector
As previously mentioned, the input to a

.

post, 91-.
The

Mathematical Tables and Formulae, by post, 5/6.

Rule

Mä a

[

bl ,

n

Obtainable from
GEORGE NEWNES LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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b THERMION
Arpertoonity Narks
came as a surprise to me to learn that the
IT Criminal
Investigation Department of Scotland
Yard have been asked to investigate the reasons
why this programme came off the air. It was run
by Hughie Green.. As the matter is, therefore, sub
ludice. I shall not comment on it except to say that
if. as a result of these investigations, it does reappear
in the programmes, the B.B.C. will insist upon the
use of pure English, and correct pronunciation of
English, for which purpose it set up a committee
some years ago, composed largely of -Welshmen and
Scotsmen, to decide on the correct pronunciation
of our language
It jars on my nerves when
hear the programme announced as " arpertoonityI
!

narks."
Incidentally, aren't we having too many programmes on the lines of Itma, Have a Go. arper .. .
pardon, Opportunity Knocks, etc. ? These programmes vary only in detail, the raison d'être being
the wise-crack of which the artists get the credit
which really belongs to the people who spend their
lives hatching up wise- cracks, and retailing them to
programme builders. More than half the credit for
the success of the Itma programme belongs to Ted
Kavanagh. The public, however, seem under the
stupid impression that these quick-fire wise-cracks
occur spontaneously to the artist before the
microphone.
Like actors who can declaim, after months of
rehearsal, the words of Shakespeare, but who are
singularly tongue tied when called upon to make an
extempore speech of their own, many of these well known broadcasters seem bereft of ideas when they
have to make a speech. They are, of course,
sugary sweet in their platitudinous tritisins
sickly sentimentalities. All are aptly summed upand
in
the phrase :
Empty shells from eight to ten,
Filled with the wit of other men
!

D. Sisson Relph
THE death of D. Sisson Relph takes my mind back
to the days when, as a boy straight from school,'
he came into my office as an office boy to learn the
art of journalism. He was 45 years of age when he
died.
Graduating from office boy to editorial
assistant he served the now defunct Amateur Wireless, and later became editor of the Wireless Magazine, also defunct. He later joined the Trader
Publishing Company, where he edited the Wireless
Trader, until at the beginning of the war he joined

the R.N.V.R., in which he became a lieutenant.
When he returned after the war, he was transferred to the book department of Iliffe and Co., and
was responsible for the production of Technical
Books.
R.T.R.A. Evidence
Radio and Television Retailers Association,
THEwhich
has made representations
the
Beveridge Committee on broadcasting, hasto taken

.

the unusual course of publishing the evidence it
gave. From this it appears that they think that
arrangements should be made for some form of
commercial broadcasting independent of the present
programmes. They think that this will provide
healthy competition, and, therefore, result in
improved programmes. As supporting evidence
they say that in a recent poll, dealers were in favour
of commercial broadcasting by nine to one. For some
reason industry in this country has set its face
against it. I know. that on Sundays at least, before
the war, more people listened in to Radio Normandy
and to Radio Luxembourg than they did to the
English programmes. But that was in the days of
Reith, and those miserable Sunday programmes
which he thought essential to the well being of the
British soul. I wonder whether with our much
brighter Sunday programmes people would still
listen in to Radio Normandy and Radio Luxembourg ? I doubt it. It is no use using the argument
of 1939 to the conditions applying in 1950. I fail
to see that the R.T.R.A. is a competent body
to express an opinion on the matter. If they hope
that such programmes will sell more radio sets,
I demur. Such a system, however, would undoubtedly benefit the artists, since to -day the B.B.C.
engage them with minor exceptions on take- it -orleave-it terms. From this point of view the B.B.C.
would have to enter into competition with the
proposed commercial broadcasting station, presuming that it had an independent Charter. If, on
the other hand, the B.B.C. also controlled commercial broadcasting, the B.B.C. policy would be
bound to permeate the commercial programmes,
and this would be a disadvantage. Unless
commercial broadcasting can be run on absolutely
independent lines and entirely divorced from
the B.B.C., it would fail. The B.B.C. method
of producing popular programmes of the type
which would appeal to firms wishing to spend
money on radio programmes is entirely wrong. The
system seems to be, that someone puts up an idea
for a regular programme. If it is approved he gets
a fee for producing it, and can make his own arrangements regarding the cast. This has given rise to
severe criticism in some quarters, the suggestion
being that such producers do not select their artists
by merit, but according to the rules of the Old Pals
Act. In the past bribery and corruption has been
hinted at.
I agree with the R.T.R.A., however, when they
say that television should be run under a separate
organisation and have no connection whatever
with the sound services. It is that very connection,
at the moment, which has prevented the more rapid
development of the new service.
OUR NEW COMPANION .JOURNAL

Practical Television
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Radio Valve Faults

the Modern
Types of Fault and the Process of Fault Finding in

Radio Valve

complies with the required char3ULT finding in any form of apparatus can that the. valve
Fusually be simplified into direct action along acteristics.
user of a valve, the correct characteristics
fairly well- defined channels provided the con - of The
are already published, will not usually
which
is
properly
apparatus
the
of
operation
and
struction
find it necessary to make measurements to a similar
what
to
understand
clearly
hbility
The
understood.
of accuracy. His requirements are to make
one is looking for and thereafter to undertake an degree
as to ensure that the electrical and
checks
such
saves
only
not
manner
systematic
a
in
investigation
and mechanical properties remain
geometrical
optimistic
that
produces
also
but
time
the
considerable
sound and from this he is able to deduce that
feeling of being well on top of the job that is of no valve
is capable of fulfilling its operating requireminor importance in this type of investigation.
ments. Fortunately, in order to make such checks
There is, however, considerable danger of deduc- the test can be simplified and made comparatively
-simplified
is
over
knowledge
tion if the fundamental
matter for engineers engaged
faults and speedy, an important
and it is well, therefore, in consideringbasic
on maintenance routine.
undera
have
to
valves
radio
in
fault finding
The satisfactory operation of a valve in any
standing of their construction and the manner in particular
piece of valve- operated apparatus
function.
which they
only upon the condition of the valve
not
depends
some
of
consists
valve
Fundamentally, the radio
also upon the circuit in which it is used,
but
itself,
when
electrons
emit
will
form of cathode which
the components in that circuit
potential the condition of
heated, an anode which held at a positive
even upon the physical conditions under which
and
electrons
of
flow
a
cause
to the cathode will
held it is used in the apparatus.
to it from the cathode, and one or more grids
control
to
potentials
varying
at various and perhaps
Examples
the electron flow will then act as electrostatic
A valve might, for instance, produce symptoms of
screens.
in a set in which its physical position
microphony
which
heater
a
add
perhaps
should
we
To these
sound vibrations from the loudthat
such
was
electricity
of
current
a
of
it
through
by the passage
were directly impressed upon it. In some
speaker
the
composing
material
emissive
the
will heat
a other form of apparatus the same valvea might
cathode and finally, in most types ofof valves,
function perfectly satisfactorily. Again, valve
electrons
free
passage
the
of
allow
to
"vacuum
of the frequency changer type might still satiswith
molecules
by
gas
impeded
being
their
without
perform its function in one particular
the resultant destruction of the desired character- factórily
receiver whilst failing so to do in another, the
valve.
the
of
istics
are difference being due to the particular characterThe operating characteristics of the valve and
istics of the circuit used in the oscillator asection.
determined by a combination of its electrical
still further example might be that of valve
heading
geometrical design. As examples under the material A
as a voltage amplifier in some apparatus
used
of " electrical " we might place the emissive of the having total low gain. Slight noisiness in such case
a
and the self- capacitance and inductance
might be insufficient to be noticeable, whereas in of
electrode system.
amount
a
similar
amplifier
-gain
high
-stage
multi
could
we
"
Under the heading of " geometrical
be unof the noise in the valve might cause the valve tostage.
include such items as the physical design include
in an early
were
it
if
especially
suitable,
course,
of
electrode system which would,
the
This would appear to suggest that the best test
the dimensions of the electrodes and spacing,
set
Mechanical
any valve might be that of testing it in the
items.
for
mesh of the grid and other such
apart
but
function,
to
has
it
base,
in
which
the
or
apparatus
supports,
features, such as the electrode
are not from the obvious inconvenience of the method, such
etc., really come under both headings, but
analysis.
tests cannot be considered as wholly satisfactory
simplified
this
immediately relevant in
geometrical
the
for many reasons. Intermittent faults and potential
if
that
state
It is reasonable to
more
and
unchanged
future troubles can usually be detected far
remain
valve
characteristics of the
of checking
methods
suitable
of
to
up
use
the
are
by
vacuum
readily
and
the emission, insulation,
away from its associated circuits. Valve
standard, the valve may be considered as in sound the valve
nature if allowed to continue on the
this
of
faults
condition.
set is still functioning may finally
the
the
of
that
ground
considerations
our
This, then simplifies
to other components. Stage gain
in
is
valve
damage
a
in
that
result
check
to
necessary
form of tests
this might be due either to the
and
faulte
found
the
be
consider
may
to
left
is
it
and
sound condition,
in its associated circuits.
occur.
components
to
to
or
likely
valve
more
are
that
headings
under these
and found to be
If the valve itself has been checkedtrouble
obviously
of the
tracing
the
satisfaetory,
Types of Test
simple.
more
becomes
differentiate
to
also
stage
It may be well at this
It would not be within the scope of these articles
between the types of test necessary for varying to go into details of the construction of apparatus
purposes.
and instruments for checking such possible faults,
A valve designer may be called upon to produce a but an indication will be given of the suitability or
a
such
in
and
function,
a
given
out
valve to carry
unsuitability of various' methods.
case he will find it necessary to undertake measure(Do be continued)
ensure
to
of
accuracy
degree
ments of a considerable
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Coupling in Short-wave
Receivers

L.F.

Hints for the Keen Long- distance Experimenter

[Y HORT-WAVE experimenters, as a rule, study

By A. W. MANN

At Fig.
shown, theoretical form, the straight
commercial designs and appreciate many of, transformer coupling method.
S
makethe salient features incorporated. In many of L.F. transformer, with ratioUsing
of
and
instances,
1..

is

in

.

however, cost being the ruling factor,
they confine their activities to the home construction
of simpler types.. While what may, be termed home constructed receivers of the semi-communicationtype superhet are built and used by a minority,
the majority favour the simple regenerative non
H.F. and T.R.F. types.
Such receivers do not compare favourably with
the superheterodyne so far as selectivity and sensitivity are concerned, but nevertheless
capable
.of reasonably good. performance in thearehands
of
the average operator.
.

Home Construction

a -goocf
3:1 or 4:1

a

a power valve in conjunction with it, sufficient
volume will be available for headphone reception
when preceded by a regenerative detector.
While this form of L.F. coupling is satisfactory
when built intoo-a receiver by an experienced constructor, there are several other methods which, in
the intèrests of stability, are far better suited to the
requirements of short -wave receiver construction.

Better Method
The method shown at Fig. 2 is a much better
one, and is known as resistance feed.
The
connections, as shown, provide a step -up ratio of
4 :1.
Fig. 3 shows a slight modification in the
connections, which increases the step -up to a ratio of
5 :1.
A

Amongst home constructors are some who
follow the recommended procedure of drawing
down their contemplated experimental receiver in
theoretical form, and including in the circuit diagram Decoupiing
all the modifications and additions they feel desirable
While the resistance feed method has much to
in the finished receiver.
recommend it,
writer's preference is for that
This is followed by above, and below, chassis shown at Fig. 4.theThis
is a very stable form, and is
layout diagrams, after which the receiver con- a modification of the straight
method. In addition
struction. and wiring is taken in hand. In order to the L.F. transformer a resistor
of between 14,000
to attempt such work, however, a reasonable ohms and 50.000 ohms and
amount of previous constructional work, and 11íF to 2/IF are required. a fixed condenser of
The resistance and
knowledge of radio fundamentals is most desirable. by -pass condenser are the decoupling
components.
It is better otherwise to stick to published
Choice of suitable values will depend to some
designs. It should be noted, however, that receivers extent on individual requirements, but excessive
of experimental design which,- when completed, voltage drop should be avoided. This method will
require no further alteration or modification, are provide freedom from motor -boating effects with
the exception rather than the rule.
stability in operation, if correctly applied.
In an early issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, the
Battery -type Receivers
writer described a regenerative three -valve receiver
The purpose of this article is to discuss, for the the low- frequency amplifier of which consisted of
benefit of experimenters who use battery -operated two stages of choke -resistance coupling. This
receivers, a few low -frequency amplifier coupling receiver, which was used for quite a long time,
had a very good signal -to -noise ratio.
methods which are worth trying.
.

H.

4:/

HT*

/O-SO

L,S,

K1?

Ratio

L.S.

HT

H7

GB

P
GB

+

P

L7HT-

t.-Straight trans-

former cyupling,

GB

/-2pF

LT,+

Fig.

G

Fig. 2.

-

Resistance
feed 4 :1 step -up ratio.

H TLTLT+

Fig.

3.- Resistano

5 :1

step -up ratio.
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spots in tuning. It is not alw$ys a cure for the
latter. In any case, it provides but little in the
way of amplification.
We can, of course, use a so -called semi -tuned
stage which includes a tapped coil, instead of an
idea
H.F. choke or resistor, respectively. This
was satisfactory in its day, but is in my opinion
obsolete. The saule applies to =tuned high frequency stages.
On the whole, the use of maimed and semi -tuned
H.F. stages under present -day conditions are not
to be recommended.
an H.F.
Suitable Values
To use either a screened grid valve, orshould
as
be
The grid leak and fixed condenser values
to the best advantage, the stage
pentode
from
ten
reaction,
sensitivity,
gain,
additional
the
specified will ensure smooth
case,
In
any
tuned.
metres to one hundred and sixty metres, providing and selectivity will be well worth the extra outlay.
o
We cannot improve the selectivity beyond certain
HT,+/
and in this respect, even the best T.R.F.
limits,
LFC.
/OOH
H.T.+20
falls far short of superhet standards. It is policy,
we
therefore, to make tho best use of the material
N.T+3
have to hand.

The theoretical circuit is shown at Fig. 5 and
in the
may interest those" who are interested Another
headphone reception of. C.W. signals.use of L.F.
of its advantages is, that due to the
is
chokes in place of resistances, voltage drop
avoided.
The volume obtainable is, of course, less than
would be obtainable with an R.C.C. L.F. transformer
combination, but is nevertheless satisfactory, and
the quality of reproduction very good.

Output
LFC

20-32H.
Det

T2pF
L.S.

C'

-0

NT"-

T0

Fig. 5. -Choke R.C.C. L.F. amplifier.
that a suitable high -frequency choke is incorporated

in the receiver, together with suitable detector
valve.
At one time, it was common practice to build
simple regenerative, and T.R.F. receivers, in which
two stages of L.F. transformer coupling was
incorporated. Although, with careful design and
layout this can be done successfully, it is not a
practice to be recommended. There is no doubt
due to
that much of the trouble experienced the
first
instability could have been avoided if
stage transformer had been replaced with R.C.C.

Audio Filters
turning
As the superheterodyne fraternity are there is
their attention to the use of audio filters,
likewise.
every reason why the T.R.F. user should do
in amateur
That is, of course, if he is interested
S.W.
phone and C.W. reception. So far as the helps
sometimes
filter
a
is
concerned,
listener
B.C.
announceto clear up QRM when listening for stationprogramme
ments, and can be cut out of circuit for

listening.
I would suggest to those who are interested,
type
and who can obtain an FL -8-A ex-service
prove
audio filter, that a few experiments may
worth while, especially on the amateur bands.
A Useful Guide

Published DX logs as found in amateur publicaas to
tions are, among other things, a useful guide comcommercial
the most popular types of They
also display
munications type receivers.
and less
the results obtained with less complicatedsurprising
efficient types of receivers. It is rather receivers
to note that various forms of regenerative because
enjoy a measure of popularity. Surprising,
from
they are used under far different conditions
The results
those existing during the early days. regenerative
obtained by the average operator using
they
receivers, prove that despite their limitations,
are worthy of consideration.

The L.F. Pentode

The introduction of the L.F. pentode has been
of considerable benefit to short -wave experimenters.
By its use, we are enabled to obtain a little extra
L.F. amplification in a very simple manner, and
free of complications.
At Fig. 6 is shown a regenerative detector followed
by an R.C.C. L.F. stage. If desired, the second
-valve could be an ordinary L.F. type, or one of the
low-power type. All values are given, and this
arrangement will provide a very satisfactory signal to -noise ratio.
Tuned and Untuned H.F.
When additional amplification is desired at high
frequency, the constructor has the choice of either
a tuned, or untuned stage.. The untuned stage is
used by some as a buffer, and as a cure for dead

Fig. 6. Detector and R.C.C. L.F. stage.
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Self-compensating Linear
A.C. Meter
A Handy Test Instrument for Voltage and Current
Readings

THE usual method of measuring A.C'. by means
of a moving-coil instrument is to include
a full -wave bridge rectifier in the circuit. If
the instrument is to be used for A.C. + D.C. measurements, certain inherent defects arise which are
due to the non -linear characteristics of
rectifier
over a percentage of the meter scale. the
With full
scale reading of, say, 15 volts, the non -lineara per-

By G.

F.

CRAVEN

very bad scale shape. Here again a transformer is
used, the design of which is extremely difficult
where small bulk is required with accurate results.
Defects Overcome

To overcome these difficulties and to provide a
scale which is absolutely linear on any A.C. voltage
or current measurements, a circuit has been evolved

t
a

Ñ

d

Rel."_'' Se

2.5 2.0 AS
Volts

Fig.

Forward

FO

5

o

z.-Rectifier

S

1.0

AS

2.0 25

O

Volts

characteristics.

tentage of the reading is negligible, but for full scale values below this value the non -linear percentage may be in excess of 50 per cent. One method
of overcoming the non -linearity of the scale at low
voltages is to include a potential transformer which
raises the input voltage to a value which is outside
the non -linear range. This method is successful
where comparatively heavy currents are flowing,
but for light current work the voltage drop due to
the current drawn by the transformer introduces
serious errors. Similarly, on A.C. current measurements it is impossible to use a rectifier -moving
-coil
combination across a shunt as the meter is then
operating as a low reading voltmeter and has a

S

1.0

/S

2.-

2.0
Volts

25

3.0

3.5

Fig.
Compensated rectifier characteristics.
which is entirely suitable for inclusion in a universal
meter. It has the great advantage of using the same
scale for A.C.+D.C. measurements without transformers and introduces no more error into the
readings than any high -resistance meter with bad
scale shapes.
Consider the characteristic curves of a copper oxide rectifier. It will be seen that as the voltage

Meter

Adjust for

Correct Reading

Variable

Standard
Voltmeter

AC Input

Fig.

3.-Compensated rectifier

circuit.

Fig.

4.- Calibration
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rises, the resistance of the rectifier clement falls in
one direction and rises in the other according to the
polarity of the voltage. It is these changes in
resistance which provide the rectifying action, the
impedance being very high for currents flowing in
one direction and very low when flowing in the
reverse direction. As will be obvious from the
curves in Fig. 1, the changes in resistance are nonlinear in the extreme.
Consider now Fig. 2. If one curve in which the
resistance is decreasing is superimposed upon a
curve where the resistance is increasing the resultant
curve will appear as a straight line and will, therefore, give a linear scale. This method of compensation is the one used in the circuit about to be
described.
The instrument and its conventional rectifier
are coupled in the usual manner. A second instrument rectifier, identical in characteristics to the
first, i.e., current rating, manufacture, etc., is
coupled in parallel to the meter. The positive side
of the compensating rectifier is taken directly to
the positive terminal on the meter whilst the
negative side is not connected. From each of the
A.C. terminals on the compensating rectifier a
connection is made to the negative side of the
meter via a variable resistance (Fig. 3). The
function of these resistances is to balance any slight
discrepancies in the rectifier elements and may be
adjusted to give perfect linearity. Once set, they
need never be' altered again. The values of these
variable resistances should be variable from zero
to approximatbly 10 times the meter resistance.
Setting Up and Calibrating Procedure
To calibrate the instrument as a voltmeter, the
series resistance to give full scale deflection is very
nearly 90 per cent. of that required to give full scale
deflection on D.C. For accurate results, a variable
resistance of value greater than is necessary is
coupled in series with the circuit. A variable source

of A.C. is required together with a reliable A.C.
voltmeter. The equipment is set up as in Fig. 4 and
the variable series resistance adjusted to give it full
scale reading which agrees with that on the standard
meter. Next, the linearity is checked by varying

the A.C. supply from maximum to zero, the compensating variable resistors Ri and R2 being
adjusted to preserve the linearity. When the
meter is linear from zero to full scale, the series
variable resistance is measured to give the value
of resistance in series with the meter. This procedure is then carried out for all the other required
ranges with the exception of the adjustments to the
resistances Ri and Ra; which are now sot for all

Standard'

AC. Ammeter

Variable

Ar.

Supply,

Adjust for Correct Reading,

5.-Calibration

as an A.C. ammeter.
ranges. The value of resistance in circuit which is
provided by the variable series resistor is the value
required as a fixed resistor on each range.
The instrument may be calibrated as an ammeter
by coupling a variable resistance across the rectifier
A.C. terminal and by using a standard A.C.
ammeter in series with the variable A.C. supply
leads (Fig. 5). A procedure similar to that of the
voltmeter calibration is used and here again it is
unnecessary to adjust Ri and R'. The value of
resistance in parallel with the circuit is that which
is required to give full scale deflection when the
standard meter and the instrument being calibrated
agree.

Fig.

and Viewer Research Combined
Listener
Midland T.V.
that the work of the B.B.C.'s Listener asked to write, on a postcard,
"

NOWResearch Department extends to

television,

departit has been decided to change the title of thelisteners
ment to Audience Research, thus including
and viewers alike.
The television panel, under the direction of

J. E. Silvey, head of Audience Research,
started work on January 15th this year. Its function

Mr. R.

Enquiry," adding their names and addresses, in
block capitals, and post it to Head of Audience
Research, 55,- Portland Place, London, W.1.
Weekly Log
Members of the viewing public who join the
television panel receive a " log " every Saturday of

week's television programmes.
to provide information about the the forthcoming
they are requested to fill in day by day with
amount of viewing and what viewers think of the This
such details as the number of viewers on their set
programmes they'see.
a particular programme, their reactions -to that
A special " Likes and Dislikes " form has been to
will programme, and so on, and then post the completed
prepared for Midland viewers, a copy of whichThis
log back to the B.B.C. in the reply -paid envelope
it.
be sent to any viewer there who applies for
provided on tho Sunday after the week has
form carries ten simple questions on one side, while
finished.
of
member
on, the other there are spaces for each
The strength of the television panel is stabilised
opinions.
the family to express his or her individual
000 families, 200 retiring and 200 new families
at
Midland
many
as
The B.B.C. hopes to hear from
every fourth 'week.
joining
are
help
to
viewers as possible, and those willing
is twofold

:
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A First -hand Account of Progress and Development in the Far East
By PASCOE THORNTON

THE small island of Singapore (about the size government was restored and the Department
of
of the Isle of Wight) is tending more and Broadcasting took its present form.
more to become one vast radio transmitting
At
this time Radio Malaya was still using the
site. Already an appreciable fraction of its area
is taken up by the aerials of Government and Services Cathay Building studios. Their own old building
was
still
occupied by what is now the British Far
wireless stations, commercial cable firms, Radio
Broadcasting Service of the B.B.C., but
Malaya, and the B.B.C. Only the two latter Eastern
operate broadcasting services, and although there is which was then the Far Eastern Bureau, first of the
no connection between the two organisations, the Ministry of Information and later of the Foreign
Office. The Cathay Building studios were too small
public often finds the situation confusing.
post -war requirements and were thoroughly
It is really quite simple. The B.B.C. in Singapore for
unsatisfactory in many ways. It was therefore
operates what is called the British Far Eastern proposed
a new building should be erected
Broadcasting Service, intended to bring the voice and plans that
were
last year for this -to be
of Britain to non- British countries in the East. built next to the approved
old building. When it is completed,
For the most part the programmes are relays from both buildings will
be jointly used by the Radio
London, although some material is originated in the Malaya and B.B.C. staffs.
The building is expected
Singapore studios.
to be ready for use in
RadioMalaya, on the ........................_..........................................................................................; the
latter part of this
other hand, is only
PERSONAL NOTE : Pascoe Thornton recently
concerned with the ` returned from Singapore, where for the past year.
inhabitants of British i three years he has been Programme Director of
Programme Side
Territories -Malaya ,
Radio Malaya. Before the war he was on the ;
Malaya's task
Singapore, North ; staff of the B.B.C., from 1934 to 1939, first as an is Radio
no mean one, both
Borneo. Sarawak and
announcer and then as a producer-script writer i from the programme
a few scattered islands. I in the Empire Department. He joined the R.A.F. ;
and from the technical
It is operated by the
soon after the outbreak of war, and served as an
points of view. To take
Federation. of Malaya i intelligence officer until his demobilisation
in
: the
programme side
and Singapore Govern- ? 1947. In the course of his war service he ran
first
there are four
ments through
the
Forces' Broadcasts in Iceland as a spare -time
major racial groups in
Department of Broadjob ; and later he organised broadcasts to ex- P.O.W. i Malaya
casting, .which has its t from, New Delhi for Admiral Mountbatten. He i themselves the Malays
;
Muslims,
headquarters in Singa- i has, therefore, an unusually wide -experience of
with their own tradipore, although it serves i broadcasting in many parts of the world.
i tional music and culture ;
both governments. Its i
t the Chinese, speaking
a
functionis to provide :.....................................................................,............... ..............................; wide
variety of dialects
news, information, education and entertainment to as different from each
other
as
English
is
from
its listeners.
Russian, and with almost as many styles of music
Broadcasting began in Singapore in the mid- and drama the Indians, Tamils from the south,
thirties. The first signals, I believe, were sent out Sikhs, Bengalis and others from the north,
deeply
by Mr. E. C. Yates, a radio technician who is still divided according to their allegiance to India or to
in business in Singapore. Soon, however, the Pakistan ; and last, but by no means least, the
Malayan Broadcasting Company was formed, Europeans and Eurasians, mostly English- speaking
financed by the manufacturers, and the present and looking to the west for their traditions and
Director of Broadcasting, Mr. J. S. Dumeresque, culture.
went out to Singapore as general manager -and
To serve this multifarious audience, with very
also as chief engineer, programme director, and limited resources, is not easy. Two " networks " of
everything else as well
transmitters are .operated simultaneously, one
A studio arid -office block was built on a hill on carrying English programmes for the greater part
the edge of the town, the transmitters being some of the time, and the other shared between the Malay,
fifteen miles away. Additional staff were recruited, Chinese, and Indian programmes. This arrangement
has been adopted because it has been found that
and Radio Malaya was well on the road.
majority of listeners are English -speakingThen came the war. The M.B.C. was taken over the
English is
becoming the lingua franca of the
by the Ministry of Information.
Emergency educated rapidly
classes-and therefore the English pro -r adios were prepared in the newly -completed
skyscraper block of flats known as the Cathay grammes are listened to by a wider audience than
Building, and broadcasting was carried on from any of the vernacular programmes. The actual
these up till the very entrance of Japanese troops division of time is approximately 50 hours per week
in English, 30 in Chinese, 20 in Malay, and 20 in
into the city itself.
Tamil.
With the defeat of the Japanese, the British
On the technical
the difficulties are equally
Military Administration took over control of Radio great. Except forside
with its densely
Malaya, operating it until one year later when civil packed population, theSingapore.
Malayan listeners are spread
1

:

?

?

;

!

.

-
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The question of money, in my view, is the crucial
one for the future of broadcasting in Malaya. More
money is urgently needed for developing both the
technical and programme services. Many of the
Asian staff in particular are very poorly paid in
comparison with equivalent jobs in commercial
firms, with the result that good men are hard to
get. Communications throughout the country are
poor, and something better must be contrived if
full economical use is to be made of the available
staff and resources.
Where is the money to be found I Radio licences
have been in force for over a year, and are now well
on the way to the 100,000 mark, which is considered
to be somewhere near the maximum (though I
believe that good, cheap, and really easily -maintained battery sets would increase that figure by
at least 50 per cent.). But the licence fee at 812
(28/ -) can hardly be increased, and the most that
licence revenue can be expected to produce is
therefore of the order of one and a half million
dollars. This is less than half Radio Malaya's
present budget. The balance is at present found
from general Government funds -most reluctantly
and grudgingly found. It seems clear that no more
can be expected from this source.
There remains the possibility of some form of
advertising, now prohibited. This suggestion was
made by a Government committee set up last year
to explore " the possibilities of effecting economies
in Radio Malaya. ' They found that no economies
were possible, and proposed that schemes for introducing some system of commercial broadcasting
Listeners' Problems
should be investigated. I hope that the investiproblems
listeners'
Now what of the Malayan
gators will report in favour, for I can see no other
in
most
is
it
as
He does not always fin'a it so simple
way of obtaining for Radio Malaya the revenue
Singapore,
in
lives
he
If
parts of the British Isles.
which it must have if it is to develop the full
have
he
should
Malacca
Kuala Lumpur, Penang or
service for which its listeners quite justifiably
Here
station.
local
his
no difficulty in receiving
clamour.
;
static
-made
man
be
to
his main trouble is likely
The second question affecting Radio Malaya's
D.C.
where
Singapore
in
in fact, there are districts
is that of its constitution. At present it is
future
practically
listening
make
fans and other gear
department. That, I am convinced,
Government
a
less
and
towns,
these
outside
impossible. If he lives
handicap. It means that the Director of
a
grave
is
unlucky,
be
he
may
Singapore,
than 200 miles from
Broadcasting is not free to control his department's
because he will be inside the skip of the short -wave
expenditure as he considers best ; that the fees
-wave
medium
the
outside
yet
transmitters and
offered to artists cannot encourage good work ;
may
produce
again
valleys
and
Hills
service area.
that everything has to be fitted into routine
mining
tin
important
an
Ipok,
spots.
bad local blind
Government methods which are completely incomthis.
of
example
centre, is a notable
patible with the efficient running of a broadcasting
one
and
difficulty,
serious
most
the
But perhaps
station. Enterprise is strangled.
facilities
listening
of
spread
the
which may hamper
power
At the same time I do not consider it would be
lack
of
the
of
that
is
country,
throughout the
villages
to allow Radio Malaya to pass into the hands
and
right
towns
smaller
the
of
supplies. Few
(This was also suggested by the
charged
of
commerce.
accumulator
an
have
to
;
have electricity
above.) The political situation
mentioned
place
nearest
committee
the
to
trip
day's
whole
may mean a
is far too critical for the GovernAsia
have
-east
not
do
South
in
batteries
Dry
facilities.
with charging
replace- ment to relinquish altogether its control over so
a good shelf life in tropical conditions, and
by. powerful a weapon as radio.
come
to
easy
always
not
therefore,
ments are,
this
to
alive
fully
are
The answer, therefore, must be a corporation on
manufacturers
Some British
variou4
it
in
solve
to
lines of the B.B.C., accountable to the Governthe
endeavouring
are
problem, and
ment, but independent in its internal management.
ways.
illiteracy is still This system has worked remarkably, well in this
In a country like Malaya, where
an even higher country ;' I see no reason why it should not work
has
word
spoken
the
commonplace,
The radio equally well in Malaya.
England.
like
countries
in
than
value
can be of the greatest assistance to the Government
and
in spreading objective news and information,
REFRESHER COURSE IN MATHEMATICS
unfriendly
By F. J. CAMM
4th Edition
in countering Communist or other on
8/6, by Post 9/propaganda. And so any money spent bemaking
LTD.
NEWNES
From:
GEORGE
money
listening in Malaya easier and better will
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
well spent in the cause of democracy.

comparatively thinly on a narrow peninsula some
400 miles long. The country is very mountainous,
and the service area of medium -wave stations is
severely limited. Noise level is high and forbids
the use of long-wave transmitters in tropical
countries.
Much of the country must therefore be served by
short wave, although the distances are too short
for this to be altogether satisfactory. Experiments
have indicated that a frequency in the neighbourhood of 9 Me /s. would give the best results. No
frequencies in this band are available, however, and
in practice the frequencies used are of the order of
satis5 to 7 Mc /s. Results in general are fairly
factory, although conditions at dusk -unfortunately
a peak listening time -are always difficult; and
unreliable. More power is the only answer and
that means more money, which Malaya at the
present time can ill- afford.
There are at the moment four stations throughout
-wave
the country. Singapore has two medium
transmitters and three short -wave. Kuala Lumpur
has two medium- and one short-wave ; Penang and
Malacca have medium -wave only.
Reception reports of the short -wave transmissions from Singapore have been received from
listeners in England. DX fans might care to try
7,200 kc /s. from about 15.00 hours G.M.T. On
instead
Saturdays the station closes at 10.30 G.M.T.likely
on
of the usual 111.00, so success is more
that day, as reception improves as the time grows
later.
Y
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NOW BEING DELIVERED

PREMIER TELEVISOR KITS
LONDON
FOR

AND BIRMINGHAM

USING 9" OR

f19190

MAGNETIC C.R. TUBES
including all parts, valves and loud 12"

speaker, but excluding C.R. TUBE
(CARRIAGE, ETC., IS -)
The Vision Receiver consists of 4 R.F. stages (EF54s) which are The Power Supply
is from a double wound mains
followed by a Diode Detector and Noise Limiter (6H61 which is completely
isolating the receiver from the mains.transformer
directly coupled to the Video valve (EF54).
The H.T.
Rectifier is a 5Ú4G.
Complete Kit with valves. £3/1810.
Complete Kit with valves, £4!16!6.
Carriage 2/6.
Carriage 5/-.
The Sound Recelver comprises 3 R.F. stages (6SH7s) followed by a The following Sensitivity
figures prove that the Premier Televisor
Double Diode Triode (6Q7). which acts as Detector and L.F. Ampli- Kit is capable of reception
at greater distances than any other
fier. A Noise 'Limiter (EA50) is also incorporated. The output Standard Commercial
Kit or Receiver whether T.R.F. or Superhet.
valve (6V6) drives a 10in. P.M. Moving Coil Speaker with closed
field magnet, which is included in the Time Base Kit.
VISION RECEIVER
Complete Kit with valves. £311/0.
Sensitivity 25/iv for 15v peak to peak measured at the Anode
Carriage 2/6.
of the Video Valve.
Rejection Better than 40 db.
The Time Bases employ blocking oscillators on both Line (6SH7 Sound
and 807), and Frame (VR137 and 6V6). E.H.T. is taken from the Adjacent Sound Rejection Midland Model. Better than 50 db.
Line Output Transformer through a voltage doubler employing SOUND RECEIVER
two valves (VU111). The Sync separators are 6116 and 6V6.
Sensitivity 20 pv.
Complete Kit with valves. £81516
Vision Rejection : Better than 50 db.
Carriage 5/ -.
:

:

:

CONSTRUCTION BOOK 3/ -.

PREMIER RADIO CO.
MORRIS
CO. (RADIO) LTD.
&

THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF TELEVISION AND RADIO BARGAINS IN
THE PREMIER CATALOGUE. PLEASE
SEND ed, STAMP FOR COPY.

POST ORDERS TO 167, LOWER CLAPTON RD., E.S. 'Phone
: Amherst 4723.
CALLERS TO 15213, FLEET ST., E. C.4.
Central 2833.
NEW BRANCH :207, EDGWARE RD., W.2.
Ambassador 4033.
This Branch is open until 6 p.m. on Saturdays.

GARDNERS <ADIO":2
will

complimentary copy of their
NEW 28 PAGE BROCHURE
describing the

SEE THE WORLD in well -paid and
interesting jobs
Our r -year Marine
or Air Radio Officers Courses will train
you to 1st Class P.M.G. Standard
the stepping stone to well paid posts.
Training for Radio Officers' Certificate
is recognised as providing grounds for
deferment of call -up. Personal supervision by expert instructors.
Write for full details and FREE
BOOKLET.

" SOMERFORD "

!

-

IC"r112

to

I

U.

MAINS

PEMBRIDCE SQOIRE, NOTTING HILL CITE.

LONDON, 0.2.

TELEPHONE: O115NIIER

5131/2

TRANSFORMERS

including the new types

"

BURLEY

"

and

"

HENGIST

"

POST THIS COUPON TO -DAY

To: GARDNERS RADIO LTD.,
SOMERFORD, CHRISTCHURCH, HANTS.
Please send me your New 28 page Brochure.

Dept. 32.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES

be pleased to send you a

Associated with

Name

MA RCON IPHONE
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"ADCOLA"
Trade Mark

SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS

Reg.

Read. Design No. 860302

Designed for Wireless and Television Assembly
230150v.
SUPPLIED FOR ALL VOLT RANGES FROM 617v, to
of the
The three Adcola Models covering the requirements
Television, Telecommunication and Radar Engineers
jointing.
assure thorough
... 2216
-hin. dia. Bit. Standard Model ...
,.. 251tin. dia. Bit. Standard Model ...
301 f}in. dia. Detachable Bit
Abroad.
and
England
in
Patented
Sole Manufacturers :

ADCOLA PRODUCTS

LIMITED

ALLIANCE HOUSE, CAXTON STREET, WESTMINSTER,

LONDON, S.W.I.

s

COILPACKS
Size 111n. x 211n. x 31in.
Whet (485 ke /s) do T.R.F.
Pre -aligned. with full circa!

supplied.
Only five connections to make.
with one-hole fixing, and your
coil problems are solved, quickly.
efficiently and at low cost.
TR.1196
This Midget Collpack has a terrific
as}
hose:who shave an OSMOR!
available
latest
types
the
Send Stamp for free Circuits and details ofand lists of dials, matches
(including Superhet Portable Battery Model)
Bulletin.
radio and television components, etc., also our latest Bargain
Viewmaster " constructional drawings:5/ post free. (State i
London or Midland version required.)
WAVELENGTH CHANGES
assembly Type" A," 91- each
Replacement scales for our glass dial
Trade and Export enquiries invited.
specified for
conversion of the
Type 25 unit of the
As

,

P. 6 )
OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD. (Dept. Surrey
Bridge View Works, Borough Hill, Croydon,
Telephone

Croydon 1220.

HENRY'S

comprising
8.3515. I.F. S'fRle. A complete LF. Unit,
6 SP61 I.F. Stages, tuned to 13.5 m /cs. 1 EA50 diode detector,
few modificaand 1 EF36 or EF39 output or video stage. Awhich
will give
tions only are required to adapt this unit. complete
with
Price,
pictures of extremely good quality. instructions,
is 45v.,
valves and foolproof modification
plus 55. packing and carriage. Limited quantity only.
for exTYPE EA INDICATOR UNITS. -As recbmmended(includes
complete
Govt. T/V construction. Absolutely and
3 EB34). Limited
VCR97 with mu -metal shield. 4 EF50
plus 7/6 carriage and packing.
quantity only. at 87/8 each, receiver
portion of the T`R 1196.
RECEIVER TYPE 25. The
for an all -wave
Covers 4.3 -6.7 Mc/s, and makes an ideal basis
August issue. Comreceiver. as per Practical Wireless,"
EK32 and EBC33.
plete with valves type EF36(2). EF39(2).
conversion data for home
complete with
only
Suppdcoom8l
NO. 18 SET. RECEIVER PORTION. A four -wave superhet
Mc/s (33 m -50 m). Valve line -up :
receiver operating from 6-9
H.T.,
3 ARP12 (VP23). and ARS (11L23DD). Requires only 120v.
17/6. plus116
9v. G.H. and 2v. L.T.. in perfect condition, only
bargain. Suitable brand
now headphones can be suppliedtat3 Per to despatch.
N.B. -Each receiver Is tested working, prior
Comprising 2 EF50.
A.M. RECEIVER UNIT, TYPE 181.
and resistors.
EF54 and EC52. Coils, relay and many condensers
The whole in metal box, size 81 x 6i x 31 in. New, a bargain
at only 22/6, carriage paid. valves, ex- Government, brand new
VALVES.-The following
and guaranteed.
4 EF556 RL37, VU1N Ví)133.
metal at 01 each. EF50. EF54,
at 7/8 each.
1118, 5T4. 5R4GY. RL18. 657. 6AG5. PM22A. all MIA.
12SR7,
6J7GT. 6K8GT.
6K7GT,
MÚ14,
5Z4.
6SN7GT.
5114.
12SJ7, 12SK7. 6SLIGT, 6SC7GT, 606. 6V6G or GT. 7C7, 7T4. 7S7,

Öáy10

s

15D2. EF36, EF39.
786. 7C5, 1299A, 9D2. VP23, P2, 12A6, 8D2.6N7.
IN5GT,
EBC33, EK32. EL32, 6X5GT. 2X2. 6AC7, all at78. 9003.
6/6 each. Also
6J5GT, 6C5. KTW61. DH63. TDD2A, VP2B.
EB34.
954.
SP61,
EA50,
4D1.
807,
-.
51
7/
9002 and ILN5GT. 8/6.
01
216 only. And the midget range at
at 3/8 each. DI Diode atand
IS5 at 8/8 each. IRS and IS4
1.4v. battery valves. 1Te
7.6. 3S4 at 9/- each. Most of these valves are boxed.
SEND STAMP FOR CURRENT COMPONENT LIST

,

5, HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2
PADdington 1008/9-0401

Y

Q
SPECIAL OFFER
A Limited Number of Parcels of new radio components offered at a quarter of cost, our
No. 2 PARCEL
consists of 100 Resistors, 50 Condensers, 50 yds.
Sleeving, 20 Valveholders, Tuning Condensers,
Knobs, Pots, Tag Strips, Grid Clips, Screws, Nuts,
Washers, Wire and many other useful components.
All for
post paid.
Overseas 351
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded.

30/-

,

COVENTRY RADIO

189,

DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON, BEDS.
London County Council

NORWOOD TECHNICAL COLLEGE
'Phone : GIPsy Hi

226819.

W. Norwood, London, S.E.27.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND
ELECTRONICS

Day and Evening Classes for the following Examinations

City & Guilds of London Institute in Telecommunications
Engineering (Final Cert.).
Graduateship of the British Institution of Radio Engineers.
Full details of Day and Evening Courses are obtainable from
the Principal.
Vacancies for the 1950151 Session (commencing September
next) are limited.
SEND FOR AN APPLICATION FORM

NOW

(616)

ALLEN at GOULD

Viewmaster " Televisor : Instructions. 5/-. Components
125! -.
supplied separately, or in kits as follows : Whiteley,
-Plesh
140/,
/8, Midland.
) no Coils,
dic V.C'sLodn
London, 22/ Win sey, 112,6. Colvern, 19,3. Wearite
rad Coils. London, 18/6. Midland. 19/6. " Eleetronie " TeleMidWiring
Handbook.
visor
valve Chassis.
land Handbook and Wiling Diagram,
22/6, Sound.
holders, coil formers. etc., mounted,: Vision.
Gantries. etc.. 9 /-. Designer22/6. T/Base. 17/6. P /Unit, 25! -. specify
London or Midland.)
approved components. (Please
1716. Focus. 30f
Coils and chokes. London, 15, -, Midland.Mains
Transformer.
Scanning. 25/6. L/O Transformer. 25;6.
80/, 4kV Transformer. 67.6. 5 kV Transformer. 72/8. 511
Choke, 18/6. 10H Choke. 13/ -.
121n., 302.5.
226/9,
91n.,
crates)
C.R. Tubes (sent in wooden
alternative if possible. Sundry
Please specify make, with one core
5d. each, miniature ditto,
Items : Aladdin formers with
21 / -. Mazda/
7d. each. P.M. Focus Rings. Mullard 9in:/121a..
2218. Cream rubber masks.
Brimar 121n.. 251 Other 9in.1121n.,
Bin.. 11 / -, 121n.. 21/6. Coax 75.0 lin.. 8d. yd.. fin., 8d. yd. Hundreds of other items. valves. etc., etc.
ALLEN & GOULD
5, Obelisk Parade, Lewisham, S.E.13. Phone : LEE Green 4038

ild

ieh

Mrani(nl.
ogte

,
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Band - spreading

A Useful Idea for Use on the Amateur Bands
By W. NIMMONS

THE normal process in a superhet designed
for the short waves is for the signal frequency
and the oscillator frequency to be tuned
together. The two variable condensers necessary
for this purpose are on the one shaft, and if things
are nicely balanced the ganging holds from one end
of the range to the other.
In the normal set the tuning is very sharp,
stations being received and lost within a small
fraction of one degree of the condenser scale.
This led to the introduction of band -spreading, in
which a small portion of the band is explored
with a small supernumerary variable condenser or
condensers, which apparently spreads out the
stations otter the small band selected.
With this arrangement the tuning is still carried
out on the signal and oscillator frequencies. The
intermediate frequency remains fixed, and the
acceptance and subsequent passing on of the signal
depends on the accuracy with which the combined

signal and oscillator frequencies combine to form
a new frequency, which is the frequency of the
I.F. transformers.
I have been experimenting with a new method
of band- spreading which is of great help in congested bands such as the amateur bands. With this
method a small portion of the selected band is
spread out over the scale, and stations occupy two
or three degrees, with consequent ease of tuning.
In this method the signal and oscillator sections
remain stationary, tuning being carried out by
varying the LF, This calls for an altogether
different technique ; the I.F. " trimmers," for
example, must be orthodox .0005 hF. variable
condensers, operated from the panel. The signal
and oscillator tuner, also, must be capable of being
operated from the panel, in order that we may be
able to select the particular band required. So the

Fig.

r.- Complete combination

whole thing boils down to two main operating
knobs, one to select the band and the other to
explore it. At the same time searching may be
carried out by manipulating the condensers which
control the signal and oscillator frequencies, by
setting the I.F. condensers at a' fixed frequency and
ignoring them. Thus we have the advantage of
the ordinary technique combined with the eon veniencies of the new, which may be used at any
time by simply transferring from one knob to the
other.
Discerning readers will by this time have
recognised (I hope) the converter plus broadcast
receiver in the arrangement. With a converter
we have the signal and oscillator sections, whilst
the variable I.F. is comprised in the broadcast
receiver, which is tuned to the long waves.
Users of this arrangement will doubtless have
noticed that they can tune from one station to
another by manipulating the broadcast receiver
knob, when the converter knob is left untouched.
But the " acceptance " will be very small if any
inductance is included in the anode circuit of the
frequency changer valve, due to the sharply -tuned
nature of the circuit. What we want is a broadly
tuned frequency changer stage. The I.F. can be
as selective as we like ; in fact it is an advantage
to have it as selective as possible in order to separato
the stations. For this reason it is an advantage
to have the " broadcast receiver " part of the
apparatus of the superhet type, thus using a double
superhet as the final outcome. But this is b, no
means essential to success, and good work can be
done with a three -valve circuit (in addition to the
frequency changer) comprising one H.F. stage,
detector, and output stage. With battery valves
it would be an advantage to employ two H.F. stages,
though this again is not essential.

of receiver plus additional frequency changer.
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Circuit Arrangement
Reference to Fig. 2 will show that there is an
H.F. choke in series with a 10,000 ohms resistor
in the anode circuit of the frequency changer valve.
This is essential so that the stage may have as wide
an acceptance as -possible. If the H.F. choke
were replaced with an I.F. transformer the circuit
would be sharply tuned and would resonate at one
frequency only. This would be excellent if tuning
were to be, carried out only on the frequency changer,
the I.F. remaining fixed ; but since we intend to
tune on the I.F. for a special purpose it is essential
that the circuit should not be sharply tuned,
HT

Long

Aerial

roan
.0/pF

I11-0-ToIF

SOpF

1

(Variable)

000/pF

i

f

T NT

Fig. 2. -The frequency changer stage.

otherwise it would be impossible
to receive stations off resonance.
To aid this a 50 pF. fixed condenser is included in the aerial,
and this value should not be
-much reduced.
The line -up now is : a choke coupled frequency changer stage
followed on to either (a) an
ordinary one- or two -stage H.F.
amplifier; or (b) a superIf the
heterodyne receiver.
constructor decides to build a
complete battery set, such as
Fig. 2, ordinary coils can be used
for I.Fs, providing the long -wave
sections are efficient. As the
band -spreading works on the
long waves it is absolutely
essential that the long -wave
sections of the coils should be
reasonably efficient. I mention
this because there are many
sets with inefficient long -wave
bands.
By " coils " I mean also the associated trimming
gear. The coils themselves may be O.K., but they
are thrown out by inefficient trimming arrangements.
It should not he forgotten that if the receiver
side (apart from the frequency changer) is trimmed
on broadcast, with An ordinary aerial, it will he

thrown out of trim when thé aerial is taken off
(which it must be, to be transferred to the frequency
changer). To obviate this, we can (a) trim with
a signal generator ; (b) trim with the least possible
pick -up between aerial and set, such As by employing
a very small aerial condenser, or by simply hooking
the end of the aerial on to an insulated wire going
to the grid of the first H.F. valve ; or (e) adopting
a compromise between maximum efficiency on the
band- spreading arrangements and the normal
broadcast reception, presuming that the constructor wishes to use the set as a broadcast
receiver as well as a band-spreading arrangement
in conjunction with the short -wave frequency
changer.
It has been stated that we want the greatest
possible " acceptance " between the frequency
changer and the rest of the apparatus. To effect
this the fixed condenser between the anode of the
frequency changer valve and what would be the
aerial terminal of the broadcast receiver is made very
large: The normal condenser on medium waves
for this purpose would be about .0001 µF, in order
to increase the selectivity. On long waves it might
he made a little larger, say, .0003 or .0005 ¡LP.
In our case it can be anything from .001 to .01 EiF,
or even .1 µF. The loss in selectivity does not
matter -in fact, it is the very thing we want, for
the reasons outlined. The selectivity is made up
in the rest of the apparatus, preferably through the
use of a superhet as the remaining link.
Operation
In use the broadcast receiver part of the apparatus
would be set in the middle of the long-wave scale,
and the short -wave converter trimmed for maximum
efficiency, as denoted by the loudest signals.

Fig. 3.

-A

switched input stage.

Presuming we are trimming on 40 metres, set the
volume control of the B.R. to a low level and see if
the strength can be brought up by bringing the
signal and oscillator frequencies to the appropriate
distance apart. Thus, if we have the B.R. set at
1,500 metres, which is the middle of the long-
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wave band, we aim to get the signal and oscillator
frequencies this distance apart, i.e., 200 kilocycles.
As a practical measure, however, it would be
best to avoid a precise 1,500 metres or 200 kilocycles, because this is the frequency of Droitwich,
and with its increased power even a few inches of
aerial picks up sufficient energy to cause a heterodyne. So we set the B.R. to be clear of Droitwich
and trim the frequency changer from there.
It is likely that interference from Droitwich
will persist whatever frequency we trim on, but
only on 1,500 metres. This may mean the loss of
a few short -wave stations, but this is the extent
of the interference since it is extremely unlikely
that any other broadcast station will have sufficient
strength to override the signals brought forward
from the frequency changer.
If the short -wave unit is trimmed on, say, 1,400
metres, or 214 kilocycles, by leaving it at that and
manipulating the knob of the B.R. (not forgetting
the volume control) the short -wave stations will
come in on the B.R. over a large part of its scale.
From 1,000 to 2,000 metres, or from 300 to 150
kilocycles, that is a difference of 150 kilocycles,
there would be room for 15 stations with 10 kilocycle separation. In a set marked with a 100 degrees
scale this would mean that we would have to turn
the scale through six degrees to tune in and tune out
a station- surely band -spreading enough for anybody.
On the other hand, the whole gamut would
occupy only two degrees on the short -wave condenser
scale. or a little over one -tenth of a degree per
station. Once set we do not have to alter the
trimming of either the short -wave unit or the

211,

broadcast receiver, presuming, of course, that the
former's ganging holds reasonably well over the
full extent of the vanes' movement.
In the normal way we could tune on the shortwave condenser, setting the knob of the B.R. at
approximately its mill -way position. When a
band of short -wave stations was encountered we
could then leave the short -wave knob and proceed
to tune on the knob of the B.R. In this way, it is
surprising how stations which were overlooked on
the short -wave dial are heard : not that the mere
changing over from one knob to the other produces
more stations, but simply that the band-spreading
reveals more, as they were apparently too sharp to
be picked up on the short -wave unit alone.
As an alternative to the above, there is much to be
said for having the short -wave unit pre -tuned on certain selected bands. The advantages of this are that
searching is reduced to one knob, another knob being
used as a band -setter, and that on each particular
band the setting is always the same, which is a
tremendous advantage when one wants to find a
particular station. This cannot be done quite
accurately when the short -wave condenser is
" free." As a rule four or five selected bands on
each set of coils is all that is required (see Fig. 3).
This again has the disadvantage that stations
between the bands cannot be received.
It is an advantage, on this particular arrangement, to use a rather long aerial. A short aerial
will give results, but the band -spreading may be
rather restricted. So long as the frequency
changer is not prevented from oscillating by excessive capacity in the aerial, the longer the aerial the
better.

Special Amateur Equipment

Type

Description
(Audio Output)

Price to
Amateurs

ENCOURAGING news for radio amateurs and
experimenters is that a wide selection of
Industrial Loud Speakers
high quality equipment is being made avail- Goodman
205
Mie. /(M /C)
able to bona fide amateurs at extremely attractive P.M.
PM. 237
Mie. (Carbon)
prices by E. M. I. Sales and Service, Ltd.
PM. 238
Mie. (M/C hand)
240
Mie. (Crystal)
Included in this equipment are amplifiers of PM.
PM. 241
Mie.
..
various types and a selection of microphones and Ra /Pa. 170D Powerstand
Unit ..
transformers.
Additional items are as follows
These items are all brand new and a limited
quantity only is available.
AD40 -Mains Transformer
The range of amplifiers, for which prices are
310 -0-310, 4 v., 6.3 v. (200-250 input). 65 -80
quoted below, are all eminently suitable, by
simple modification, for use as modulators in low AD. 41 -Mains Transformer
325 -0 -325, 4 v., 6.3 v. (100 -250 input). (100 mA)
and medium power transmitters.

£

Each

1

s. d,
7

4 0
2 2
2 5
4 10

12
12

0

6

0
0
0
0
0
0

:

TyPs

Description
(Audio Output)

Price to
Amateurs

/Pa.

Each

Ra /Pa. 102A
Ra/Pa. 102B

Ra/Pa. 1020

Ra/Pa, 120M

Ra /Pa. 118 M
Ra/Pa. 1610

Ra
Ra/Pa.
Ra /Pa.
Ra/Pa.

161
181C

164
109

30 w. amp.
30 w. amp.
(As 10'2A)
30 w. amp.

£ s. d.

34
34

0
0

..
34 0
(Basically as 102A. No screening box)
30 w. Amp.
..
34 0
(As 1020. Adapted for Marine use)
Mie/amp.
..
..
.. 17
..
12 w. amp.
..
..
..
.
19 0
12 w. amp. ..
..
..
.. 15 0
20 w. amp.
19 0
15 w. A.C. /D.C.
.
..
17 10
3.5 w. Mobile amp. 12 v. ..
.. 12 0
.

0
0
0

0
n
o
0

0
0
0

AD. 42 -Mains Transformer
310 -0 -310, 4 v., 6.3 v. (100 -250 input). (80 mA)
AD. 16-Smoothing Choke
Heavy duty (200 mA). D.C. Resistance 250
ohms

AD.5/6-1.F.T.'s

465 Iic /s Dust Iron Trimmed, High " Q "

AD

43- Transformer

100

AD.

:

1

(suitable for microphone or pick -up)

44- Transformer

..

Packing &
Price Postage
s. d.
s. d.
13

6

1

6

19

6

1

6

16

0

1

6

6

6

1

6

6

0

6

3

9

6

Pick -up matching type
9 0
1
0
45- Transformer
Output- Pentode to 5 ohm speaker
.. 0 0
8
Remittances should be made payable to " E.M.I. Sales and
Service, Limited," and addressed to : E.M.I. Sales & Service,
Ltd. (Amateur Division), Hayes, Middlesex,
AD
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NE must begin a design such as this with the
output circuits, and the modern conception
of quality demands a multi -stage audio
circuit of high intrinsic gain, reduced bÿ the
application of a high degree of feedback from the
secondary of the output transformer to the input
circuit. Clearly, with an audio circuit so extensive
as this, convenience demands that the amplifier,
0
together with the power equipment, should be a
chassis separate from the radio and intermediate' frequency circuits.
Attention was turned to a design, as a separate
unit, of a high- quality audio amplifier. Various
possible designs were studied, but, as the desire
was to evolve a circuit requiring the minimum of
t adjustment when first set up, and which would be
i self- adjusting for changes in operating characteristics as the valves age, complicated methods of
setting up a D.C. balance of the push-pull circuits
and of securing an accurate signal balance were
turned down in favour of a self -balancing circuit.
Nor was it intended that special or very expensive
components be needed. A good 12in. speaker in
the normal price -level was to be used, but not one
of the very superior (and very dear) units. The
resulting circuit (Fig. 1) exceeded expectations for
quality of reproduction. The unit has proved a
very versatile amplifier and is described as an
independent unit suitable for anyone requiring
really good quality at reasonable cost.
There are no controls on the amplifier itself.
It is intended that the feeder unit used, whether
pre- amplifier or radio tuner, should carry all controls
required by the complete equipment. This is the
most convenient method because then the amplifier
can be tucked away in any place
inside the cabinet and is remotely
controlled from the unit which
would need to be mounted in an
accessible position for the purpose of tuning, mixing, etc. But,
generally, it is more convenient
to terminate the mains input in
the amplifier chassis, and this
is done in the present case, but
allowing for an extension of the
switching to the associated
panel.

t

O

1

-, - - :.,.,,

Modern Qual
A Four -stage Push-pull A.C. Unit

(1

r

.

Theoretical Operation
The input is taken, via a
coaxial socket, through Cl and
I R2 to the grid of Vl. R3 is a
grid stopper and RI is the usual
grid leak. R4 is for cathode
bias and is by- passed by C2 so
p
that, from the audio signal
point of view, these two comI ponents can he ignored. Because
the grid leak is returned to the
p
bottom of R4, the D.C. coin.
ponent across 123 is not applied
I
as bias to the valve. In any
Vcase, the value "is so low as to be
negligible and the purpose of
p
this resistance is to permit
voltage feedback.

By

VI is a high gain amplifier stage using an R.F.
pentode of the non -variable mu type. R3 and C3
in series are introduced across the anode load to
reduce the gain within the feedback loop, so far as
super -audio frequencies are concerned, to prevent
spurious oscillation such as may occur if there is
sufficient phase shift at these frequencies to make
the feedback voltages positive instead of negative.
C5-couples the output from VI to the first half
of the double triode V2. If RIO were shorted this
circuit would be normal, with R12 as grid stopper,
119 as grid leak and R16 as cathode bias resistor
common to both halves of the valve. The second
half has its grid effectively shorted to earth for
audio frequencies by C8 ; RI8 is only a grid
stopper. It will be noticed, however, that RIO is
common to both cathode circuits so that, in effect,
the second half is cathode coupled to the first
half. The purpose of R17 is to complete the grid cathode D.C. path without shorting the signal to
be applied to the cathode ; the grid leak, in fact,
being comparable to R9.
Now assuming that the two halves of V2 are
operating in push -pull, as is the obvious intention
(i.e., with signals of opposite phase at the anode)
and that they were in perfect balance, then the
signal across RIO developed by virtue of its place

p

Il

li

Fig. 1.-Theoretical "circuit of the Amplifier.
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sufficient to maintain the equilibrium. Should the
signal shift in favour of either. half, then negative
feedback across this valve (this is not the feedback
across the whole amplifier) will reduce the input
signal to the favoured half, and positive feedback
will increase the signal to the other half, restoring
the almost balanced state again.
This self-balancing feature is valuable in maintaining a stable state of affairs even if the valve
sections age unevenly, and permits one to " fit and
forget " the resulting amplifier. The amount of
the unbalance is determined by the stage gain
but is, in fact, no worse than is experienced in
apparently symmetrical circuits, unless complicated

Amplifier

,r High- quality Reproduction
DLE

p.

in the anode -cathode circuit of the first half of the
valve would be exactly balanced out by the anti phased signal due to the anode current of the
second half. There would, therefore, be no signal
across R10 and thus no cathode input to the second
half. If this is so, then there can be no signal at the
But the argument assumed a
anode of this half.
signal at both anodes, so clearly the postulated state
of perfect balance cannot exist with this circuit.
On the other hand, assume considerably more
signal is fed to the first half grid than to the second
half via the cathode coupling. Then the signal
across R10 will be predominantly due to the anode
current of the first half. This signal will be in
phase with the signal at the grid of the first half,
and being applied to the cathode of the second
half will produce a signal large in amplitude at the
second anode but opposite in phase to that at the
first anode. But we pre -supposed a small signal
input to the second half and we find that we have
a large one ! Again we have a reductio ad absurduin
state of serious out -of- balance cannot exist.
What happens, in actual fact, is that the valve
settles in a state of equilibrium such that the two
halves are very nearly in balance, but not quite,
the amount of unbalance being that required to
give across R10 a signal input to the second half

precautions are taken and adjustments periodically
made.
The two halves are decoupled by R13 and C7,
but the audio component in the common resistor
R13 is already reduced by combining the two
anti -phased outputs, and the decoupling effect of
C7 is increased thereby.
The two anti -phased outputs are fed to the push pull output valves. Though these are tetrodes, g
they are connected and worked as triodes. R23
and R24 are parasitic oscillation stoppers. Common
bias is used, developed across R25, and no condenser g
is used across this, so that it tends also to pull the
opposing circuits into balance.
Voltage feedback is taken across the whole of the
amplifier, Rl l being chosen to cause a fraction of I
the output from the secondary of the output transformer to be developed across R5, which is in series
with the input. The resistances together are large
enough to prevent appreciable power loss in spite
of the low value of R5.

-a

.

COMPONENT VALUES.
;

Cl, C5,

i

C2
C3
C4, C7, C12
C6
C11
C13
RI, RS, R19, R20
R2, R3, R12, R18,
R21, R22
R4, R16
R5
R6, RIO
R7
R9, R17
R13
R14, R15
R23, R24
Ch. 1
Ch. 2
V1
V2
V3, V4
V5
T.

;
?

:

.
=

I
:

j

.1 pF,

350 v.

200 pF
8 pF

350 v.
450 v.
350 v.

50pF

.25 pF
16 pF

32 pF
220 KO

12v.
's

450 v.
350 v.
z w.

w.
w.
ohm I w.
w.
Kn
Kt) 1 w.
Meg w.
Ko 1 w.
Kn 1 w.
w.
ohm

47 KO
KO

1

10

10
47
1

10
33

100
20 H
20 H

150 mA.
50 mA.

6517
6SN7
6V6

5Z4
18

:

1

45 :
(but see text if an extension

1

T.2
V

CS, C9, C10

!

for 15 -ohm load.
for 3 -ohm load.
is to be used)

r

SÓ
p

6.3 v. 4 A.

5v.2A.
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Feedback Values
The value of RI lis determined
by the voltage amplification
between the input socket and
the output transformer secondary and will thus vary according
to the peak power output and
the speech coil impedance. In
the present case, Rll should
be 4,000 ohms for a I5 -ohm
speaker and 2,000 ohms for a
3 -ohm speaker. For any other
speech coil impedance the
appropriate resistance can be
worked out if it is remembered
that it varies according to the
square root of the impedance.
Construction
A detailed scale drawing of
the original is not given because
it is not likely to be exactly

duplicated by any constructor.
The circuit is not so critical
that the exact components used
in the original should be used ;
indeed, it is an ideal circuit
into which to incorporate good
quality components already to
hand. The larger components

t

VI

Ii

gl

I
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used in amplifier construction vary so much .in size
and shape from one maker to another that it is
unlikely that they would fall exactly into the
same space and cut -outs used in the original.
There is given in Fig. 2 a layout diagram illustrating the preferred relative positions of the
components and it will be as well to conform to
this unless the constructor has had experience in
high gain amplifier design.
Do not start construction until all components
are available. Then lay them out on a piece of
drawing -paper in the relative positions indicated,
leaving room to work between components and
space between val-eholders to allow for the
associated resistors and condensers. A group board
is mounted between the valveholders to provide
firm anchoring points, but remember that, where
possible, components should be connected directly
to the valve pin, using the group board only for
the ends remote from the valve and for such
components as decoupling resistors that are not to
be directly connected to a valve pin. With the
components in these positions on the paper, visualise
the run of the leads carrying the signal until satisfied
that they are short and will not give rise to undesirable couplings.
Now pencil round the

earth.

Switching

The mains switching is extended to the feeder:
chassis via the plug and socket carrying the HïT,
and heater current. Care must be taken, therefore,
that the insulation of the plug and the connecking
cable used will stand the mains voltage. A Bellipg
five -way power plug and socket proved quite suita9,
Instability
It should be realised that if the output transformer is connected to the feedback line in one
direction positive feedback will result and the
amplifier will go into self-oscillation when it is
witched on. The right way is found by trial and
error ; if when first connected oscillation results,

e+ A6

Output

/

Output
to LS

internal

July, 1950

suppky. The advantage of this is that the problems
of decoupling are very much simpler than where a
common H.T. supply is used. In any case, the
chassis fed from the power chassis should each
have 8 or 16 jeF across the H.T. input point to

Output

Trans fr

PF

Choke

Only

rothI

SZ4©V,r,

Internal
Speaker
O

6Ve
V3

6S./7
V

06V6
V4
6SN7

0112

Mains
Transf m
ÌIÍIVIlifü'

Power

Isou+

2.- Switching for

loudspeaker.

Output

Fig.

Mains

ti

3.-Suggested layout.

components and use the sheet for determining the then reverse the connections from the transformer
exact chassis size to be used and as a guide when secondary to earth and to Rll.
mounting the components. The size of the chassis
If the amplifier is unstable no matter in which
used in the original model was 12in. by loin. by direction
the feedback
3in. deep, and, unless the components used by the is a phase -shift within is connected, then there
loop circuit (i.e., the
constructor are exceptionally large, this should circuit between the sourcethe
of and application of the
suffice.
feedback voltage) at some frequency for which the
Provision is made for the supply of H.T. and gain is greater than unity (a
wide rangtp
heater current to a feeder or pre -amplifier panel, but frequencies in an amplifier of very
type). C31
if anything very ambitious is contemplated, care R3 are intended to reduce thethis
possibility
should be taken to see that the safe load of the form of instability at frequencies above ofaµ,í9.
mains transformer chosen is not exceeded.
The level, but the process cannot be further arrested
original model supplies some 40 mA of H.T. and by altering these components except to the
detri1 Amp. of heater current to the tuning panel. It may
ment of the higher audio frequencies.
probable
be worth suggesting that if a super-efficient feeder unit cause of this trouble is the output The
transformer
is to be used, or a very high gain pre -amplifier, an and, ideally, one should change this component
entirely separate power circuit is worth while. This for one of a better type. As a temporary expedient
could well be built on to the amplifier chassis. If the an increase in the value of R11
the
mains transformer has sufficient reserve, a second amount of feedback) can be tried, (reducing
but if a con.
rectifier could be fed in parallel with the main rec- aideraWe change is necessary to stabilise
the
tifier, with an entirely separate smoothing circuit, of amplifier then the cause of the instability should
course. A metal rectifier would be very suitable be sought and corrected, starting, as has been said,
and would avoid the need for an extra heater with a change of output transformer.
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Smoothing

The amount of smoothing required to give a quiet
background is considerably reduced by the feedback
and, in fact, this amplifier has no audible hum.
Should any hum be produced in any part of the
circuit within the feedback loop a hum voltage is
fed back to the input such as to produce at the
point of production of the hum an almost equal
hunn voltage of opposite phase so, to all intents
midi purposes, cancelling out the original hum.

'is

Input Hum
safeguard does not apply to hum produced
oiff ide the feedback loop, which will be reproduced
faithfully. The danger point is the amplifier
input circuit and any feeder or pre -amplifier used
before it. For this reason the signal is brought
into the amplifier by means of a screened lead. A
length of television coaxial feeder is ideal and is
neatly and effectively terminated on a standard
coaxial plug, The socket is positioned very near
the first valve grid socket to cut down the length
of unscreened lead to a minimum.
The amplifier is so sensitive to input pick -up (and
in this it is no different from other amplifier
circuits) that, when power is switched on, the
amplifier can be tested by putting a finger on the
uncovered input socket, when a pronounced hum
is heard.
Use of Two Speakers
The constructor may desire to operate an
Quite
extension speaker from the amplifier.
commonly a second speaker is wired in parallel
with the main one, to be switched in or out as

T.H.F.

Network
Radio
radio network operated by the

THE V.H.F.

Manchester Corporation Transport Department is an excellent example of how valuable
the use of radio telephone can be in the efficient
operating of a large and complex transport system.
The installation consists of one fixed station and
eight mobile stations. all working on frequencies of
about 70 Mc's. Frequency modulation is used as
experience has shown that this system is extremely
effective in heavily built -up areas where manmade electrical interference with radio reception
may be severe. A system of two-frequency simplex
In this
i used in operating the radio network.
tcïn the headquarters station transmits on one
ency to all mobile stations simultaneously. The
f1
cles all share a second frequency and only the
v
ßbá 'fed one replies to the headquarters call. There
is no provision for the vehicles to speak to each other
" on the air " because such a need is unlikely to
arise: They can, however, havé car -to -car messages
rélàyhd by the operator at headquarters.
The headquarters station has a power output of
15';tä 20 watts and is located in the head office of
the Corporation's Transport Department, at Piccadilly, Manchester. A mast on the roof of the
building supports the single transmitting and
receiving aerial, which used vertical polarisation.
The transmitter has its power supplied from the
public mains and is remotely controlled from a
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required, and the resultant mis -match to the
output stage has little audible effect.
It will be realised that, in the present case, not
only will this practice give a mis-match, but also
the feedback characteristic will be altered if a
second speaker is connected in parallel with the
one for which the amplifier has been designed.
If, therefore, two speakers are to be used it is
convenient to choose two with the same speech -coil
impedance. The output transformer ratio must
now be chosen to match the output stage to a half
the impedance of the single speaker (i.e., the ratio
must be 1.4 times that required for a single speaker).
The feedback resistance, Rll, should now he
reduced to 3,000 ohms for 15-ohm speakers and
1,500 ohms for 3 -ohm units.
Speaker switching should now be so arranged as
to substitute a resistance in the positions where
either unit is not required. A switching arrangement for either or both of two speakers of equal
impedance is shown in Fig. 2 and the resistance
used is equal to the speech coil impedance of the
single speaker.
Control
No control, gain, tone or otherwise, can be
included within the feedback loop because the
feedback will attempt to counteract each adjustment made. Therefore if, in any particular applivátion,
it is desired to incorporate controls on the main
amplifier, then they must be added before the VI
circuit. For instance, if a gain control is required,
Rl could be a potentiometer of the same value,
the moving arm being connected to R2.
Suitable feeder chassis, incorporating controls,
will be described later.

radio room, which also houses the " traffic control "
and " breakdown " sections of the organisation.
" Traffic control " maintains telephone communication with the various transport termini of the city.
All the loading and operation of transport is controlled by the traffic inspector on duty in the radio
room and this official has control of the eight
mobile units.
Traffic Cars
Four saloon cars are fitted with a combined
transmitter /receiver mounted in the boot, with a
small control panel, loudspeaker and telephone
handset on the dashboard. The power output of the
transmitters is 15 to 20 watts and the aerials are
mounted vertically on the roofs of the cars. Two
of the cars, which are manned by traffic inspectors,
patrol in the northern sector of the city and two in
the southern sector. In addition to the radio
equipment, one car in each sector is equipped with

public address facilities operated from the radio
receiver, for directing intending passengers, etc.
Overhead Tower Wagons
Two tower wagons have been similarly fitted
with V.H.F. radio equipment and are constantly
out on the road on maintenance work. When
required for emergency work they are called
and directed by radio and when the emergency
has been cleared the wagons report to Traffic
Control and then resume normal maintenance
work.
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An Impedance Meter

This

Instrument will Check Components

IN most spares

boxes

there are often many
+unmarked components which are never used,
chiefly because their characteristics are not
known. It is, however, a simple matter to determine whether a particular item is either a capacitor,
an inductance, or a resistor, and once this decision
has been made, it is easy to measure its impedance,
and hence its value of C, L or R. The total cost
of this unit, if constructed from Government
surplus equipment, is less than 15s. It indicates
impedance directly, and will measure from 100 ohms
R3

+R4= 47/t7+lOK0

Sw /

,

and Their Values

i

/OM
2M
I

Unknown
Impedance

A

9M

co
I

l

O

B

l

/

Ohms

4M 23M

I

I

I

.2

.3

Re/ay

400f)

230v.
SO n.

I

5

66K

43K 2SK

I

1

6

7

I/K
1

1

8

O
1

9

PO

Ohms
00

/ODOf]

O-/mA.

S
50n

Meta/
Rectifier

C

33K /5K /K

10K

SK

0

/

.2

Fig.

z- Conversionrangescales
B

I

Fig.

dM

I

4

Switch

/OgOn

>'

4,SM

Meter Reading (mA.) For Range A.1

Range

R7

HUTTON

s

R6
/OOKO

5%

By T.

read with reasonable accuracy. Normally, h
ever, the position of the range switch gi
voltages from A to C or B to C of 100 and 1 vo s,'
respectively.
It is advisable to use the specified 0 -1 millilimmeter, or else a 0-500 microammeter. If the latter
is used, the resistors R, and R7 must be doubled.
A 0 -5 milliammeter is not suitable, unless the relay:
is omitted, the meter rectifier changed for a 5;tuA,;
type, the values of R6 and R7 changed from tkoaet
stated to 20,000 ohms and 200 ohms respectively,,,.

t

I

I

3

I

t

430 250

660
I

I

I

.4
S
6
7
8
Meter Reading (mA.) For Range B

I

9

0
I

1.0

range A above, and

below.

and the rating of R, made at least 2 watts.
account may R6 and R7 be omitted.

1.- Circuit diagram of the meter.

1/0

On no

Alignment
When finished, the terminals or test leads for Z
may be momentarily closed, with the switches
Sw 1 and Sw 2 closed (on Range A). The meter
Circuit
The circuit (Fig. 1) includes a relay for the will move to some random position. With the test
leads shorted, the meter should be adjusted to fullprotection of the meter. This is not an essential scale
feature, and may be omitted. If desired, however, range deflection (F.S.D.) by means of VRI. Then
B is adjusted to F.S.D. by VR2.
it is merely a modified version of an ex- Government
Range A reads from 10,000 ohms to 10 megoluns,
200- or 400 -ohm relay. All of the contacts except
one pair should be removed, and of these last two and Range B reads from 100 ohms to 10,000 ohms,
leaves the moving one should be partly sawn impedance at 50 cycles.
It is important that all the resistors employed in
through with a hacksaw to increase the sensitivity
of the relay. Similarly, the control spring may be the meter should be non -inductive.
When the impedance of a component has been
removed and replaced by a weaker one, or omitted
its inductance or capacity may be estabaltogether. The contacts should close, after these measured,
at once from a graph.
modifications, at 4-6 mAs through the energising lished
The indication is particularly satisfactory for
coil.
L.F. chokes, but is not suitable for checl-'ng
The sensitivity of the unit
maximum imped- electrolytic
3e
ance reading -may be increased by increasing Re however, condensers. It should be remembg eç,:
that the instrument gives a direct indidato 200,000 ohms, and making the potential A to C tion
of the impedance presented to a 50 -cycle s7},,plÿ
equal to 200 volts. Then 15 -20 megohms may be by the
component or apparatus

to 10 megohms, the impedance merely being at the
frequency of the supply.

-its

under test.

To

Input

of

Impedance

TF

250v.

Meter
250v.
+SO

Fig. 3. -The rectifier circuit.

O

Resistance Measurement
An additional refinement (found very useful for
measuring wirewound resistors and insulation of
coils) is to include a rectifier circuit, as shown in
Fig. 3, in either of the supply leads from the mains.
Sw 2 will short -circuit this arrangement, and VR3
compensates for the voltage drop in the choke and
rectifier. The rectifier has only to pass about
5 mA, but must be rated for 250 -volt working,

although otherwise the rectifying and smoothing
arrangements are not critical.
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Accumulator Charging at Home -2
W. NIMMONS

Discusses an

Important Feature for the Battery -set User

HAVING obtained the equipment necessary
for charging accumulators, either for your
own use or for profit, the next thing you
will want to know is how to charge, how to maintain
the charge, and how to end the charge.
These are all very simple. To charge simply
to
connttt the accumulators, right way round,until
the' iurce of current ; maintain this charge
th6 tehárge is complete, and then take it off charge.
is determined by the
Tlength of time thisoftakes
the cell and the rate of
arnik a -hour capacity
charging, that is, the amount of current flowing
through the cell.
Cells should be connected the right way round.
This is to connect the positive terminal of the cell
the positive pole of the supply.
-usually red
Serious harm will result to the cell if it is connected
wrong way round.
The cells coining in will be in a discharged
brown
condition. The positive plate will be a lightspecific
colour, and the negative a dirty grey. The
gravity of the acid will be around 1.120, as measured
by your hydrometer. The voltage will be 1.8 volts
or less when measured under load.
By " under load " is meant when supplying
current of the amperage the cell usually supplies.
A meter is not a good test of a discharged cell,
because it draws a very small current. If, however,
you_ join up a sidelamp bulb, wait a few minutes,
of the
then test, this will give a good indication
state of the charge. It will probably be 1.8 volts
or under. While this test is not important in a
discharged cell, it is very important for a charged
one, since you are dependent on it for determining
when to end the charge. In this case the voltage
will be 2.6 volts. This, together with the rise in
specific gravity of the acid to around 1.250, is
the method of determining when the charge is
complete.
When put on to charge, the voltage of the cell
will rise to 2.2 volts fairly rapidly, and thereafter
the
it will rise very gradually to 2.6 volts,bewhen
around
charge is complete. The voltage can
but as
3 volts when tested with the meter alone,
previously mentioned this is not a reliable guide.
The, cell should be tested with a motor car
a
sidelamp or, in the case of large cells, with
h "iffamp bulb. If it then reads 2.6 volts it is a
completion, though
sig Ìiat the charge is nearing reading
alone ; they
it t 'i hwise to rely on voltage
with hydroslie tV always be used in conjunction
meter readings. In this case, when the hydrometer
reading ceases to rise, and remains steady for three
hours; ithe cell can be said to be completely charged.
This point is stressed because an incompletely
charged cell will soon begin to lose capacity. Some
of, the active material in the plates will become
converted to lead sulphate, which has no electromotive properties, and this will slowly strangle
the cell. Incomplete charging is one of the root
causes of failure in an accumulator. When fully
charged the positive plate will be a deep chocolate
brown colour, and the negative a bright grey.

-to

'

Damaging Cells
Charging at too high a rate is'very bad. When this
is done, heat will be developed in the plate, the
plate will buckle, and some of the paste will be
loosened and fall to the bottom of the cell. Here
it will accumulate and eventually it will reach the
plates and short- circuit them.
A cell in this condition will discharge very
quickly, and since you are almost sure to get one or
more cells like this there is no satisfaction in
charging them, either for yourself or for the customer. In this case inspection will tell whether it is
worth while doing anything to the cell in order to
mitigate the trouble. It is always the positive
plates which crumble in this way, and observation
will tell you whether the trouble has gone too far
or whether there is still hope of saving the cell.
If the positive plate is not too badly dented, you
can restore the cell by cleaning out the sediment.
A charge should be made for this job-say 2s. 6d.
First empty out the old acid and fill up with water.

Shake the container gently and pour out. Continue
in this way until all the sediment is removed. Then
fill with new acid of 1.120 specific gravity and put
on to charge. In this way the cell may be given.a new
lease of life.
Gassing will begin about half-way through the
charge, and will continue until all plates are gassing
freely. It is unwise, however, to rely on gassing as
a gleans of determining when the charge is complete.
This should always be done by the readings of
the voltmeter taken in conjunction with the readings
of the hydrometer. It is a bad sign if the cell begins
to gas immediately it is put on charge. This denotes
that the cell is badly affected by the enemy, of the
accumulator-sulphate. It is a moot point whether
anything can be done to such a cell. You night
try a long, slow charge at about one -third to one -half
the normal rate -with consequent longer times, of
course -but it is doubtful whether there is any cure
but a new cell. Such a cell will put up a very poor
performance on discharge, despite every care in
charging.
The good, healthy cell will " drink in " the
charge without any gassing until tho charge is
about half completed, and then will begin to gas
with very small bubbles which rise very slowly.
The bubbles will increase in size as the charge
nears completion, and at the end the acid should
appear cloudly owing to the mass of bubbles.
Car batteries, and the Varley " dry " aceuinulators have opaque cases, and consequently you
cannot see inside them. The treatnhent for these is
precisely the same as for the glass ones : charge
until voltage rises to 2.6 volts under load, and the
hydrometer reading is 1 250.
Evaporation
To make good the loss of evaporation only
distilled water should be used. The acid does not
evaporate-only the water. Therefore acid which
has been allowed to fall by evaporation to below
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the mark will be too strong and may give rise to
" treeing " and other troubles. Treeing is
sort
of growth on the plates which may bridge athem,
with consequent short -circuits. If, after adjusting
the level of the liquid at the end of a charge it is
found to be still above 1.250, syphon out some of
the liquid and replace with distilled water. Adjust
to 1.250.
If below this figure on completion of charge,
syphon out some of the liquid as before and add
acid of 1.400 specific gravity to make up the
difference. This is best done when the cell is gassing
freely, as this mixes the water or acid with the
rat of the electrolyte.
Sometimes you will get a cell with stuck terminals.
Do not attempt to unscrew them with pliers.
Instead, soak a rag with ammonia and place it
around the stuck terminal, and let it remain there
for about half an hour. If still stuck pour hot water
on the terminal. This should shift it, though you
-.

-

Mechano -electronic
Transducer
THE RCA -5734 is a triode transducer intended
to provide a method of translating mechanical vibration into electrical current
variations which can be observed and measured.
It has a deflection sensitivity of 40 volts per degree
deflection of the plate shaft. The part of the plate
shaft within the tube has a minimum free cantilever
resonance of 12,000 cycles per second permitting,
with suitable mechanical coupling to the external
and of the plate shaft, measurements of vibration

up to 12,000 cycles per second. The moving element
of the 5734 is designed to have very low inertia
The 5734 weighs but a 1/16 of an ounce (1.75
grams), has a length of only 1-9/32ín. and a diameter
of 5 /16in. Its small size and light weight provide
flexibility ofinstallation. Since its introduction to
this country in late 1948, the RCA Type 5734 has
proved itself to be a valuable and versatile research
tool.
The following brief details will give some indication of the wide variety of uses to which this
unique tube may be applied:
Oscillograph recording, through a diaphragm
attached to the 5734 plate shaft, of tank pressures
set up during the short -circuit testing of circuit
breakers.
A sensitive method of amplification in the
measurement of the fine limits met with in optical
processes.
In neuro-surgery for the development of a
miniature probe for comparison of mechanical
movements of very small excursion and at frequencies within the audio range. In this application, the very small physical size of the 5734 is of
the greatest importance as the probe 'must be
capable of easy manipulation by the surgeon.
Research work in connection with stress evaluatim and vibration phenomena in the motór, aircraft
and shipbuilding industries.
GENERAL DATA
Electrical
Heater, for Unipotential Cathode :
Voltage (A.C. or D.C.)
.. 6.3 volts
Current . ,
, ,
.. 0.15 ampere

July, 1950

may have to apply gentle pressure with the pliers.
Complete the procedure -by ,thoroughly drying and
applying Vaseline or a smear of tallow to the shank
of the terminal to prevent further loci -ups.
If you are handling many cells in the course of
the week you should, of course, have some means
of identifying them. To get mixed up is, to
least, unbusinesalike. A printer will supply yo the
ith
a duplicate set of cards, which are numbere
nd
one of which you give to the customer and th
her
you place on the cell by passing the to 'final
through the hole provided. But you can quite
easily cut and number the cards for yoursel
my
be sure you don't get them mixed.
Minor repairs to terminals, etc., and repairs to
celluloid cells by means of amyl acetate are uite
within the province of the home handymnk,Jtut
major repairs such as the burning on of new p ates
are beyond his scope, so need not be dealt with

here.

Mechanical
Mounting position
Max. angular deflection

of

Any

plate shaft ..
± 0.5 degree
Max. overall length (excluding
flexible leads)
1.300 degree
Max. diameter ..
0.328 degree
Envelope
Metal shell MT -2 -1
Terminal connections ..
4 leads and metal
shell
Maximum Ratings, Des;gn- centre Values :
D.C. plate -supply voltage
.. 300 max. volts
D.C. plate current
5 max. m/A
Plate dissipation
0.4 max. watt
Peak heater -cathode voltage :
Heater negative with respect
to cathode..
90 max. volts
Heater positive with respect
to cathode
90 max. volts
Typical Operation
D.C. Plate -supply voltage
D.C. grid voltage
..
Amplification factor* ..
Plate resistance*
Transconductance*
.,
D.C. plate current*
.,
Load Resistance

Deflection sensitivityf

.. 300 volts
.. 0 volts
,. 20
.. 72,000 ohms
.. 275 micromhos
.. 1.5m/A
,

75,000 ohms

( 40 volts /degree

..
¿( 2,300 volts /radian
3.4 milligram cm
Moment of inertia of plate
Rotational compliance { 0. 0013 x 10 -3 rah
dyne cm.
of diaphragm
0. 075 degree/gram cm.

For plate shaft in undeflected position.
f Average change in voltage across. 75,0.00 -ohm,
-load
resistor when the plate shaft is deflected from -0.5 plate
to ±0.5
degree.
The plane of deflection of the plate shaft must coincide with
the plane through terminal No. 5, and the axis of the tube.

Board of Trade authority has been granted for
the importation of a small stock of these tubes for
the benefit of approved institutions. Colleges,
Medical Schools and Research Organisations interested in using this valuable research tool should
apply for further particulars and -price to RCA
Photophone, Ltd., 36, Woodstock Grove, W.12.
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15

COVERS
c/s to 50 c/s

in

three ranges

ACCURACY
1%
plus -minus
Ic;s
plus -minus

combination of wide range,
high accuracy and low distortion
will commend the Advance H.1
Audio Generator to all who
demand critical service facilities.

j,,,,TIE

The 15 cis to 50 kc¡s coverage
is achieved by the use of a bridge

resistance- capacity oscillator with three switched ranges.
Stability throughout is attained
by a highly efficient stabilizing
circuit followed by two amplifier
type

stages with heavy negative feedback. Output : Sine wave 200

SINE

&

WAVE

micro Volts to 20 Volts, plus/
minus 1 db., or Square wave
400 micro Volts to 40 Volts
(800 micro Volts to 80 Volts
Measured dispeak to peak).
tortion is less than 1"0 at 1,000 cis.
In attractive cream enamel sprayed
steel case, 131in. x 101in. x Stn.
Weight only 14 lbs.
LIST PRICE

Full details in Folder S061P, sent on request.
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For the Experimenter
Simple Experiments in Electromagnetic Induction

" MICRON "
;(!
HAVE you thought of starting a modest experi- lo4 as the magnet was in motion -an
obvious fact
mental laboratory, not so much to try out to -day, but it took Faraday
a series of repeated
circuits, but to study important electrical failures to realise that motion was
necessary
and radio principles, test pieces of apparatus, valves,
Withdrawing the magnet (reversing the motion,
components, or make simple measurements and Fig.
lb), a reversed voltage was induced, the rtwter
calibrations which do not require expensive gear ? pointer
giving a reverse deflection.
It can be an absorbing hobby. At one time when
la
While, as stated, these facts are commonplace
I was an electrical apprentice, I learnt to study my
textbooks in a practical way. Having little else to enough, there is something very strange about t m.
do for hours on end when working night -shifts, I What really exists in the space around a magnet,
made good use of some spare switchboard and why should it give rise to a " voltage " or an
electric current if set in motion relative to turns of
instruments.
wire ? Seeing is believing, and it is not easy to
I knew enough to use them intelligently. There realise
fully what books on electricity and magnetism
are grave dangers in putting expensive instruments are teaching
until the truths are checked by actually
in the hands of would -be " experimenters " before doing
the experiments.
they have fully grasped the meaning of " I -V R."
Of course, you have learnt why the induced
E.M.F. reversed. " Lines of Force " (do they exist
physically ?) cut the turns of the coil, first one way,
By

!

,

Motion

(a)

-

Motion
IN

SI

(b)

Fig. r. -An " ancient " tut interesting experiment.
Primary

Secondary

D.C.

(a)
Fig.

It

Fig.

2.-Principle of transformer and induction coils.

is so easy to do such silly things as connecting up
an ammeter like a voltmeter, or employing one
without a shunt
.

!

My Experiments
First. I used one of thèse meters. not for measurements. but as galvanometers or " indicators " to
verify the laws of electromagnetic induction. The
shop was equipped with an excellent variety of
spares for the works, among which were a number
of coils and ,solenoids. I made a few strong bar
magnets out'of old files.
So I started " night school " in earnest, setting
out to check Faraday's experiments all over again
With one of the ammeters (really sensitive milli amineters when used without series or shunt resistances) connected across the coil Fig. la, I proceeded to " cut " the turns by " lines of force "
emanating from a magnet. I plunged first the
N -pole of a magnet into the coil.
The result was much more interesting than the
textbooks. At once I got a large " kick " on the
gali=o.', proving an induced voltage. But only as
!

3.- Simple experimental studies of
tion" and " oscillation."

CC

amplifica-

then in the opposite direction. But let us consider
the matter.
How much does science know about these
things ? Here -around a magnet-is a highly
mysterious sort of space, " twisted " or " warped "
in some manner as to have " magnetic " properties.
When this odd nothingness ( ?) " cuts " the turns of
a coil of wire an " electric force " is generated `¡that
is no abstraction, for it can he used to light c','Sties,
drive underground trains or, converted into high frequency electromagnetic " waves " travelling
with the speed of light
Plenty of problems to ponder about. Anyhow, I
spent many fascinating hours with these experiments on induction. A bar magnet was but a start.
Next, I used a second coil as a " primary " (Fig; 2a),
still employing D.C. from the mains or a battery.
The galvo. behaved the same as in Figs. la and lb
when a current was started and stopped in the
primary.
Iron cores were introduced into the coils, Fig. 2b,
when the E.M.F. generated in the secondary was
vastly increased. I could get a considerable deflec-
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many feet
tion in the meter when the coils were the
induced
that
cases
all
in
too,
I
observed,
apart.
E.M.F. when " breaking " the primary current was
much greater than during " make."
Can you give the reason for this ? The observation
has important applications to " vibrator " devices,
or induction coils and car magnetos.
Next, I managed to light a small lamp, momenthe
l'' iarily, by connecting it across the secondary,
degree of brilliance being again much greater on
breaking the primary circuit, tending, in fact, to
blow the lamp if care had not been taken in adjusting
the " coupling " between the coils, etc.
r "tWhen a lamp of normal voltage (230!230v.) was
normally,
"''put directly across the primary, it glowedbut
some'Of course, when the switch was made,
I should add that a
' times blew out on " break."
the
highly -inductive coil was used as primary ; much
self -induced voltage due to " inductance " was
greater than 230/2.-40v., though a " discharge
resistance " of somewhere around the same value as
the resistance of a metal- filament lamp will usually
serve to limit the induction.
But I have seen plenty of lamps blowing when
connected directly across the terminals of large
device
electromagnets, with a switch or equivalent
forming a " break " on the mains side. It provides
of insuan important object -lesson : the danger -break
"
lation breakdowns if simple " make -and
switches are employed in highly inductive
circuits.
However, my present purpose is not so much to
follow out these experiments in detail. As I said,
Faraday's
they gave me a far -better insight intomere
bookand Lenz's Laws than any amount of
work. All sorts of interesting measurements to
verify Ohm's Law and other principles followed,
and I still think it ari excellent policy to commence
a " study " of electrical or radio problems by
" beginning at the beginning."

to be extremely poor or, in certain circumstances,
a loss. Why ?
If the coils L1 and L2 are connected up in
reversed " sense," the circuit of Fig. 3b will function
as a generator of high -frequency oscillations. It
will generate a " carrier " of very minute power,
which can be tuned -in at some point on the tue ingscale of a receiver ; if unmodulated, only a rushing
noise will be heard, but if the receiver itself has an
oscillator a beat note will be apparent on tuning to
either side of " zero beat " exactly as when picking
up a transmitted carrier. Alternatively, the carrier
of " milliwatts " or " microwatts power may be
amplitude- modulated by the audio- output from ora
gramdphone pick-up, another A:F. oscillation,
" 50 -cycle " from the mains.
If the values of L1 and C are known, and the
calibrations of the receiver -scale are reasonably
accurate, the wavelength of frequency of the
oscillation can be read -off, and a check made on the
formula :
Wavelength (in metres) = 1885WL1C,
L1 =coil inductance in micro where,
henries.
C= tuning capacitance in

Studying Simple " Circuits "

we shall
First, to make any visual observations, and
/or a
voltmeter
have to use instruments
uiilliarnmeter or two, possibly not for measurements, but as indicators of maximum or minimum
(or zero) currents, etc. Indeed, instruments themselves can provide a useful field for experiment, as
will be outlined later.
Without any instruments -other than a pair of
telephones or what amplifier -loudspeaker or receivhooked up,' };ice circuits already exist or can be
can be accomplished " by ear " in observing
2
'4ects : for example, amplification, oscillation,
l stability, rectification or detection (or what
"Happens if there is none ?), use of triodes, screenedgrids, pentodes, observing " harmonics," making
frequency-multipliers, study of frequency -changing
(the beat principle), modulation of an R.F. " carrier
h A.F., smoothing and decoupling circuits, etc.,

-a

'

ète.
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Let us take the first two from this short list :
`+ amplification " and " oscillation."
Consider the three " circuits " shown in Fig. 3.
That of Fig. 3a will amplify an A.F. signal quite
well, if R is made large enough. It May give some
degree of amplification of an R.F. signal if used
before a detector and amplifier, but the gain is apt

microfarada.

160,

=

C, approx.
r
Thus an oscillator of this type generates an

Or : Frequency (in kc /s)

Constant

Amplitude
fo
o

0
l

(a)
Fig. q.

d.c.
- component

t

J

o

(b)

Detection" of an unmodulated signal.

H.F. current which has a frequency corresponding
to the " LC value " of the anode tuned circuit,
i.e., the generated oscillation will be at the A.C.
resonant frequency of the LC- circuits -more in the
physical
nature of a " coincidence " than any fact,
the
relation between the two things. In
frequency of every oscillator must shift slightly
very
" off " the LC- value, but it would require
exact measuring equipment to demonstrate the
fact.
There is no end to possible experiments on
oscillators, and the interesting things which can
be done with them. It is hard for the newcomer to
radio to realise a valve can be made to act as a
" generator," and that this is really the basis of
most types of low -power portable transmitters.
In Fig. 3c, the valve is not intended to act as
an oscillator, but an H.F. amplifier. We have
substituted for the anode resistance R, in Fig. 3a, a
any
tuned -anode load, to ascertain if this effects Fig.
improvement in the gain at high -frequencies in
la. It does, but we shall probably get " oscillation "
all the same oven without a coil L2 in the grid circuit.
Since it is an amplifier that is required, we say
it is an unstable amplifier -generating unwanted
oscillations and generally playing havoc with the
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reception of everything
hm other than " C.IV." mors Checking
Basic Radio " Principles"
signals.
'
In a way, all the above forms of experimenting
You may try screening the anode and grid
tuned
are designed to verify " basic principles." In fact,
circuits. It is unlikely to prove effective
becaus e under the present
the triode valve itself offers a good " path,"
heading we shall only make use
o
coupling," through which H.F. reaction take r of more items outlined in our list.
Consider " detection " of a signal. No
place -via
the anode -to -grid inter -electrod s
doubt
e you have learnt that a detector is essential
capacitance of 5puF. or so.
in every
receiver,
for " separating L.F. from H.F.,': or
Even with perfect screening, this capacitive
path will have rich a low A.C. reactance at radio " extracting the L.F. modulation envelope " -the
frequencies as to give almost " tight " coupling last being the more correct statement. From
America, we have the term de-modulation,
from anode to grid.
the
process, which can and does mean other for
The gain has certainly improved by employing
th' gs
than
" extracting " modulation.
tuned -anode load, but it has served only to makea
However, the first thing to realise is th
the stage more unstable -more amplification detector
is essentially a rectifier a device which
increases the tendency- tto oscillate.
11
" Stability," partly or completely changes a pure alternating
of a sort,
be got by applying palliatives t
current into a " unidirectional D.C." As a result,
reduce the gain, when the -4' amplifier "
shall get a " D.C. component " of current
not be so much better than Fig. 3a. would finally we
" mean current," either absolutely steady,
or itself
Neutrodyning is still worth experimenting
undergoing an alternating change at the
frequency
but we must skip it now. At present I am with,
of
modulation.
only
indicating possible lines for practical
If a steady (unmodulated) carrier- current is
under
varions headings, and it is clear that awork
rectified, Figs.
great
4b, the resulting D.C. commore can be done even if we confined this deal ponent will have4atheand
steady value Io, Fig. 4b., and in
(and
other) articles only to the two subjects mentioneda valve circuit this may register as a current
-increase
amplification and oscillation.
(a decrease in some forms of detector) which
may
Thus, in Fig. 3a, mention was made that R must
be indicated by a milliammeter.
" large enough." How large ? Is there any limit be
Initially,
the
milliarnmeter
might
show a normal
t standing current
the degree of amplification obtainable by increasing
of the valve
no signal is
R ? and, secondly, are there any other considerations being received. Upon tuning -inwhen
the
which set a limit to the largest resistance that this reading increases because of theH.F. carrier,
additional
may be employed ? Obviously, the answer
D.C. component Io. At the
tuning-point,
" Yes " to both questions. But, with a given valve,is the amplitude of the incoming exact
carrier
voltage,
and
it would be useful to note at what values of load therefore the value of Io and the meter
reading
resistance the observable gain ceases tó increase- will be a maximum.
or at what (higher) values it may actually start
The simple facts described suggest experimental
to ways
fall off. In the latter event, could anything
of observing the action of a lower- anode -bend
be
done
to restore matters ?
detector, Fig. 5a.,
Suppose the grid
Then, what about the valve ? Presumably it
will off, as in Fig. 5b. initially biased to current cutbe a battery -type of which a few more may
With no ." signal " applied, the
be meter mA should thus
available having different " constants " ; "p,"
indicate " zero current
" gin," and " ra." With a given load resistance, what a small initial reading (" standing current ") will
not matter. As long as our bias -point is
would be the effect of inserting a valve having
anywhere
a on the " bend " of the
larger mutual conductance (gm) ?
characteristic, rectification
Would the will take
place ; in fact, cut-off is not the best
amplification be increased or otherwise if, all else
being the same, we used a valve of larger A.C. point where to get maximum rectified current.
As a " signal," the alternating E.M.F.
resistance (ra) ?
from a
2 -volt or 4 -volt winding of a
As the various valve factors are inter- dependent
mains transformer may
be used as shown -reduced further
such questions are not straightforward.
with the aid of
For a volume control. When
example : gm =p /ra, whence, to get a larger gm,
this signal switched -on,
the milliammeter will register a D.C. is
.ra must be less in proportion to -which
component Io,
is quite which will
Te larger, the larger the 50 -cycle E.M.F.
consistent with p being larger andp ra constant.
So, applied to grid.
there is a little more to these experiments than just
Starting with the volume control
sticking in another valve and noting results. You at a low setting, the signal input can be gradual
increased, when, after passing the lower
must know your " valve constants." Still, it
bend,'',I?
useful field for later work. As a first step, is a will rise nearly in direct proportion.
you
The explanation is the one illustrated
might observe, say, the results of using two very
in
Fig. 4b- .
different types of valves-one, an " L.F." type The alternating E.M.F., Fig. 4a, gives rise to halfwith ra around 10,000 ohms, and an " H.F." type waves of current in the anode circuit, having a
mean D.C. value Io proportional to their amplitude
of 20,000 ohms upwards.
Which gives the better voltage amplification if R here£ore proportional to the amplitude of the
E.M.F. applied to grid.
is increased proportionately to ra ? Be careful
you are going to observe voltage gain. It will how
(To be continued.)
not
be much use sticking a pair of phones of impedance
2,000 or 4,000 ohms across a stage whose
NEWNES SNORT -WAVE MANUAL
impedance is of the order of 20,000 ohms internal
If to
6/ -, or 6/6 by post from
be " loaded," a voltage amplifier should always
be
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.
used to drive another valve of the "power " type
Tower
House, Southampton St., London, W.C.2
-or inserted in front of a separate amplifier.
.
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£3.7.6. Avo -Minor Universal 28.8.0.
the best. Complete
focus. 6kv. Heater 4-voltinternational
use, or we can supply
to adapt it for mains
Standard Connections, 54110/ -.
Octal
in
to
ready
plug
speaker
and
a power pack
AN OPEN LEI
4v. 6.3.
£6 extra. to
VALVES EF50, 5/6 ;andSP41,
OVERSEAS
and work immediately for only
Dl. 2/6 each.
etc.,
3;6
;
6J5.
3/6 ; EA50
(carriage,
the cost of ONLY 17/19/6 before
Many thanks for your kind letters,
despatch,
SETS In new
TALKIE
of
tested
fully
IVALKIE
set
appreciation
-an
Every
12/6).
orders
numerous We shall continue to keep
valve
condition.
our efforts.
RECEIVER 25/73. Thes receiver portion
Switch. 18/6.Wiriing iagraam supplied
the standard of
ta
with each set.
o our friends
for an all -wave
both at home and abroadservice
makes an ideal basis
COVERED COPPER WIRE,
with 6 valves 2 each
everywhere.
receiver. Complete
J. Bull & Sons.
and EBC33,
52 yardS
of EF36 and EF39 and 1 each EK32
New condition.
HAND SKIN, 8/6.
details.
TELEPHONE
modification
and
Holidays
i A Personal Radio For Your
etc., 216).
volt
NEW
with valves In brand - ONLY 25/- (postage,The
EX -W.D. CHASSIS
e
portion
3716.
receiver
double
.0
I55. ISO. complete
ne* condition : IR5. IT4.
on
aes
alkie
3/Walkie
per
No.
this
can
the
MICROPHONES,
how
showing
THROAT
Diagram.
with Circuit
for 6 -9 me/s. Complete with 4 valves 3 of
pair.
be converted to a very excellent set
an
24 volt, 7/6.
MOTORS,
CAMERA
Beach. Lawn. Picnics, etc. Bargain price battery
condition.
rNew
operate.
supply to
MICRO.only 27/6. post L-.
MOVING COIL HAND Coil,
17/6 (postage. etc.. 2/6).
5:6.
PHONES, 30 ohm Voice
};X-R.A.F. 2 -VALVE MORSE OSCIL- ONLY
Cash with order, please, and print name
IS'
TOR. battery operated, reduced from and address clearly.
BATTERY VALVES,each.
MIDGET
ioper 1/9.
384,
7/6
each
IRS.
6/6
and
IT4
training set. Silver
new.
All
MORSE BUZZER,twin-coil
buzzer, adjustpoint fitted tapper,
We have a large stock Of A.C. Mains
prices. from
able for high and low pitch, with diagram on
Sets at greatly reduced
back, 5/ -.
£6 to £15, for callers to suit themselves.
VIEWMASTER " TV can build at home
the Televisionset anyone
216 SSet only.19 /151 , all guaranteed.
book, 5,4. 138,
76 carriage and packing. Diagram
7Z
from standard parts. Complete
order.
with all Receivers.
Order C.O.D. or remit with
When writing please mark envelope (PW).
23Telephone
R.C.A. 6AB7:1853. metal
GERrard 2969 2
STOP PRESS
3111: The Local, 3;11; 6116, metal, 2,/1;
(Phone : TERminus 7937)

(WINDSOR

-

TAYLO
3176;1'

r

1

ya

:

3dbé ndd

:

ß..

;

U.E.I. CORP.

The Radio Corner,
Gray's Inn Road,

-

111,13,

LONDON, W.C.I.

7-pin 2/1.
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RAF

PRATTS RADIO !CABINETS
1070, HARROW ROAD,' LONDON.

VALVE BATTERY
RECEIVER
4

N,W.10

(Nr.

SBrubs

Tel.: LADbrol;e

July, 1950

& COMPONENTS

Lane),

1734

MODEL AC10E. £8:18: 6
Heady for
CollegelAC10E 10
valveunite Neg.
feedback. separate mike stage
and separate
mike and gram inputs. 2' faders
tone
control. Input volts. Mike .002 and
v. gram.
-21v. 28'186 (carriage 5 / -).
MODEL
.tC18l( 6 valve unit with push -pull
output
and feedback over 3 stages. 181 watts
output. Separate mike
and separate mike
and gram inputs. 2 stage
faders
and
tone
control.
Input volts, mike .003: gram .3v. £13/19/6
:Carriage paid). MODEL U10E 6 -valve unit
with P.P. output and feedback over 3 stages.
D.C. /A.C. mains. Spec. as AC18E. Output
10 watts. £11(11/0
5/ -).
All above
Designed for Medium Wave Broadcast are complete with (carriage
case and
handles.
Reception. Neat Grey Cabinet 181n. x 18ín.. Output matches. 3. 8 And 15chrome
ohm
Inputs
valves
can be mixed and faded in speakers.
VR2I. Power- required.
or out as
ful
oving
RECORD/RADIO AMPLICoil
simple
FIERS. Chassis models. ACSC, 5 -valve
to operate. Ideal
all outlying locations unit
requiring a simpleforbut
with P.P. output and feedback over 3
receiver.' stages.
Operates from 120 volt efficient
Output 8 -10 watts into 8 and 15
H.T.
and
2
volt
L.T. Supplied Aerial Tested and Guaran- ohm speakers. Supplies H.T., L.T.3,for
tuning
teed Perfect. Complete with valves but unit. etc. £9,'18 6 (carriage paid). MODEL
less batteries. (H.T. and L.T. 32 6 extra AC4C. A.C. or MODEL. U4C, D.C. /A.C.
3 valve 4 -watt units. Output
if required.)
to 3 ohms.
24 19 6
CARRIAGE PAID.
NOTE.ACIOE ACHE.
can be supOUTSTANDING
plied with provision forAC4C
ONLY
25
working
tuning
VALUE
59'3
AVAILABLE unit for 12,8 extra.

Walnut veneered cab eels approo. I?i,n, x
9in: x 7in. deep, 301 -.
Any type of cabinets made to spur
specification. (Send a sketch and full
details.) Send 216 for lists and blueprints
to build either a T.R.F. or Superhec
Receiver in above cabinet.

-

N.P. RADIO SERVICES, LTD.,
Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House
55. County Road, Walton, Liverpool, 4.
Estab.

1935.

Telephone

:

Aintree

N.22.

What's Your Problem

Ìth wolfs

!

!

of either unit.

RODING

2

TUNING UNIT 1'U.1. £9'59, tax paid,
COLLEGE .T.C.1. 3 waveband 3 valve
superhet tuning unit. S.M.L. wave.
Price
£9 5 2 (carriage paid).
SPEAKERS. P.M. L'Tr. Plessey, 5in,
10 sin. 119
10in. 17(6. Rola. 3in.
16 6
loin. 2918. W.B. (Stentorian). 21
in. 15'6 5in. 17/6. Goodmans. 81n. 181.
Truvox. 12in. 37:6. Rola. Olin. mains
En.
(700 ohm Field), 10' -.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. 2 gang
(long sh00055, on
Solid dielectrr
dielectric .000
sets (ceramic), 50pí., 4d.4 50(1 +100pf., Pre1/3 ;
:

;

:

;

,

300 +300pf., 1 --

J

J5

4,

;

;

;

VALVES, NEW

140pf., 8d.
.

5/9 each. 6X5 61(8.6

6,

6Q7, 5U4, 105, 6F6, 6'- each. 154. IT4, 1R5,
155, 807. 3Q5. EF39, all 8/9 each.

ESSEX.

'Phone

:

BOWes Park 5997.

volt Battery Superhets,

Chassis taken from No 18 TxlRx.
ready for use, 1816, post 116.

6 -9

Mts.
Tested

New 11434 Crystal Diodes, 513.
Meters, 4,1in.
0 -200 microammeters.

First grade, 4219. 2in. 0.500 microammeters,
81-,
2in. Mc 0-300 -v,; 101-, 0
Multimeters. 21ín. Supplied with black
bakelite case, 6i n. x 4Iin.xl kin., and resistors
or D.C. ranges 0 -30 v., I50 v., 300
600 v.
and 60 mA. Also scale reads ohmsv.,0-5,000
with 1.5 v. battery, 1616 each.
Headphones, with breast plate microphone. Packed in wooden boxes. Operate
with 41 v. battery, IOI- a set.
Miniature Slow Motion Dials, 100-1,
worm geared, 2kin. x 2in. Scale 0-180.
precision made, 4,'- each.
New Brown's Moving Reed Headphones. Best in the world, 616.
200-250 v. A.C. or D.C. Motors,
{ h.p., fitted with 21ín. x ¡in. high about
grade
grindstones, medium or fine, made by
Nortons, 201 -.
New Carbon M :crophones, U.S. made
for Type 58 Walkie Talkie, 31
Powerful Small Motors, 3 }in. x 2 1in. x
2 1in., 24 v. A.C.ID.C., with geared spindle,
816.
Transformer 23024v, 16/ -.
24 v. A.C.ID.C. Motors, 5in. x 3in., fitted
with powerful blower fan. Can be used
for paint sprayers, vacuum cleaners, etc.,
141-.
Transformer 230/24v. 16/ -,
Filament Transformers, 4 or 6v 4A. 6/6.
All post paid. Money back guarantee from :

TRANSFORMERS. E.H.T. 2.500v, 4v..
4v. C.T. (for VCR97). 27/6. Mains type,
350 -0 -350x, 75 ma, 6v., 5v.. 15/9. Filament
transfrs. Input 230v., output 6v. l'a., 5'8.
midget
C5.
Sana dpntode
311.
f
(6VO))
ratio, 5/9. All
W.D.
C OILS. Denco
Land
Iwithreaction
each. Osmor `pQ "coil packs. 33 -. Weärlte
,
M400B LF.s, 10 /8 each. Weymouth P5 'and
IFM2 I.F.s, 465 kcs. 17/6
CONDENSERS. Plessey, pr.
16 +32 +8 450v.,
4'9 25 mfd. 25v., 11d. Hunts, small 8 x 450v..
16 +8'450v. (single hole fixing),
2'4
41.
25 mfd. 12v., 8d.
4 mfd.
1.6.
B.1.8 +550, 3/3 16 550v., 4/- ; 16 500v.,
+8 ' 550v..
x 350v. Dubilier paper,
3/- doz.
.0001
213!5, 6d. each. .5 350v., .01 .750v.. 4/8 doz.
MISCELLANEOUS. BASES. Amphenol
octal, 6d.
paxolln,
;
B7G pax., 9d.
droppers with FT and 4d.
sliders, .3a 750 ohm or
2a. 1,000 ohm. 46 each. Chokes,
60 ma
20 hy.. 61 90 ma 10 hy., 9' -, Linecord, .3a.
60 ohms FT. 3 -way. 11- yard. Volume con- THE RADIO
& ELECTRICAL MART
trols less Sw. 2/9; with Sw.. 4/6. All 253b,
Portobello Rd., London, W.II
Goods New and Unused. No. W.D. Conspones is Advertised, C.W.O. or C.O.D.
'Phone : Park 6026.
Post paid over £1. Closed THURSDAY.

e,
tc

tld

oP

:

;

;

;

;

LABORATORIES

(MAIL ORDER DEPT. P.J.),
70, LORD AVENUE, ILFORD,

watt Universal Quality Amplifier with
output and neg. feedback from
15s.
details
request.
LEWIS RADIIO CO. o(Det K6),
322, High Road, Wood Green,
London,
15

Push -Pull

[

141-.

ExporteC Manufacturer. Experimenter
or Hobbyist ?
Whatever your interest In radio you will
find
problem
hNEW ED TON of that world
publication
TOR'S HANDBOOK OMHereoaresome
of the good things it contains:
Eleven tested and guaranteed
circuits, with full descriptions
and
Feeder r nits, Tuning Units and
Superhets.
Quality Amplifiers.
Test Gear.
Coils.
Servicing and Constructional Hints
and Tips.
Resistance Colour Code, Charts.
etc.
Simple Formulæ. etc.
And many
other interesting
items.
The price ? 116 ONLY (worth at least
double !) So SEND NOW for your copy.
MODEL 30 TUNING UNIT. 3 waveband- consisting
of Iron-cored 30 coil
pack. iron-cored
nsers
3 collourdial, AL2GNNED
AND SEALED in a standard 5 -valve
superhet. receiver. No further adjustments necessary 54/9, inclusive.
MODEL
TUNING UNIT. Similar
to above 40
but with R.F. stage
76:9.
inclusive.
Both units available with J.B. spinwheel
assembly at
o
FREE to all purchasers

4 and 41 watt A.C. Quality Amplifiers
with neg. feedback from ES 3s. Od. 5 watt
Universal similar to above from E3 16s.
6d.

;

:

-
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Programme Pointers
This Month MAURICE REEVE

Deals with

Some More

Recent Programmes

teeth. In the, what I have isstyled, personal
by the
THE B.B.C. is, in one respect, very reminiscent
shows every appearance or entry preceded
old
of
cliffs
-embattled
gale
rugged,
door. The
of the
property
the
of
shutting
and
opening
England. Centuries of wind and wave have best jokes and wisecracks are invariably made
Flamborough
left Land's End, John o' Groats,will,
done to such an extent
absolutely against themselves. This is or
Head, Beachy Head and what you
not we do not know,
intentionally
become,
to
as
Tessie
unaltered and unimpaired in their magnificent
-advertisement,
self
of
form
powerful
a
could
One
'
inviolability. And our descendants a thousand
share.
lion's
the
for
in
coming
Shea
O'
as noble an
standardisaneedless
years hence are as sure to find them
of
instances
other
enumerate
our
must perish.
inheritance as we have received them from
all the tion under which all individuality
" Take It
""f>ithers. So untouchable are they under
labelled
finally
is
show
the
.1.
Whether
most
stress and strain of Mother Nature at her has From Here," " Take It From There," or " Take
doomed
vicious and enraged that their impregnability
must
Anywhere,"
the
ltoothe
embedded itself into the very characters of
urrentaón perk
uniformity na
It
them.
behind
shelter
of the pork, which, I
peoples whah
quality
the
being
variation
If we change our noun from Britain to B.B.C.
and fear, is exceeding great.
and our adjectives to form suitable contrasts
But we must keep on and hope that things will
picture.
similar
curiously
antonyms, we have a
one day.
improve
column
'a
up
to
pick
It is practically impossible the major portion
find
of radio criticism and
They Sir Adrian Leaves
thereof favourable and complimentary.
entirely WHEN this article is in print, Sir Adrian
vary from about half and half to the almost
storm and
Boult will have conducted his last concert
damnatory and condemnatory. Criticsbut
nothing as chef d'orchestre of the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra,
curse, weep, plead and expostulate,
reactions his final appearance having been postponed from
ever seems to happen. Like our cliffs'
of finding
q'
seems
B.B.C.
the
tempest,
early last year owing to the difficulties
to storm and
of Music 1930 -I3
unallergic to it all. The critics can't be wrong all a suitable successor. Directoronwards,
Sir Adrian
and orchestral chief from then
the time.
who ever
has done, I suppose, as fine a job as anyone
Perfection is neither asked for nor expected.
no means
by
He
is
House.
plus
Broadcasting
efficiency,
of
entered
But a reasonable standard
when this is retiring from musical life, and we shall have the
initiative and experiment, are. And
existence, great pleasure of hearing him many times yet.
with
consistent
at the lowest ebb
but
finicky,
and
captious
Musically the month was dominated by the
criticism is no longer
For usual Easter performances of Bach's great religious
throaty.
cannot be too full-blooded and now
add up to works, as accepted and looked -for items of the
so many months that they must
as eggs and buns. I heard the B minor
years there have been almost unanimousat cries
came
the season
Mass under Sir Adrian, and the great work
amounting to derision and indignation
general over as splendidly as ever. Personally, I greatly
appalling bathos, pathetic ineptitude andEven
to
this Easter the Good Friday Parsival
nitwittery of the variety programmes.
the most
and missed
Concert, glorious in every way and surelythat,
label them or class them under that ancient
last
and
a
know
I
mockery
a
music.
Easter
become
all
has
of
heading
suitable
classical
from the
away
; the waves
done
people
is
turn
nothing
didn't
But
they
year,
of
terms.
misuse
vain and the Albert Hall, but they only do that on very rare
of criticism continue to beat quite in being
content occasions at any time. I hope we can have it
even
not
world,
variety
radio
whole
worse.
even
gets
ebb,
lowest
its
at
next year.
remain
to
Mewton -Wood is a very satisfying young pianistWhatever " variety " there may originally
first more so than many with perhaps bigger names
be when the numerous acts and turns are
rarely -heard.
'grouped together and labelled " Starlight Hour," and his performance of Schumann's
was full of poetry and technically
Davidsbundlertanz
,,,,,1;Henry Hall's Guest Night," or "Music Hall
built up round
Chopin's even more seldom heard.
=acid, similarly, in the personal shows
It From Here," adequate.
for 'Cello and Piano is surprisingly neglected
Sonata
"{ a name or names, like " Take
" -all are by this combination of instrumentalists, seeing
" Much Binding " or " Up the Polesubjugation
things is. It
condemned at birth to the complete on exactly how small their repertoire of goodReiss
and John
Thelma
by
produced
being
played
by
well
very
was
personalities
of their
same
the
precisely
of
out
turned
Wills.
and
lines
similar
of each
mould. All are announced with a replica of
their
others' blurb, followed by an exact copy hideous
Priestley's Plays
signature tune "-the most culpably
made an
pRIESTLEY'S "An Inspector Calls"
do.
row ever to emanate from musical instruments,
invariably
plays
Priestley's
play
radio
ideal
individual
quite indefensible on any count. Each
illness of
through
absence
the
through
it
Lost
What
and,
item is greeted in exactly the same mariner with Sir Ralph Richardson we don't know. R. Williams
whether good, bad or indifferent, applauded
as filled the yawning chasm with very greatis assurance
exactly the saine volume of applause as near the
and effect. Like all good plays, the plot sustained
matters, plus the same whistle from between
,

-

-

"-

n

:
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right through, with the climax actually coming
with the final curtain. The story, briefly, is of a
very self -satisfied prosperous family, the father of
which seems about to realise many ambitions
including a knighthood; A series of exciting
events, however, reveals sin and corruptions,
each member being worse than the last. The
Inspector puts them through it the whole time.
Each one, nevertheless, seems about to get off
scot -free, as far as any public knowledge of events
is concerned. All seems about to be whitewashed,
the Inspector departs, the family retires, father.
heaves a mighty sigh of relief and pours himself
out one to his knighthood when lo, there is a ring
at the front door and the maid announces an
LEWES

AMATEUR

RADIO

CLUB
M. B. Beck, 5,
Grange Road, Lewes, Sussex.
CLUB nights are still well
attended and it is hoped
Hon. Sec.

:

July, 1950

inspector. No knighthood. after
Very effective and dramatic.

STOURBRIDGE AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sac. : W. A. Higgins, 28, Kingsley Road, Kingswinford,

Nr, Brierley Hill.
the meeting held on Tuesday, April 4th, Mr. H. Porter,
G2YM, of Wolverhampton gave an excellent
on the
past and future of amateur radio. He gave some verytalk
interesting
and amusing experiences as a radio operator in \Vorld
War
1,
Meetings are held on the first Tuesday and third Friday in each

AT

month.

WARRINGTON AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.: J. Speakman, Dark Lane, Whitley, Warrington.
DURING April talks were given by Mr. D. Clift, G3BAK,
on "Aerials "; Mr. B. W. Webster, on "Metal Work in
Radio Appûratus"; Mr. S. Palmer, G81Z, on
"A
-free
Sòtind'Ampilifier "; Mr. S. Allen G8Tlt, on Pre -war Hum
Included in future programmes are talks by Mr. Gear."
S. Wood,
03EZX, on " Radio Simply Explained " ; Mr, S. Allen, G8TR,
on
" Vales "
Mr. F. Rowse, G3LZ, on " Communication on
3 cros."
Meetings are held on the first and third Monday of each month
at 7.30 p.m., at the Sea Cadet H.Q. New members always
welcome.
THE MIDLAND AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.: G5LJ, 32, Pilkington Avenue, Sutton Coldfield

Warwickshire.
MARS receiver was the subject of the last meeting and
thanks are due to Mr. Rhodes and Mr. Brown
for their
very excellent piece of apparatus so nicely
constructed. Several
members are building these receivers from the society's
blue
prints and constructional sheets.

'THE

READING RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.: Mr, L. Hensford, G2BHS, 30, Boston Avenue, Reading.

Curtain.

Victoria Regina

HOUSMAN'S " Victoria Regina " is always charming in its early stages. Her romance with Albert
is one of the most beautiful of all time, and the
author touched it off to perfection, as did
Ffrangcon- Davies and Olaf Olsen. But fromGwen
Prince's death onwards, through Gladstone, the
the
Jubilee and the B.B.C. effects dept., it
became very tedious and boring. When it describes
states of mind and characters it was excellent,
but when it narrated crude and not very interesting
facts, it paled off.

News f Ti*R111 the
ubs

to start construction work soon.
The high -light of club activity
was the recent visit to the B.B.C.
Third Programme transmitter, at Shoreham, where the engineer
in charge, Mr. Evershed, ably explained and demonstrated
the
workings of the two transmitters.

all.

The full R -A -E. course for the
winter evenings at the Technical
College is proposed sad being
arrange-cl,

THE BRIGHTON AND DISTRICT RADIO CLUB
Hon. Sec. : L. Hobden, 17,

Hartington Road, Brighton.

Tuesdays, 7.30 p.m., will carry on throughout
THEtheclub-night,
summer and a full programme is arranged.
Visitors

to
the district, on holiday, etc., will be welcome. Club H.Q. "Eagle
Inn," 125, Gloucester ]toad, Brighton. Members are honing to
get out on portable working during the summer. The club
circular, " The Brighton Link," is now in its new cover.
THE SOLIHULL AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : W. Bastin, G2BFT, 380, Lugtrout Lane,
Catherine
de Barnes, Solihull.

meeting our members enjoyed
AT atherecent
manufacture and uses of plastics.a

series of films on
Mr. T. Benson
gave a brief explanatory talk, and a lively discussion
followed.
It is hoped to commence construction soon on the club
transmitter, under the club call sign, G3GEI.
Meetings are held every alternate Wednesday, at
the premises
of J. H. Tucker B: Co., Ltd., King's Road, Tyseley,
Birmingham,
and visitors and new members are assured of a cordial
welcome.
HAM -FEST AT CRAN W ELL
THE Royal Air Force Amateur Radio Society held its first
Post -war Ham-Fest, at Cranwell,
totalled soute two hundred visitors. recently, The attendance
After a tour of No. 1 Radio School, including a visit to
the
H.Q. Station of RAF -ARS (GSFC), the parties rendezvoused
at the new N.A.A.F.I. Club for a most excellent tea and were
addressed by the President, Group Captain H. A. Evans -Evans,
and the General Secretary of the Radio Society of Great
Britain,
GGCL.

Membership of the R.A.F. Amateur Radio Society is open
to
any person who Is interested in any phase
radio
and is either serving or has served in oftheamateur
R.A.F. A
magazine is issued twice i-early. For full details write
Sec. (Admin.), RAF -ARS, No. 1, Radio School, Cranwell,to Hon.
Lines,
or join the RAF -ARS 'phone net with GSFC on any
Sunday at
three o'clock on 3,750
kc /s

THE

annual general meeting of the Reading Radio Society,
was held on Saturday, March 25th, when the following
officers were elected to direct the society for the coming
year:
President, Mr. Benbough ; chairman, Mr. Owen,
,
vice -chairman, Mr, Watts, GCWO ; secretary, Mr. L. G3AKQ
Hensford
02111IS treasurer, Mr. Weaver scribe, Mr. Mercer, 03EGU
committee, Messrs. Pearce, G3FUO Dee, G3BJE ; Dolton and
Keating.
The programme at other recent meetings included a talk on
Valve Voltmeters, by Mr. F. Ruddle, and Time
Sharing
plex Communication, by Mr. Treadwcll, of S.T.C. Itd MultiTHE ECCLES AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.: J. A. Evant, 160, Greenleach Lane, Worsley,
THIS society was recently formed and has now 30 members.
Weekly meetings on Monday, at 7.30, have been supported
by good attendance.
The evening commences with morse instruction by CI3GGF.
Constructional discussions and exchange
are features of
the meetings. Mr. B. Russell demonstratedofhisideas
home -built miniature oscilloscope, resulting in 10 other members
being anxious
to take up 'scope building,
;

;

;

fï8FC, Headquarters Station of the R.A.F. Amateur
Radio Society.
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Best Buy at Britain's
Battery

SPARKS'
DATA SHEETS

RECEIVER UNIT Type 18.
superhet chassis. Frequency coverage 6 -9
three of ARPI2
Valve line -up
Mcs.
and one ARO: and 465 kcs I.F. TransIn new condition but slightly
formers.
Circuit
store soiled, 18/6, post free.
diagram included.

Now recognised as the Safest, the
Simplest and the Finest Constructional Sheets obtainable.

-DRY BATTERY DESIGNS

ALL
The
POCKET PAK " One -valve
and
Portable. Med. waves. Aerial'phone
batteries self -contained. Fine 219.
signals. Carry it in your pocket.
The "ONE -VALVE PORTABLE."
above but
Slightly larger than thewaves.
2/6
covers medium and long
Med.
Portable.
TWO
"
The "TINY
waves. Self- contained frame aerial.
batteries and 21ín. Speaker. For

MERCURY Type H.T. BATTERIES.
Perfect condition, 519, post free.
Yet anRECEIVER UNIT 25173.
other purchase enables us to offer these
90 v.

A fine sight we look in this queue,
When the bus comes, what'll we do 1
This set to FLUME
before broadcast to- night.
But why bring the aerial, tool "

The " THREE -VALVE PORTABLE."a
This model is 9 x 6 x 4 ins. and has
31in. Speaker. Covers medium and
long waves. Good speaker results on
...
...
the " locals."
The 'FOUR -VALVE PORTABLE."
Med.
Slightly larger than the above.
waves. 5in. Speaker. T.R.F. Circuit.
Greater range than the 3-Valver. 2/6
The " CORVETTE." A 4 -Valve Super waves.
x54
Midget valves Chassis approx. House
2 ins. Ideal
area.
any
Fine range
min
model.
T.R.F.
" CRUISER." A 3 -Valve
with a short
circuit designed for use any
area. 216
aerial. Very efficient in
The above are only a few of the 40
designs available.
SEND STAMP FOR COMPLETE LIST
AND WITH ORDER

See

wherever speedy soldering, is needed.
Used for over 40 years in Government works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of all ironmongers
tins, 10d., 1/6 and 3/-.
The FLUXITE GUN puts FLUXITE
where you want it by a simple pressure.
Price 2/0, or filled 3/8.

-in

in

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
"
Write for Book on the Art of " SOFT
on CASESoldering and for LeafletsTEMPERING
and
HARDENING STEE
TOOLS with FLUXITE Price d. each.

L.ORMOND SPARKS (P)
48A, HIGH STREET,
SWANAGE, DORSET.

Ltd., Dept. W.P.,

r
Simpi

c.

self -Lee,

speeds up soldering.
Better work. Saves

solder.

Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.1

BHA \D NEW VALVES:

Valves.
REAL Bargains and RELIABLE
valves are
The following ex-Government
you
guaranteed to be BRAND NEW. and
can purchase with confidence. (Please
state (A) or (B) when ordering.)
(A) Original cartons as from manufac-

turer

Write

for interestin'
leaflet 29 J

:

6H6GT. EB34. 21-

:

9006,

3/-

;

2C26

-;

:

RUNBAKEN MANCHESTER

I

1VALKY TALKY TRANSCEIVERS
85/A special purchase enables us to offer
a complete Transmitter and Receiver.
portable. weighing 9 lbs., covering short
waves 30-50 metres. for only 85 /- complete. Range 15 miles or more. Mazda
valves. Foolproof and air tested before
despatch, full instructions. Spare
valves, 'phones, handsets and batteries
are available from stock. Receiver will
receive all normal Broadcast SW
stations as Well. Slow -motion dial.
LLARO RECORD CHANGERS

9 ens.
brand new RC500 changers In
kers' carton. 9 gins. each, carriage
extra. Crystal or Fidelity pick-up.
7'w-att PUSH-PU5L/L AMPLIFIERS
ercn type brand new push-pull
niioiature. measure 6in. square, in
attractive satin finish cabinet. A.C./
C., high gain, mike and pick-up input.
Scare sets of valves, 12/8 only. De
xe Model with Quality output trans o

fó mer. 95! -.
V LVES, 3/- each KTW61, KTW62.
6
.
VP23. P61. CV661 EB34. 954, 955.
635.
4h each : EBC33. MHLD6, 6F8, 12A6,
5/: each : 6F8. 6V6, PEN383.
6A6, 5T4, 6K8, 1237. 14117, 7Y4. 7117.
9/- each : 1352, 51J4G, PENDD4020,
6L6.
Illustrated leaflets of amplifiers.. TV
equipment.

COLLINS RADIO,
.W.B.
don,

RENWne

4178.

AMPLIFIER UNIT AII35.

Valve lineone EK32; one EBC33 and one EL32 ;
Unused
components.
useful
and numerous
up

:

condition but soiled, 7/6, post free.

COMPONENT MART

Chokes. -6 Henry 70 mA,
150

mA,

316.

80 mA, 316.

type.-8 x

219.

4,2 Henry

Metal Rectiflers. -250 v.
Condensers, smoothing

16 mf. 450 v. wkg.. can, 219.
8 mf. 450 v. T.M.C., 119. 50 mf. 50 v. T.C.C.
mf. 25 v., 50 mf. 12 v. T.C.C.
25
can, 119.
can, 11-. Valves.-EF50 new and boxed,
Used but tested, 51 -. 5U4 and 5Z4,
716.
616. VUI20, 616. VUI33 and VUI lI, 51 -.
On Orders Under I add extra for postage.

f

CR
LT

D

CHARLES BRITAIN
(RADIO) LTD.
11,

Upper Saint Martin's
London, W.C.2.

Lane,

Shop hours: 9 -6 (Thursday 9-1).

OPEN ALL DAY

TEM 0545

SATURDAY

CARLTON COILWINDING CO.
A Name to Note and Remember "
Medium-wave Coil Units for BC453, BC454,
BC455. 10/- with Data. State which model
required. Mains Transformers for above
receivers. 31/8, for BC348 301-, BC221 281-,
Inexpensive Television Mains Transformers for R1355. 31/8. For VCR97 C.R.T.,
Filament Transformer. 0-4-5-6.3 52/8.
12.6v. 2a.. 12/8. Rewinding Service. Send
for catalogue. 3d. Postage extra.
Careo Works, Church d.. Birkenhead.

t

-

5/3 : 6K7
6ÁC, 51 635.
6K7GT. 5/9 6B8, 61- : 807. 6F6G, 5Z4, 6/8
8Q7GT. 8/8: EF50 (limited quantity). 8/9
6C6, 7/-; 636. 12/8 ; 813. 301 -.
!1
(B) Nepw. mostly boxed (while they last
6355GT.4/9 ;

exceptionally popular units (see " Practical
Wireless," August issue), at 22/6, post free.
Valve line -up : two of EF39, one of EK32,
one of EBC33 and two EF36 : and one pair
of 460 kcs I.F. Transformers, resistors,
condensers, etc. Easily and rapidly converted into a very fine superhet receiver.
Circuits and conversion data supplied.
ORDER EARLY.

-

that FLUXITE is always by you
-in the house-garage workshop-

.

el.

at Work

Fluxite /Ruins"

"

" station " Individual Listen-

local

"

The

D. COHEN

1/6 : 2026. 2C26A, 3/3 : 2X2,
6F6G.
: 858. 5'- ; EF50. 518:
and Television Components
519: 87, Radio
Middx.
6SL7GT, 554, 5R4GY. VR105jOC3, 6Y6G.
RaIePOST
ORDERS
6V6GT*, 637 *. 6K8 *, 6Q7GT *, 6/- ;
7/9
SUPERBET
SWITCHED
6/3 ' 6SN7GT. 8/6 : 6L6G.not
STATION
0ex- Govt.).
manufacturer.
(Manufacturers' surplus.
COIL UNIT, by famous
400 v. wkg..
Metal can electrolytic% 8 +8 +8.
for car radio or radio set. Range
in ideal
8 +8 450 v. wkg.. 3/6. Pair of 8 +8 +8
coverage Poe. I, 200-300 in. 2, 250 -360 m. ;
carton with clips. 7/3.
3, 250-360 m.: 4, 320 -460 m. : 5. 400 -550 m. ;
Orders over 151 - post free, otherwise please 6, 1,100-1.850 m. ; no oscillator required
with circuit.
add 3d. per valve or condenser.
for lining up : complete
RELIABILITY
and
for
REED
15/8, post and packing 1/-.
I
REED,
ed..
E1334, 6H6GT,
4/3 6SIC7. 4/9

Oue

39,

DOUGLAS
Burnley Road, Ainsdale, Southport.

FIXED CRYSTAL DETECTOR

THE CRYSTAL VALVE
as used in radar

receivers.

Amazing Results
tin. x tin., 316 each. Post 21d.
Protective Tube and Fixing Brackets,
3d. extra.
Size

SET
CRYSTAL
Crystal Valve
Incorporating
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil

Reception Guaranteed

Polished wood cabinet, ISI- post 9d.
Send S.A.E.

for lists of copper wires,

screws, nuts, paxolin tubes, ebonite,
tufnol rod and panels, etc.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

www.americanradiohistory.com

Pre -aligned midget 465 IFs, Q.1W. p. es P.
Unit and IFs, 114 x 51 x

8/6 per pair.
Chassis to fit Coil
lin.. 2/6 each.

fit

mA. 6 v.chassis,
Mains Transformer (1) 350-0-350 120 mA.,
p. & p. 1 / -,
Pri.
200/2.50,
amp.
2
5
v.
6 v. 4 amp..
v. 4 amp..
18;6. (II) 350 -0 -350 250 niA., 6laminations
4 v. 3 amp., fin. gap between
and bobbin. Extra heaters could be easily
p. 2/ -, 20/6.
wound. Pri. 110/250, p. & amp.,
5 v. 2 amp.
350 -0 -350 70 mA., 6 v. 2.5
/ -. 13/8.
Pri. 200/250. p. & p. 1-(D
Fri. 230 /250, 6 v.
Heater Transformer.

PrI, 900 /250. sec.
p. &

D.

11 -.

250-0-250

13/6.

liamps..P. &p.9d.,8 /-. (II)2,4orbv.2amp,.
p. & p. 9d., 7 /8.
1,000 ohms
Mains Droppers. -(1) .2 amp..ohms
tapped
tapped 900. 1/9. (II) .2 amp.. 717
100, 1 /8. (III) .3 amp.. 520 ohms tapped. 26.

.3 amp.. 460 ohms tapped. 1/9. D. & B.
on each of above, 3d.
Wave Change Switches. 6 pole 3 -way. 3 pole
2 -way. 6 pole 2 -way. 5 pole 3 -way. 1i2 each,
post 3d. each.
Standard 465 Ife. IFs air cored, Q. 110, per

(IV)

pair. 8/ -.
Standard

465

for o n
Ko.
per pair, 7/ - Stamp

cored.

Q.

120,
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News from
Flexible Dipole Indoor Television Aerial
latest television aerial to be marketed by
THEE.M.T.
Sales and Service Ltd. is the
Dipole, an indoor aerial possessing many Flexible
features
of special interest.
The Flexible Dipole is a full-sized television
aerial,
and when used in areas of good field strength
will
give results comparable with those obtainable with
a standard aerial. Flat flexible conductors
polythene insulation form the elements of with
dipole. Coaxial feeder cable is used to couple the
the

July, 1950

Trade

the

stage and the undesirable effects of the usual modulated- oscillator arrangement are completely
elim'nated. With the selector switch to the CW positio
,
external modulation may be applied via the
output terminal and its depth adjusted by A.th
400 c.p.s. voltage control.
Attenuato,.
The switched sections
thé
setting of the variable control by x 1, multiply
X 10, X 1,90,
X 1,000 and x 10,000.
Shielding : The metal cabinet is substantially
made in steel and aluminium, all corners
folded
and welded. The R.F. oscillator is doubleare
Controls : Seven controls are fitted ; 1. screened.
Tuning ;
2. Audio voltage control ; 3. Fine
attenuator ; 4.
Coarse attenuator ; 5, Output selector
Range switch ; 7. Mains on /off switch. switch ; 6,
Output Terminals Two are provided, one for
R.F.
and the other for A.F.
The instrument costs £9 9s. (plus 5s. package
and postage), and is guaranteed for 12 months.
Homelab Instruments, 374, High Road, E.11.
:

:

Valradio Power Units
THESE power units have been specially developed to fill the demand for a supply of power
sufficiently smoothed and suppressed
to drive a

The New E.M.1.

indoor

flexible
television aerial.

dipole to the receiver via a specially designed
transformer rejector.
An outstanding advantage of this aerial is the
ease with which it may be installed, as the special
fixing tacks supplied enable it to be fitted
window or door frame in a matter of minutes, toanda
the novel construction enables it to be readily
concealed by curtains, carpets, etc. The price is
25s. complete with 24ft. of coaxial ; Model T.1091
for the London frequency and Model T.1092 for
the Midlands frequency.
E.M.I. Sales and Service, Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex.

Homelab Signal Generator
Homelab instrument is very moderately
THEpriced,
and is designed to meet the needs of
those requiring a good instrument for routine
tests and measurements on radio and television
receivers. Description :
R.F. Oscillator : A negative resistance circuit of
proved stability and freedom from frequency
drift is employed.
Audio Oscillator: The triode section of a double triode valve is connected in a reversed feedback
circuit and generates a 400 c.p.s. voltage for
modulation of carrier and A.F. tests.
Buffer Stage : The other triode section of the latter
double- triode valve is employed as a cathode follower buffer stage. This has the advantage of
isolating the R.F. oscillator and provides a low impedance source from which the R.F. attenuator
is fed. When the 400 c.p.s. voltage is required a
switch connects this stage as a conventional triode
amplifier.
Modulation : Modulation is applied to the buffer

The Homela, signal generator

universal A.D. /D.C. television receiver in area?
where no A.C. supplies are available. A novel feature.
in these units lies in the output, which is 240 vol$
D.C. with less than half a volt ripple.
The circuit comprises a new and advanèed
design of vibrator capable of delivering up to 250
watts of D.C. This vibrator is of the self- rectifyiîig
type utilising no less than 16 large diameter r áb ,
tungsten contacts and two smaller contacts in the
driving circuit. The frequency of the vibrator is
nominally 60 cycles per second, at which frequency
the maximum efficiency is attained, consistent with
good smoothing characteristics and long vibrator
life.

Valradio Ltd., 57 Fortess Road, London

www.americanradiohistory.com
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fljJ[44ßJ5(JJjj7flJ
by
opinions
necessarily agree
The Editor daccompanied
me and address of the sender(not
the

for publication).

re

must

RF24 Unit

Repair Prices

-I think that some of your readers may he
interested to hear how I am using the RF24

SIR,

-Some time ago there appeared in your
SIR,columns a comment by Thermion upon the on both the
asked by different radio re-

variations in prices
to a radio
pairers for carrying out the same repair interest
in
set. The following case is not withouta radiogram
this connection. A friend of mine owns
in 1937
of well -known make which he purchased
him
as a reconditioned set and which has given
set
good service for thirteen years. Recently the and
tested
refused to function. The valves wereStill
set
three found defective were replaced. firm oftheradio
did not work and a well -known
for
engineers, were asked to give an estimate
was taken
carrying out necessary repairs. The set
a delay
away to the workshop of the firm and after
Estimate "
of about fourteen days the following "condition
of
was received : " Owing to the age and
radiogram repairs can only be carried
your
between
out on a cost /plus basis, the charge being pounds).
£14 and £20 '(fourteen and twentybefore pro We await your further instructions
After the lapse of a further, fourteen
ceeding."
days the set was returned. This estimateofsomewhat
a radio shook my friend, who asked the advice short,
this
minded colleague. To cut a long story
the
colleague, in the space of two hours, examined
-down
set, diagnosed the trouble as one brokenof
five
condenser. This was replaced at a costperfectly.
shillings and the set is now functioning
Comment is surely superfluous.-" VERB SAP."

-

(S.E.27).

Second

.

:

SIR, -Re
Thoughts on the Series -condenser
Heater Glfrtftt Receiver

SIB, -Some readers have found difficulty in
specified
obtaining certain of the components Receiver
for -,the Series-condenser Heater Circuitpage
112)
(PRACTICAL WIRELESS, March, 1950,
which
whilst others require to use loudspeakers
will not easily fit into the available chassis aspace.
new
up
e author has accordingly drawn
ssis arrangement which permits practically any
an
Icimillspliaker to be mounted on the chassis ;
energised speaker, which will also function as the
L.F. choke, may be employed if desired. and the
The series condenser or condensers
chassis,
L.F. choke may now be mounted below the
2 ¡in. in
the depth of which has been increased to may
be
order that components of various sizes

fitted.-E.

28 and new 21 Mc /s. band without any
using
modification, and with great success. I ammethod
this in conjunction with a BC455, and the
used is as follows
The RF24 unit is connected to normal power
supplies, and the I.F. output is taken from the
antenna
Jones plug at rear, via co -ax cable, to thepreferably
and " ground " of the BC455. An aerial, the co -ax
a dipole, is connected as normal toFor 28 Me¡s
connector on the front of the RF24.
/e. and set
band, tune the BC455 to around 7.5 Mechannel
5."
the change switch on the RF24 to "the oscillator
All that is necessary then is to set
Me /s.
(channel 5) trimmers until the centre of the 28
reading
band appears to coincide with the 7.5 Mc /s.
it is
on the BC455. Once this trimming is done band
left there permanently, and the 10 -metre
will be found, upon tuning the BC455, to occupy
some 300° of the dial.
For the 21 Mc /s. band a similar procedure
is adopted, with the switch set at channel 1 and
adjusted,
the channel 1 oscillator trimmer being
of course. When compared with an RF24, which
tuning Con has been converted and a throe -gang both
models
denser installed, the noise level or
was the saine and likewise the signal strength and
selectivity.-ALAN J. GOODWIN (Pevensey).

N. BRADLEY (Cornwall).

Delivery Dates
" Delivery Dates " discussion which

appeared in recent

issues

of

has

PR.ACTncaL

WIRELESS.

From my own experience, it is somewhat difficult
to understand that such treatment, as related by
seine of your correspondents, exists generally.
Having dealt with many various firms during the
past 26 years or so, I can honestly say that I have

never encountered such unbusinesslike methods.
On occasions, of course, goods have had to be
had
returned for some reason or another, but I have
replacements back in a reasonable titne, corresponding to the reason for return, and without
dispute.
A case in point occurred very recently. I purchased a mains transformer from Messrs. Southern
Radio & Electrical Supplies, Salisbury, Wilts, who
advertise most frequently, if not regularly, in yourjournal. This component was required for a power
pack I was constructing. Finally completed, the

www.americanradiohistory.com
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power -pack was tried out. Arcing occurred across
the output tag board between 350 volts and 5 volts,
which resulted in carbonisation and burning. No
reason for this happening could be found, and I had
strictly adhered to circuit details from an article
appearing in a certain radio journal (not " P.W. ").
I approached the above firm for their advice, at the
saine time mentioning the particular circuit I had
employed. Within 48 hours the reason for the fault
was pointed out to me in a long and detailed reply.
The designer of the circuit lied specified an incorrect
value of bleeder resistance
Thus, the damage to
the transformer resulted. Now, although the onus
for the damage was not their responsibility, this
firm at the same time offered to replace the transformer upon return of the original. I accepted (with
a somewhat, shall I say, guilty conscience, my
knowing that they were not to blame), and by the
return of post a brand -new replacement arrived,
gratis. I would add that I have no connection with
this or any other firm. I am just a generally satisfied
customer. -W. BARTLETT ( Camba).
S` IR,
am surprised that your correspondent
Mr. L. C. Baker, in his letter regarding delay in
replacement of a rectifier valve, has had to wait for
such a long time.
Enclosed are two valve reports for valves sent
to the manufacturers on April 24th and 25th ; one
replacement has already arrived and the other I
expect in a day or so.
I have never had to wait more than three weeks
for a replacement, in spite of the fact that faulty
valves to -day are the bugbear of the radio retailer.
The manufacturers are very fair and have not yet
refused to replace a valve returned faulty within its
guarantee period of three months. Under these
circumstances a free replacement to the user could
he made by the retailer. This is my usual practice,
may I add.
C. Tuca (Dealer, Crewkerne).
!

-I

-P.

Artificial Aerial ?
will doubtless have heard on
occasion the testing of B.B.C. transmitters
" after hours." This usually takes the form of a
musical note, sometimes of one note only, but at
others a series of notes on the octave scale, beginning
with a very low note and ending with a very high
one. The low note resembles a fluttering ,sound,
and may be heard in all sets due to rectification.
The last few octaves may not be heard at all in
some sets, and with others may be felt rather than
heard, particularly with a peculiar constriction
around the throat.
Recently, however, I have come across a
phenomenon which I have not experienced before.
This is invariably encountered after the B.B.C.
station has closed down, and takes the form of a
very broadly -tuned note, which is also very faint.
It occupies about half of the dial. I am wondering

f

Studio Audiences and Comedians
it is to find programme discussions in a technical journal. Studio audiences
definitely provide atmosphere ; but it is certainly

5IR,-Refreshing

amazing that the B.B.C. still tolerate and pay
comedians to put over " jokes " that were worn out
25, years ago but still totter around in a ragged
condition. Surely it does not need a very high
standard of intelligence to think up new jokes?
Especially as a comedian is expected to be a born
humorist.
But, please, can't we have the general standard
raised a little ? It always seems such a cheap, mean
way of raising laughs, to resort to " blue or " near "
jokes. It's really astonishing what does go on the
air at times -much the sort of thing that uneducated people would say and smirk about, when
they do not know any better. Bluntly, any fool
can raise a " laugh " with a " blue " joke.
Not very long ago we were informed that a
certain well -known person could not broadcast as
arranged on account of shortage of scripts for so
great an artist.
Surely a comedian who cannot
produce his own programmes is not an artist at all
-merely a human gramophone l -A. J. SWEENEY
(Stonehouse, Glos).

IR,-I- was

The

" Simpliscope "

very interested to read the
" Simpliscope " article in the current issue
of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, but feel your contributor,
Mr. Pettit, rather stretches a point in explaining
the " sync " action by declaring that a " spiky "
pulse can be produced by passing a sine wave
current through a differentiating coupling -however short the time constant
If a peaky wave is
produced, it can only mean that the input pure
waveform is distorted by V3, which is definitely
undesirable as this valve is used as the " Y "
amplifier.
However, I do not for one moment suggest that
the " syncing " is less efficient than the writer of
the article claims-in fact, I intend using this v y
compact circuit for a small 'scope built in fie
ex -Army S.L.C. indicator unit.
I would suggest, though, that the semi -squaring
action of V2 is responsible. for the ultimate sync
pulse appearing through its coupling to
J. MILLER (Barnet).
S`

SIR, -Listeners

July, 1950

whether it is the station testing on an artificial
aerial, and whether, if this is so, the B.B.C. is aware
that the radiations from th, artificial aerial are
spreading to a distance of at least 13 miles from
the transmitter, which is my own location. The note,
it should be stressed, is very faint but quite unmistakable.-W. NIMMONS (Belfast).

Editoeial and Advertisement Offices :
s' Practical Wireless," George Newnan, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.E.
Telegrams
Newnes, Rand, London.

!

'Phone : Temple Bar 9888.
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical nature suitable for publication in " Practical
Wireless." Such articles should be
written on one side of the paper only, and should contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst the Editor
not hold himself responsible
for manuscripts, every effort will be made to return them if a stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed. does
All correspondence intended for
the Editor should be addressed : The Editor,
Practical Wireless," George Newnes. Ltd., Tower House. Southampton
Street,
W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless apparatus
and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latestStrand,
developments,
we give no warranty that apparatus described in our columns is not
the subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings. photographs and articles published in
Practical
Wireless
"
is
specifically
reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions or initiations of any
of these are therefore expressly forbidden. " Practical
Wireless " incorporates " Amateur Wireless."
:
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THINKING OF
MAKE YOUR
BUILDING A
OWN
TELEVISION

E.H.T. UNIT

SET

2,000- 12,000 Volts.

"Could hardly fail to please

?

VALVE
V. METRE
10

We can now offer a range
of R.F. E.H.T. coils and
other components to cover
this range together with full
instructions for building.

SUPER

-

even the

greatest enthusiast of
high fidelity reproduction,"
says C. 5. NEALE, in

" DISC," Autumn,

Also complete units.

:-

GOLDRING
HEADMASTER
Hyper Fidelity Pickup

Television

55/-

LTD.

Magnetic Tape Recorders
Ail components now available.
Complete Tape Mechanism Kits. Magnetic
spools. Record-Playback Coils.
Tape
BlaOsc.
Erase Heads. R
Manuscript.
Radioguide Tape Recording
worded in a praca wealth of informationhome
constructor,
tical manner for the
5/3 post free.
Super Personal Portable 4 -valve 2 -band
Model P1,42.

het, complete practical data.
Combined Mains /Battery Portable 4 -valve
2 -band Superhet. Data 5. -.

stamp brings Components lists, details
of all circuits. etc., etc.
BORLAND RADIO ACCESSORIES

21d.

Carlton Terrace, Port-lade, Sussex.
THE

T

WORLD'S GREATEST
BOOKSHOP

FOR

BOOKS

New and secondhand Books
n every subject. Stock of
3 million volumes.
Large dept. for Technical Books
119 -125 CHARING CROSS RD.

LONDON W.C.2
GERrard 5660 (16 lines)
Open
F

94 (inc.

".'

Sat)
>.x.

lowest

including Purchase Tax.

GOLDRING HEADMASTER PICKUP
three heads, transformer, and
tonaliser bass and treble equaliser. E6.10.6,

-Arm,

including Purchase Tax.

Full technical information from

ERWIN

Another Winner from
W A L T O
Battery Set Users

N'S

YOUR

SCHARF

49-5Ia, De

Beauvoir Road, London, N.I.

RADIO

G200 ANNOUNCES

Tel. 22262

OPPORTUNITY

the

noise

GOLDRING JUNIOR HEADMASTER
PICKUP -Arm with two heads, E3.3s.

Dept. P.W. WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS
(Leeds), Ltd.. 54;56, The Headrow
Leeds

for

the
records,
on ALL
HEADMASTER is the first step towards
the goal of PERFECT REPRODUCTION.

audio.

34a, Pottery Lane, London, W.11.
'Phone : PARk 6955.

heads

interchangeable
surface

HAZLEIIIIIST DESIGNS

4,

reporting on the

Ideal
With a resonance -free response into
for conver- supersonic
frequencies, absent of " inner sion into groove distortion," light weight and
H ET.

Receivers.
Prices
2216 Carr. Paid.
5.5 KV coil
I.F.
7515.5 KV unit
megs. Co -axial
4
width
301- 12 Megs. Band
8 KV coil
10 Mazda Mains
951- input and output sockets.6 -3 volt filaments.
8 KV unit
valves,
type VR65 (SP61)
for
12 KV unit, use 8 KV coil with This chassis can be quickly modified Pre reception of sound and vision. The may
voltage doubler.
H.F. oscillator and mixer inductancescover
to
be shunted with 30 p.f. trimmers circuits
TIV frequency. Three of the I.F.
for
isolated
two
and
video
for
can be used

tf

1949,

Clissold 3434 -5 -6.

Diodes). 2'6.
\'ALVES. -VR76, VI1.92 (TV ea.
6H6. 1.9
for 10 / -. Crystal diodes. 2(6
N.
3/6
6J5GT, 6SJ7. 4,9 ; 954. 955 (Acorn
Sylvania
6L7.
6AC7. EF39. EF50 (VR91). 5/6 ;
2x2,
VR91. 6/9 6K7. 717A. 6SN7. 807. -383.
1619,
5T4, 6/6 ; 61.6 metal. 6L6G. Pen
8 /9. All guaranteed new. porcelain. 3/6
ZEPP SPREADERS. -Sin. No. 14 S.W.G.
doz.. 40 for 10 -. 140ft. coil
enamelled copper, 101 -.
BELLS,
DOUBLE-GONG

5

:

/

Wetrproof. 9(.

ro.
NEW 101n. SPEAKERS. 16(9. 8ín. 1419.
BARSUBERB II.T.: L.T. BATTERY
GAIN. liv L.T. 90v. 180v, H.T. minus
Intended for Canadian No. 58
21v G.B.
walkie talkie. Price only 5)6 each, plus
1/4 post. 5 for 251- carriage paid.
TRADE & OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES
INVITED.
100-

211n. Midget 10/6.

!

Matched set of 4 EX- Government Valves, Brand New in
Boxes

-

Types as follows:
l- 2I5.SG, 2- 210.LF, I- 220.PA

12/6 per Set of 4
Post Paid

ARTHUR HOILE

5S,

Union Street, Maidstone, Kent.
Phone : 3155.

RADIOLECTRON

Frances Street, Scunthorpe, lines.
TUNING COILS & PACKS. -High " Q."
22,

8/6 pair ;
TRF. M. & L. Wave with React., Wave,
9/Superhet. 465 kc /s. S.. M. & L.
S.,
pair ; Superhet. Coil Packs, 465 ko's.
M. & L. Wave. Midg. type, 31in. x 2in. x
x
3iin.
type.
Std.
39f- : I.F. 465 kc /s.
Midg.
Din. x 1í1n.. 12/- pair ; I.F. 465 kc /s.
type. Da. x lin. x lin.. 17/6 pair. P. Coils.
all types, 2/10 each.
3- way. .2a. 90 /100 Ohms ft. and
Summer Clearance List now available. LINECORD,
.3a. 60/70 ohms ft. 148 yd.
Send for your copy today.
PIFCO RADIOMETERS, 29/-; Fuses 8;6.
all
VOLUME CONTROLS. Lg. Spols..
values. 2/9 ; with SW.. 4/6 : with DP. 1W.,
meg. 418: with
Midget
DP.SW ..7/6.
S /W.. 6/6 '
CONDENSERS. TCC Type 543, Tub.
500 v: wkg. 001..002..005. 106.:.01. 116.
STORES
.02, 1/- :.03. 1/1; .05. 1'2 :.1. 113:.25, 1/9
.5. 2/10. All other nand as previous P.W.
203 STAVELEY
Adverts., available.
to 101 -. 4d.
Terms : Cash with Order. up 21d.
Post. over Post Free. Listaddressstdinp
on all
Please print your name and

WALTON'S WIRELESS
ROAD,
WOLVERHAMPTON

correspondence.
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MAINS

TRANSFORMERS
(Postage ex' a under e.2)
TELE -RADIO

(1943) LTD
(As
MINISTRY OF SUPPLY,IRBIBTC, VALVES. All Brand New and Guaranteed.
EDUCATION AUTHORITIES,
RK20A 25.' -, 832 15 /-, 2A3 7/6. VR150 /30
12/6.
866A 10/6, 807 718. 3B7/1291 V.H.F. Twin
Primaries
z5J s,
and impregnated. eU
Triode 1.4 v. F11.5' -, 6Aß7, 6016, 954, D1(VR78),
Drop throughinterleaved
type.
(a) 250-0-250v. 60
EA50 (VR92) 51 -, 5R4GY, 6SN7GT, 6B4
6.3v.
8/6
(b) 50 -250 60 mA .
A.. 4v. 2A. J 1518 each.
Following Types
U50, 6A8GT, 6A05. 6C4, 6F6C, 6J7, 6SL7.
UNIVERSAL 5Y3.
L.T. Windings, 0-4 -6.3v.have
6K8,
7/6
each.
(c) 250 -0-250v. 80 mA....4 A C.T. 0 -4 -5v. 2 A. OZ4, 1LN5, 1S5, -1T4, 504G, 5Z4, 6AC7, 6K7,
(d) 300-0 -300v. 80 mA....
6K7G, 6L5,
6SG7, 65117. 6SJ7, 6SK7,
17/6 61/6. 12A6, 6Q7GT,
(e) 350 -0-350v, 80 mA....
12A017, 1206, 125G7, 2050, 1613.
...
9003, 9006, 6B8. 8/6 each.
(f) 250- 0-250v. 100 mA....
,.,
500 plF 2 and 3 gang. 5/6. 160 pF 2 gang,
(g) 300-0 -300v. 100 mA....
,.,
3/6.
19/e Midget 50 pF
(h) 350-0 -350v. 100 mA....
...
Upright Types Fully Shrouded.
F 2 gang, 1l.
(1) 350-0 -350v. 150 mA.. 0- 46.3v.
Wego
4
mfd.
1,000
v.
wkg.,
2/9
each or 3 for
6 A.
C.T. 0 -4 -5v. 3 A ...
39/
(1) 425- 0-425v. 180 mA., 6.3v. 4 A. C.T.
A.
INTRODUCING
42/6
OUR MIDGET
T
EXVALVES
IN5, 5Z4, 6A07, 8B2,
For Long. Medium Oand ShortRWave
6U7. 6V6. 6Y6. 807 at 6/- ea. 6; K7.
1S4,
Bands.
I55,
IT4,
Single
hole
31ín. deep.
3S4. 6K8, 717 A at 6/6 ea. ; 6916, EB34 at
tin, high, limns, wide.fixing,
2/6 ;
Complete with
6L6. 9/6
805.
813, 27/6 ; VCR97 in
circuit, 25/ -.
makers transit 23/8;
cases, 32/6.
MINE DETECTOR AMPLIFIERS
with three IT4 valves...
Midget
22/6 1/- each.Pots, lin.Dia. 100 k., 330 k. and 500 k.,
T1154 TUNING PANELS with three
tuning condensers
Morgan 250 pots, 1/6 each.
4/6 5 and 6 way k.
cable, 1'3 per yd. ; 7 way, 1/6 ;
Complletei with valvesPRE-AMPS.
8 and 9 way, 1/9 per yd.
and
in makers cartons
Screwdriver trimmer tools, 9d.
16,6
COWAN 500 VA AUTO TRANSMidget switches ll ins. d la. 2 pole 6 way, 1/ -.
FORMERS, 115 /233v. In tropical
or
packs. List price £15.10.0.
B output
1íspeaks s, 18/6 S4 Rola.
1W 6;6.
42/6
Goodman
Bin. 3 ohms, 16/6.
mAA..
U
40 mA.. 5/Belling Lee 7 -pin plugs and sockets, 2'- pair.
6/6
90 mA.. 7/Pye }in. Coaxial plugs and sockets, 9d. pair.
100 mA.. 12/6
200 mA.. 21/-.
VIEW MASTER T/V RECEIVER.
trimmers
ers all Ú each.
}in, shaft 5, paced
Constructional
10 and 25 pF.
Screwdriver adimt. 10 and 25 pF.
MIDGET HIGH "Q envelopes. 5/-,
Coil Packs (465 kc /s) 3 wave-band
ordering please Include sufficient for
29/6 When
MIDGET I.F. TRANS. (465 kc/s) ... 15/6 postage and packing.
COMPREHENSIVE 48 -page CATP,L000E
COULPHONE
" The Return of Post Mail Order Service."
53, Burseough Street, Ormskirk, Lanes. 177a, Edgware Road, London, W.2
Send-6d. P.O. for 04 -pace catalogue.
Phone PAD 6116 & PAD 5606

FIRST -CLASS
RADIO COURSES .

QUALIFY AT HOME-IN SPARE

TIME
After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken ct home in your spare
time-YOU can secure your pro=
fessional qualification.
for
YOUR share in the postPrepare
-war
in Radio. Let us show you how boom

- --

ED

Radio Amateurs,
Matric.,

Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE

3i,
á

dglis

RADIO

Exams.,

London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A,M.I.P,E.,
A.M.I,Mech.E.,

Write now for your
of this
invaluable publication. copy
It
well
pros to be the turning pointmay
in your

;

:

-l

GUIDE -

FREE

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking
success compelling qualificationssuch
as
A.M.Brit.1.R.E A.M.I.E.E., City
and Guilds Final Radio, P.M.G.

l

:

.

GET A CERTIFICATE!

FOUNDED r 1885 -OVER

6Mietar

150,003 SUCCESSES.-.-.3
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING

-FREE-

(Dept. 461),

148, HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I.

:

REMEMBER US
FOR ALL YOUR

on Morse Code Training

TO SPECIFICATION

New
Boxed

VALVES

6/3

Post Free

6V6. 6917. 6K8, 6Q7, 6N7. 6J7. 6F6, 6AC7, 5Z4,
504. KTW61, 1463, L63. EL35. KT2, 807,
VU111, EBC33, EF39. 1S4, 354.
6L651. 7/6. EF50, 8 / -. 6J5.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

5v,d4v.Boxed
v

New

275-275.
275
-275.
/350-350.6 v, 5 v, 4v. 80 m/a, 1615
/6.

RADIO UNLIMITED
ROAD. WALTHAMSTOW,

ELM

Chassis -Screening- Housing
for
your VISION, SOUND, TIME -BASE,
POWER, and TUBE ASSEMBLIES.

Send

this Free
FACTS "
it gives full details
concerning all Courses

pleasure.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO (5.L,0.)
121, Kingaway, London, W.C.2.
Jand /er System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

'Phone 64596

RADIO is Interesting.
With a D5 Coil you
can build this crystal
set, or I, 2, and 3
valve sets, The moat
co mprehenelve radio
coil
for
simple circuits. With and blueprint and circuits, 5/-.
HILLFIELDS RADIO.
Dept. H, 8, Burnham
Rd., Whitley, Covante.

ASTROGRAPHS, U.S. type, in strong
cases.
TELEPHONE SETS, balanced armature, cheapest Intercom, no batteries,
25ft. flex.
INSTRUMENT WIRE, Insulation
materials.
Many other Radio and Electrical
bargain. Send S.A.E. for List.
L. C. NORTHALL, 16, Holly Row,
Birmingham.
Retail at 16,, High St.,
Telephone

:

for

" BOOK OF

Buccleuch Radio Manufacturers
6 Wheatfield St., Edinburgh, II.
Grams : " Therm."

With the aid m our uil instructions
you can build a complete radio set in
a

COTHAM BROW, BRISTOL, 6
Post-Orders only.

Beginners
and
Operators.

We crackle or stove -enamel the
completed ;ob.
Estimates with

Matchbox Radio Set

Price 2/9 Post Free

Code Courses for

START WITH THE RIGHT FINISH!

Experimenters! Build the

JOHN O'BEIRNE (W)
137,

There are Candler Morse

AND

LONDON, E.17.

parts easily
ableafromyour radio
This is
made possible by the use of the Crystal
Valve Radar Detector -a wartime dis-covery. Tunes the B.B.C. wavelengths,
and works off a short Indoor aerial in
many districts. Powered entirely by
the Incoming signal. no batteries are
required.
Full step -by-step
working
drawings, and Instructions,
theoretical wiring
diagram.

FREE BOOK

A

METAL WORK

TRANSFORMERS

for charging, soil
heating, etc. 40 v. 2 amp. (230 v. 50 c.p.s.
primary). Heavy cast shrouds and fitted
terminal block.
Extra windings easily
added. 1316 each.
VALVES.
All brand new, boxed and

guaranteed.
5U4G. 8/6

;

EF50,

716

;

6V6G,

716

;

5Z4, 616.

CHOKES.

All with " satisfaction or
money back " guarantee.
1OH, 80 mA, 519.
5H, 200 mA, 816.
IOH, 300 mA, 12/6.

10H, 120 mA, 619.
15H, 250 mA, 1219.
ISH, 100 reA, 8/6.

DUNK & HEALEY
67,

WOO 3166
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the Wax
Impressions ®n
Gramophone Records
Review of the Latest

r

R

I

new
OF interest this month is the issue of a safe,
Columbia album designed for the holds
convenient storage of records. It
pocket ;
eight 12in. records, each in a separate strong
its heavy board cover is part bound in blue reline.
It costs 12s. 11d.
In many cases the original type of orchestration
grown
Used by Johann Strauss for his waltzes has
zither solo
?bscure. We know that there existed a the
Vienna
rn the authentic version of " Tales from has now
which
V4 oods " and it is this version
and the
been recorded by Herbert Von Karajan Columbia
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, on certainly
L %1274. The " Third Man " film has
new -and it seems, lasting-vogue for
.

DB6940,
Bùtterfly " in making this, H.M.V. well
-known
one of her last records. The first aria,
It
as " One Fine Day," needs little introduction.
Honour,"
is, perhaps, the second. " Doath with
in the
which contains the greatest power of tragedy
of 38, barely
entire work. Her death, at the age by
the loss of
a year ago, has left the world poorer
her artistry.
"
Ever since the British film " The Glass Mountain
in it
was released last year, the fine music featured
Tito Gobbi,
has grown steadily in popularity. Opera
House,
world famous baritone of the Scala
Milan, was featured in the film. Now, in response
of the
to a number of requests, H.M.V. offer two
Sim "
songs that he sang in the film, " Take the
and " Song of the Mountains," sung by Gobbi, on
H.M.V. DÁ1940.
Peter
At 69, as active and high -spirited as ever,tour
of
Dawson has embarked on a strenuous has
sung
he
Great Britain, the country in whichwith
orchestra
most of his life. His latest release,
Cry of the
conducted by Frank Cordell, is " The
That Lucky Old Sun," on
Wild Goose " and
H.M.V. B9913.

started a
this fascinating instrument.
As a contribution to mark the two -hundredth
anniversary of Bach's death in Leipzig, the celebrated Greek pianist, Gina Bachauer, has
by
recorded his " Toccata in C " (arranged
as the
Busoni) on Columbia C3969 -70. Often listed
is identified
" Toccata in C Major," by which title itout
that for
on this occasion, it should be pointed
organ
original
the
from
transcription
piano
his
Premovements
three
the
labelled
Busoni
score
Variety
lude," " Intermezzo," and " Fugue." Gina Bachauer
Dinah Shore presents this month renderings of
has included the work in her recent Wigmore two new American numbers. They are " Happy
Hall recitals.
from the Danny Kaye film " The Inspector
Series Times,"
A new addition to H.M.V. Record LibraryOp. 55, General," and " Sitting by the Window," with
Flat,
is Elgar's Symphony No. 1 in A
quartette accompaniment. The record is Columbia
played by the London PhilharmoniconOrchestra,
H.M.V. DB2684.
are
Two tenors featured in the latest release
conducted by Sir Adrian Boult,
for
mind
Elgar's
occupied
work
This
-29.
singing " The Rose I Bring You," and
Rey
DB21024
Monte
to
set
favourite, Marta," on Columbia DB2686,
some considerable time before he actually
months an oldJosef
Locke, who sings " Ireland Must be
work upon its composition during the
and
symphonies Heaven " and " It Happened at the Festival of
of June and July in 1908. Of hisis,three
ways,
in many
first
-the last unfinished-this
Roses," on Columbia DB2688.
the most characteristic of Elgar.
On Parlophone F2401 those popular duettists
the title Bob and Alf Pearson initiated the " In Big Bits
" Unknown Treasures of Music " ais new
series of Big Hits " series of medleys. They have now
chosen by Parlophone to introduce works by
the made a second record in this series on Parlophone
unrecorded
or
of hitherto unpublished
general public F2410, with half a dozen of the most up -to -date,
great masters, presented to theis Joseph
Haydn's most requested hits.
for the first time. The first item
two cor
" Divertimento in F " for two violins,
move- Dance Music
anglais, two horns, two bassoons, in five
Geraldo and his Orchestra this month introduce
ments, played by the London Baroque Ensemble,
Parlo- a song that has already climbed into the hit cateof
sides
three
on
Haas,
Karl
by
-éonducted
C'est si bon," which they
w;;
hone 820578 -0. On the fourth side is Haydn's gory. The title is " F2409,
coupled with " Enjoy
London
The
Parlophone
Wales."
on
of
Prince
feature
the
for
March
famous
most
the
contains
Yourself."
Ensemble
'Baroque
Old Time Dance Series " is continued by Harry
wind players of this country.
is
and his Orchestra with " Dinkie One-lovers
music
Davidson
for
release
Another interesting
Columbia
75,"
No.
2
" and " Truro Gavotte," on Ballroom
Op.
F,
in
step
Bassoon
for
Weber's " Concerto
and his
Silvester
Victor
with
the
and
DX1658,
bassoon,
Brooke,
played by Gwydion
by Orchestra, continue their dance tempo recordings
Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted
-7. with " Waltz in My Heart" and " C'est si bon,"
DX1656
Columbia
on
Sargent,
fir Malcolm
known
be
will
on Columbia FB:3559.
work
this
from
adagio
Although the
a Cake " and
concerto
Finally, we have " I'd've Baked Loss
to a number of collectors, the entire
and his
played by Joe
Times,"
people.
most
"
Happy
to
stranger
welcome
a
as
fans
will come
Orchestra, on H.M.V. BD6068 and for swingWent
Garden Blues " and " My Sweetie
"
Royal
Vocal
Orchestra,
of the Away," played by Sid Phillips and his
The late Maria Cebotari selected two
B9904.
H.M.V.
on
"
Madame
Puccini's
from
most moving episodes
`

`

`
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R.S.G.B,

Publications. -SimpleAmateur Radio "
Equipment, 52 p.p., 2/3.Transmitting
Receivers,
96 p.p.,
illustrated.
The Transmitting

1tAl'Ls ; x,- per line or part
thereof. average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 6d. extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement

July, 1950

"-

"SYMPHONY NO. 2.
new Audio Amplifier by Sensational
N.R.S.;
complete breakaway from contem-a
ransmitti Licence (3rd
porary design; 10w, push -pull out1/ (below).
put, 3 separate channels, complete
R.S.G.B. Technical Publications.
Tow era Hous,Sou hamton
and independent control of bass,
R.S.G.B. Bulletin, current issue. 1/6.
Strand. London. W.t..2.
middle and top registers, neg. feedFive recent issues, 2/6. V.H.F. Techback
3 stages, Woden transnique, 96 p.p., 3/9. Valve Technique, SUPREME RADIO, 746s, Romford formersover
throughout;
for alt
104 p.p., 3/9.
Microwave Technique, Road, Manor Park, London, E.12 pickups and tuners; inputs
output for 3'
68 p.p.. 2/3.
Transmitter Interfer- (Tel.: ILF. 1260).
Midget Valves: 7.5 and 15 ohms;
finished'
ence 32 p.p., 1/6.
Service Valve 1T4, 155 1R5, 154, 7/. ea. boxed. black crackle. Large chassis
scale production,
Equivalents,
alents, 32 p.p.. 1/3. Prices in- 0.0005 mfd. Mica Dielectric Variable enables us to offer this
magnificen.
Condensers, 2/9 ea.
SOCIETY
2Hin. and 3in. instrument
13 guineas, cal' -,
GREAT BRITAIN, 28.
Moving Coil Speakers, 2 -3 ohm, voice liege paid. at only
"
Symphony
Street. London. W.C.1.
coil, 14/11 ea. Midget Personal Out- Amplifier employs the same No. 1 ".
principle
put Trans. for DL92. valves, etc.; as the No. 2. excepting it has
" A
PORTABLE
single'
TELEVISOR
Bradbrooks proudly announce their really tiny, 4/. ea. B.7.G Amphinol valve (special quality circuit) output
type Valve Holders, 9d. ea. ( watt impedance 3 or 15 ohms; pri
second " first -ever " publication by Resistances:
10
ohm,
22,
47,
27, 82, £8/19/6.
A few only: Marconi 10Edwin N.. Bradley.
The
of
180, 250, 330. 390, 820 ohms, record Autochangers with high fidelmonths of experiment, " A result
Portable 120,
1K, 3.9K, 11K, 470K and 10 megohm, ity pickup, brand new,
Televisor " gives complete informa£10 each,
1/9
doz.
or
assorted
carriage
doz., 18/6 gross
paid.
tion for building a 3in. or
C.W.O. or
TV.
I watt Resistances. 2.2K ohm, C.O.D. Send 2;d. Terms
receiver, the 3in. prototype bin.
now for full Barmeasur- only.
6.8K,
16K,
18K
gain
33K,
100K,
Catalogue
ing only 15in. x llin. x 7in.,
150K,
of Amplifiers, Radio
with
220K
ohms,
2/- doz., or assorted doz., Feeder Units, Record
powerpack, tube, speaker, etc., all
gross only. 630 ohms 0.2 amp changers. Radiogram Players, Auto
self- contained.
Not a hashed -up 21/.
etc.
Flat Type Mains Dropper, tapped for etc. N.R.S., 16, Kings Cabinets,
conversion job, but a tested
College Road,
new
design with frame line arising and 200 -250v, 1/6 each. t Mica Cond.: Swiss
Cottage,
London,
N.W.3.
other new features. Order your copy. 40PF, 50PF, 60PF, ' 65PF, 70PF, (Primrose 8314.)
56pp., price 3/. (3/2 post free), from 305PF, 307. 500, 530, 570, 590, 1,800 FRITH RADIOCRAFT,
LTD., LeicesBRADBROOKS, Sennen, Penzance, and 4,550PF, all at 2/6 doz. or ter, offer: -A.C. Generators,
Cornwall.
Don't forget to order assorted doz. only. CV102 Crystal 230v 100w 50c /s, input 24v DC, output
" Personal Portables " too, a mine of Diodes, 2/6 ea.
(in. bore brass for mobile PA, etc., £31151., carr.ideal
pd.
information at 2/8, post free.
bushed brown Knobs, 2/- doz. 200v, Unused R.A.F. surplus,
tested and
120 M/A Selenium
Rectifiers guaranteed perfect; in stout
ALIGNMENT PEAKS.
case, 15
Second edi- or 250v 75MA, 4/. ea. Metal
1 meg. Carbon
x 10 x 8in., weight 401ós. Telephone
tion. 5,000 superheterodyne align5 k -ohms W/W Vol. Controls, 1/carbon mike, with 4 -way
ment peaking frequencies, 4/9 post and
ea. 3 meg. Var. Carbon Controls, Handsets,
lead and plug, latest streamline
free. The Practical Radio Engineer, THd.
type,
ea.
Noise Suppressor Units, 10/8 + 9d. post, or two
quarterly, publication of the Institute, consisting
for £1 post
of
2,
0.1
mfd
Cond.
free;
and
brand new and fully
sample copy 2/- post free. Member- Iron -Cored Choke,
guaran6d. ea., 5/. doz. teed.
Sleeving,
ship and examination data 1/- post 100k
black Peri-ohm Lcng Spindle Vol. Controls braid, reels of 1 1Hmm
free. Secretary, I.P.R.E., 20. Fairgross yds. 7/6, 2
with S/P switch, 2/6 ea. 0.25 meg gross 10/ -, 3 gross
field Road, London, N.8.
12/6, post 6d. per
Vol. Cont., less switch long spindle, gross extra; discount for quantities.
BRITISH' SHORT WAVE LEAGUE, 2/- ea. Terms C.W.O. No
Single PVC Hook -up Wire, 72 yds.
founded 1935, world-wide membership. Send 6d. extra for postage C.O.D.
orders for 5/- + 6d. post. Seven lb. Parcels
Monthly
publication,
under £5. 2Hd. S.A.E. all enquiries of 40 to 50 assorted New Components,
' B.S.W.L.
Resistors, Condensers, Switches, etc.;
Review " (members only), covering and lists.
all short wave radio interests. Many
every parcel different; 5/.
9d. post.
services and activity departments. PRACTICAL WIRELESS Televisor Workshop Parcel of Wire,+ sleeving.
Full, information on application to: Aladdin Formers, 10d each ; Tag Grommets, Screwed Rod, Nuts and
Rings,
24d.
;
Set
of
Coils, London Bolts,
B.S.W.L., 53, Victoria Street, London,
size 10/. + 9d. post.
or Birmingham, 16/6; Chassis. £4 ; Talion bumper
packed -flat TV Cabinets,
S.W.1.
gin.
Mains
Transformer,
350- 0 -350v. table Viewmaster, £5/15/ -; 12in. Cone'
250ma,
5v
2a,
6.3v
4a, 6.3v 4a. 68/6. sole Viewmaster, £12/10/ -; 12in. ConRECEIVERS & COMPONENTS S.A.E. list,
R. F. SHILTON. 19, sole Elect. Eng., £13/10/ -. Full range
of TCC Condensers, Morganite Resis" DX 2" RECEIVER, ideal for SWL Clarendon Road, Salisbury, Wilts.
and beginner; mains operated with " TELEVISION SPECIAL ! "-In res- tors, Egen & Reliance Pots, Woden
and Chokes, and all
built in power pack; 0 -v-1, uses two ponse to 1.000
requests, we now Transformers
TV parts from stock.
EF50 valves; available wired and offer the E.S.3 , Foundation
Descriptive
" ; lists free on request. FRITH
tested, less valves, £4/19/6; or in Kit uses VCR 97 tube (not radarKitconRADIO
CRAFT, LTD., 69 -71. Churchgate,Form £3/18/6. Full details given in version).
Send
large
S.A.E.
for
Leicester.
List R /2. RADIOCRAFT, LTD., 25, illustrated brochure. Dept. P.W., T-H
Beardell St.. Upper Norwood, S.E.19. PRODUCTS, 92, Leathwaite Road, NEW BOXED VALVES. EL33, KT61,
CCH35, 4THA, TP22, 10/ -; IC5, 3S4.
S.W.11.
MIDDLESBROUGH
Large
7D5, ECH21, EMI, EM34, VP4,
of
Denco-Osmor- ddystone stocks T.V. DI -POLE INSULATORS, In 5V4,
CL4, AC /VPI, 8/6; IRS, IS4,
mart Coils and Components. -RayAll moulded bakelite. fit tin. elements SP4,
I55, IT4, OZ4, 2A7, 654, 6Y5, 7A7,
Bernards Manuals at PALMERS, 114, and lin. boom, 5/- each.
C.W.O. 12Q7, 35Z4 42, VR105, EL35, KT33C,
Waterloo Road.
M. & B. RADIO, 120, Holt Rd., Liver- Y63, 1136, 11D3, U18, U52, AC5
TR9
TRANSMITTER - RECEIVERS, pool. 7.
DD; 7/8; 5U4, 5Y3, 5Z4M, /PEN/
6M,
these were formerly sold at £6 each, TESTED Super Quality
6AC7M, 6AG7M, 6B8, 6F6, 6J7M,
0.1 mfd. 500v. 6K7,
the remaining few to be cleared at 6d. ea., 4/. 'doz.; 25 asst.
6K7GT, 6K8M, 6L7, 6N7M,
Resistors,
25/- carriage paid. Valves, ex- R.A.F., 2/6; Midget Components. Trade sup- 6SJ7GT, 6SL7GT, 6SN7GT, 6Q7GT,
equivalents of SG215, HL2, KT2, etc.,, plied,. 2)d. list. CARTER'S. 67, Bell 6U7, 6V6, 6V6GT, 6X5GT, 12Z3, 80
1/6 each. STAMFORD RADIO CO., Lane, Marston Green, Birmingham. 807, X63, KTW61, DL63, U50, MU12-,
199, Stamford St.. Ashton-under -Lyne.
14, EF39, 12D2, S130, 6/6; 6J5G
Valves, unboxed but,i
EVERYTHING for Radio Construc- CONDENSERS, block type. "8mfd., 6SG7M, 5/tors, Condensers, Coils, Valves, Resis- 750v.. 10/6 ea.. ideal for Williamson guaranteed: -EK32,
EF36,
amplifier ; .5mfd. 1,000v., ceramic EL32, TT11, ML6, 8D2, VP23, EBC334
tors. etc.
Send stamp for list.
KTZ62,
SMITH, 98. West End Road, More- Terminals, suitab, le for Electronic 6AC7M, 6C5, 6J5. 6SH7M, 12A6M;
Televisor,
12SC7M,
4!; ECH35, DH63, MHLD6,
8/- ea.; Valves, ex -Govt
cambe. Quick service.
brand new and guaranteed, EF50 L63, HL23DD, 5R4GY, 5U4, 9003, 5/ -;
4PF, 20PF, 2/. doz.; 100 PF, 3/- doz.; VU111, 807, 5U4G,
6A8,
X65,
X66,
5Z4G. 7/8 each
TH233.
VP133,.
Mica .01 Wire Ends, 2/6 doz. Sprague Voltage Stabiliser, VRI50
HL133DD, PEN383, VU111, VU133, 6/6
-30, 6/6 each
01 and .1, 4/- doz.; Inter Octal V/H EA50, 3.03 ; Dl, 2/6
Electrolytic
Amplifiers,
15 6L6, FW4 /500, 7/8.
3/6 doz.; 8 mfd 450 Midget, 2/- ea.; watt, with power pack less valves, densers: 8 + 8 mfd, 450v wkg,ConTRF Coils, 4/9 pair, etc. List from rack mountings, input to MHL4, mfd 350v wkg, 2/9; 50 mfd 50v wkg32,
T. HOWELL & CO., 29, McWilliam driving 2 PX25's in push -pull. £6, 1/8. " P " type Coils: PAl, POI, PAS,
Rd., Brighton, 7.
crge. extra. WILCO ELECTRONICS, PO3, PA4, PO4, PAS, PO5. PA6,
PA7, P07, special offer, 2/3 ea., limiLower
Addiscombe
BRING YOUR RADIO UP TO DATE. 204.
Road, ted
quantity. Meters: 2in. scale,
Add on Unit gives 3 switched sta- Croydon.
micro -amp, 8/6; 0 -lma, 9/6; 0-3500tions, medium wave and extra power SNIP I 100 Waxed Tub. Conds., 500
ma Thermocouple, 3/6. Volume Con-and selectivity. Stands by side of ass., .01-5 mfd 350- 1,000v, wkg..
9/6 trols, less switch. lin. diam., 50K,
set. All ready to switch on, 230/250 box; Midget 100 pfd Var. Conds.
100K, 200K 250K, only 1/6 each.
A.C. Cash refunded if not satisfied.
ins.,
3
for 4/8,
16/- All goods post free. Send for free
State 3 stations required. 77/6 corn - Ceramic
21m /a MC Meter Movements, 3 lists of other bargains. S.A.E. with
,plete.
RADIO UNIT AIDS, 18, doz.;
for 7/ -. All C.P.
ANGLIN, 106, enquiries please. ELECTRAD RADIO,
Shakespeare Ave., N.11. Post only. Cleethorpe
Rd., -Grimsby.
64. Gt. Victoria St., Belfast.
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PHOTO-ELECTRIC
/8;
CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS,
tss.
CLEANERS and Gram. 97/8
1,260 volts, amps., Micro
10/6;
Arma- 12/32v., 500 and resistances,
-amp. Meter Movement,
Motors, repairs our speciality.
etc., 4 Perspex
9/
fuses,
Case,
-;
cut-outs,
comInstrument
and
ture rewinds, new bearings
unit, in case, 75/- ;
Instructions, 2/8. S.A.E.
transformers take -off superb
mutators fitted, alsorepaired.
1,000 w., 9in. x 7in., Assembly
Bris
24v.,
PRODUCTS,
Dynamos,
G.R.
Comdetails.
full
rewound, speakers
eD.C. to lington, Bristol 4.
petitive prices.
and 220v
c.o.d. service. froms1- 121kw75110 from
invited, 2 to 5 days lists
Motor
£15.
A.D.S. 22g30v./1/50 A.C.,
BATTERY TRIODES,
Send s.a.e. for price 261-3 to:Licfield
61. 26 and 4/
IV.E.
MA
D.C., £5-£59 ; Mai
2/6; Opt for 6V6, 3/6; 120 230v
Birmingham. 6. Est935. D.C. to 24/35v. 1 -200
Road,
kva., all types. VT61A,
Transformers,
5
/ -; 25v la and 5v ¡a,
Chokes,
Stn..
Town
extra.
Post
Wandsworth
2/6.
9/8; "P" POWERCO, London, S.W.18. BAT. Mains Transformers,
COIL PACK Kits, L.M.S. Trim,
C.O.D.
2d.; York Rd.,
Money back guarantee. No Ashfield
Coils, 2/3; 40pf Ceramic
Sil. 5234. (10 mins. Waterloo.)
S.A.E. lists. ANNAKIN` 25,
75pf Tun. Cond., 4d.; 50 assorted 1/6;
Yorks.
Otley,
Res.,
Place,
stainless
Mica, 10/ -; 50 assorted -16
RECORDING,
x 350v MAGNETIC
8 x 450v Elec., 2/ -; 16 Knobs, 21d.; steel wire, .0036ín. dia; special offer. ANY
f
Elect., 2/8; .1,.1'.1, 2d.;
spools 15/ -, 12oz. spools 20 / -.
6K7, SK7, 6Q4 6SQ7 / 6J5.
ßd.; 8oz.
Tran..
Mic.
171
-;
Trans..
data and sample of 6K6, 6L7,
Mains
Experimental
2526, 25Z5, EF9, 1905,
25L6,
6F6,
for
Send
216.
ex -Govt. Valves from
wire, 2;6. H. WILSON, 17. Berwood AC /VPI, AC /2PEN, AC /HLDD, MH4,
list in Engl
latest " cheapest
Farm Rd., Sutton Coldfield.
7475, W21, S23, DA30, DET25,
APP4E.
LTD.
ELECTRONICS.
- SUSSEX
X31, DH30, TH233, VP133, HL133DD,
RECORDING WIRE, stainless steel.
(WA. Riley Road. Brighton. 7.
SP61, EF50, EF55, G1750.
3,600ft. reels, 5/8. 16, Catherine Rd., PEN383,
All new and
CV188, EBC33, U1I4.
Reasonhire.
for
Manchester.
SHEETS
Swinton,
SERVICE.
Box No. 195.
to
guaranteed.
for
particulars
able terms. S.A.E.
amateur,
the
for
RECORDERS
W. J. HERBERT, 118, Gelli Rd., Gelli DISC
complete high quality machines,
Pentre, Rhondda, Glam.
EDUCATIONAL
discs, stylii. High fidelity Amplifiers,
Radio- Osmor Coilpacks. SIGMAPHON, 50,
MANUFACTURERS Samples
Kent.
TELEVISION. -The Gothic Television
Bromley,
Few
Millvale.
Cabinets.
Television
and
gram
School specialises solely in training
only. Stamp details. WALTERS, 501.
Courses assume no
in television.
SITUATIONS VACANT
Hale End Road. E.4.
previous television knowledge and
training for
guaranteed
:
Vacancies
provide
8
SUPERVISORS
RADAR
ELECTROLYTICS,
2.4 mfd,' 350 round exist for former Radar Supervisors Brit.I.R.E. and R.T.E.B. examinations.
16 mfd, 21
officers in the Royal Air All tutors possess university degrees
cardboard, 4/6 doz.: 0.1 350v 1/9 doz.; who were
Air and /or corporate membership of
Force or the Women's Royal
wish to return to the professional
used, 516. AUTOREXtMOTORS New Force who They
al indibiduallys "tOndpostal
will be responsible
Services.
Whittington, Chesterfield.
course students to ensure complete
the efficiency of radar operating
test gear, for
and and thorough training. Principals
and the work of radar operators comSPECIAL RECEIVERS, experimental
a short service
M.B.E., B.Sc., M.Britt.I.R.E., educaelectronic apparatus.
a will be given
of 5 years with the oppor- tion committee members, etc. Numand design work. -If you have
hand- mission
of a permanent commission erous well-known companies have
tunity
problem
to J. subject to passing a selection and adopted the School's Basic Television
firstdsinsta
ling,
BCM, medical board.
A.M.I.E.E.,
Course as standard television trainB.Sc..
MORT,
The work is interesting and vitally
ing for their staffs. Moderate fees.
HIFIDEL, London, W.C.I.
of Details
GOTHIC TELEVISION
important and involves the use
There SCHOOL,from
equipment.
13, North Ave., London,
modern
VALVES (
most
the
,6K7. 6K8, ß are facilities for sport. the oppor- W.13.
6ÁC7, 6F6, 6H6, 6J71,
807,
6L6, 6E7, 6Q7, 6V6, 6X5. KT33C,
to travel abroad and normally
all tunity
Postal Course of InWIRELESS.
KTW61, CV73, 1317, V13111. 7193, 5in.
42 days' leave a year.
at struction for Amateur Radio Traqnsat 6/- ea. PM 8Spkrs: t ran
Pay for R.A.F. officers startsafter
with Text
mitting Licence complete
9/9, 6 }in. 11/9,
£237 p.a. and rises to £490
Apply
furnished book at a moderate fee.
about 5 years. 'In addition
4/3,
132.
4/6
TELEGRAPHY,
OF
16116
are
proSCHOOL
8/16
rations
BRITISH
12/11,0
8/892/9,
accommodation and
Throat vided,
A LTD.. 179. Clapham Road, London,
in lieu.
allowance
an
or
1 mfd
0 40 0 Ampmeters. 4/6.
Mies., 21marriage allowance of £338 p.a. is S.W.9. (Estd. 1906.1
9/- doz. B9G also payable to entitled married
6.3v 3a Mes Bulbs, Octal,
6d. B7G. officers. Uniform allowance on entry. MERCHj1NT NAVY and Air Radio.
Holders. 6d. Amph.
as
Bargain Gratuity is £100 for each year of Here is an opportunity to train are
9d. Mazda Oct Amph.. 7d.under
The big liners
15 /;
Radio Officer.
for short service officers
list Id. stamp. Orders
service
for
must
qualify
you
RADIO
but
to
you,
add 6d. post pack. LORNE
pension £375 p.a. upwards for long open
the P.M.G. Certificate. Day, Evening
SUPPLIES, 7, Lome Rd., London, service.
at £178 and " Radiocerts " postal courses.
E.17.
W.R.A.F. officers' pay starts
THE
Director,
from
about Prospectus
and trade p.a. and rises to £315 after
ENGRAVING. -Amateursplates,
rations WIRELESS SCHOOL. 21. Manor
metal 5 years. Accommodation and
N.7.
London,
requirements, panels,
Holloway.
uniinitial
Gardens.
is
an
Attention to urgent are free and thereGratuity is £65 for (Estd. 30 yrs.) (Phone : ARC 3694.)
and plastic.
or repetition form allowance.
deliveries. One knob Call
service
short
for
service
of
write
year
or
each
Radio
equally entertained. 19a, Windmill officers and pensions of £250 p.a. and THE INSTITUTE of Practical
Engineers have available Home Study
A.G. ENGRAVING,
are provided for long service.
theoRoad, Wandsworth, London, S.W.18. more
Under- Courses covering elementary,
Full details fromfor The
practical and
Air. A.R.7, retical, mathematical,
doz.; secretary of State
teleand
radio
in
tuition
POTS, 2K, 5K, 30K, W.W., 12/laboratory
Adastral House. Kingsway. London, vision engineering; the text is suit100K, 1M. 2M, 10/- doz., no presets;
W C'
for I.P.R.E.,
matter
coaching
100 Kc s Xtals, 20/ -; Xtal Diodes,
able
exams.
Service, entry and progressive
219; Valves: EF50, 6V6. 608G, EL50,
are
Tuitionary fees at pre -warof rates
5174G, 6K7G. 1310, 6SN7, 6SL7, 6SA7,
635G.
InstrucThe Syllabus
moderate.
SHORT-WAVE
IT4, ISS, 9003. 6F6G, 6SG7.
R1055
be obtained, post
may
Text
tional
EQUIPMENT
Post 6d.
free, from the SECRETARY, Fairfield
EEA 91,E all7,atQ /6 each.
R. T. &
Road, Crouch End, N.8.
under 20 -. Stamp for list.Green
Noted for over 15 years for ...
Rd.,
Grove
254,
I. SERVICE,
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of
SEE THE WORLD in a well-paid and
London, E.11. (Ley. 4986.)
now for one
quality.
interesting job. EnrolRadio
Officers'
BARGAINS, oil-filled
of our Marine and Air
CONDENSER
Constant
Instruction.
of
Courses
One Valve Kit, Model C "Prlee 20:and attention
25
supervision
personal
500 vw, 216; d2 mfd. /S00 vwe;6d.;n0vw,
43:recent
"E"
mfd. /7,000
Two
by our expert instructors with
mfd./4.000 vw. 2/6; 0.05300
Apply for
vw sq. can,
operational experience. full
51-- Electrolytics.-32
particugiving
literature
vw. 50/25 vw,
FREE
all
com2/8; 8/170 vw. 6d.; 20,at509d.,
with
Dept. PW,
These kits are complete
or 7/6 doz.
lars, E.M.I. INSTITUTES,Notting
100 mfd. /50 vw, all
ponents. accessories, and full instrucHill
0.01/3,000,
10, Pembridge Square,
Waxed Tubulars: 0.1 1,000,
tions.
W.2.
(BAYswater
London,
3/- doz.
Gate,
0.15/450, 0.1'300 A.C., all atand
stamped,
send
ordering
Before
CeraMicas
5131/2).
Silver and Standard
addressed envelope for descriptive
10,000pf
Air.
mics: Many values, 2pf to Switches:
catalogue,
WIRELESS, Land, Sea and14 yrs.,
(0.01 mfd.), all at 2/3 doz.
Students. both sexes, from
2/..
2P-9W-4B.
"H.A.C." SHORT -WAVE PRODUCTS
good appointments in all
Double Contact Wafer
for
trainai
radio. Low fees.
of
All first class clean goods. Please
Bond Street,
branches
(Dept. TII) 66 Ness1\.1.
J. E.
WIREadd postage, excess refunded.
Boarders. Stamp for pros.
London.
James Rd., BlackLESS COLLEGE, Colwyn Bay.
_ LYNCH, 133, St.
burn.
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The STEPPING STONES
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TO SUCCESS !
Don't hesitate about your future Go forward,
confident that The Bennett College will see
through to a sound position in any career you
you
choose. The Bennett College methods
are individual. There's a friendly,

The Principles of

!

CHOOSE

YOUR

j

'

Television Reception

personal touch that encourages quick progress
and
for
ite. earlymakes
efficiency.

..,..

By A. W. Keen, M.I.R.E., A.M.Brit.i,R.E.
The author is a practising electronic research
engineer
and has produced a thorough, systematic
work
covering American as well as British practice.
The
entire receiving system is examined stage by
stage,
with diagrams, and complete circuits are given
of
four up -to -date commercial receivers. A
chapter on
colour television is also included. Profusely illustrated.
301- net.

CARE -ER

Blue Prints.
Book -keeping.
Building.
Carpentry and Joinery,
Civil Engineering.
All Commercial subjects.

Quantity Surveying.
Radio Service Engineering.
Mathematics.
Matriculation,
Plastics.
Shorthand (Pitman's).
Wireless Telegraphy and
Telecommunications (City
Telephony.
and Guilds).
Surveying.
Draughtatennstdp.
Teachers of Handicrafts.
Radio (Short Wave).
Television.
If you do not see your own requirements a5oue, write
to us on any su.5ject. Full particulars free.
Direct Mail to DEPT. 104

"

Very well written and arranged . . .
can be
thoroughly recommended to the student and service
engineer ... extremely well illustrated. " -WIRELESS
AND ELECTRICAL TRADER.
Obtainable from booksellers. Published by

SIR ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, LTD.,
Parker Street,. Kingsway, London, W,C,2,

THE BENNETT COLLEGE LTD.
SHEFFIELD

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS
R.A.F. BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS, Complete
with motors,
gyro, blowers. gears, etc., etc. Ideal --for
model makers and
experimenters. The best component value
ever offered.
55 /-, plus 51- carriage,
SERVO UNIT ASSEMBLY forbombsight computer,
including
27 volts motor. gearing, blowers. etc..
17 6.
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES. 10 -hour
movement with
thermostatic control. 2 impulses per second.
Complete
in
sound -proof case, 10/ -, plus
1/4.
TR1186 SIX VALVE SUPERHET
RECEIVERS.-Complete
with valves, etc 22/6,
PERISCOPES. Ex- U.S.A. Type M.8, complete with removable
telescope. 17/8.
COMMAND RECEIVERS. B.C.454 (49/100 metres),
B.C.455,
(33/49 metres), Complete with valves, Ideal
for easy converMon to mains receivers or car 6radio,
35/ -, plus 1r4. Conversion
circuit to mains, etc 1/6.
CAMERA CONTROL UNITS. Type 35 No. 26. Complete
in
wooden box. 20/ -,
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable from Oin, to
For use on wood, metal, plastic. etc., 5/6.
RADIO COMPASS INDICATORS, with Selsyn
motor.
3in, dial 360;degrees, 13/6.
ROTOTHERM. Temperature gauges, from 200 to 500 degrees
SECTIONALAERIALS.
S. Oft. interlocking, 3/6, base for same,
2/6.
ESTECTORS. Wx6 and W112 types, 7/6 per dozen.
TIIROAT MICROPHONES.
Complete with lead and plug,
3/6.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS. Semi -permanent type, 2/6,
RESISTANCES. 100 Assorted values, from 1 watt to
3- watts.
values.
CONDENSERS. 9/values, All useful sizes. Mica
ÌNDICATORIUNÌTS. Type BC 929A 7 Valves 2X2 (1)
6X5
(1), 6116 (2), 6G6 (1), 6SN7 (2). 3 BPI Tube, switching
motor, etc..
Ideal
carriage.
DRIVE
,I ford B C 4//4514ft.
53%,
long
with
at either end, 8/6. post
1/- extra.
RADIO RECEIVERS TYPE
R -28 /ARC-5. Complete with
10 Valves, 717 (4), 12SH7 (3), 12SL7 (2), 12M (1),
mes., designed for Crystal Control, 55 / -, plusetc5/-,-, etc, 100 -156
Full List
RECEIVEER..S11TYPEs. R1125 -Brand new complete
with 2
valves. 17/6.
THOUSANDS OF BARGAIN LINES FOR CALLERS.
:

t./nu

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.
46, LISLE STREET, LONDON,
GERrard 6653

W.C.

Miniature Components for "Personal" Portables

MINIATURE

OUTPUT 1.o0opf., 2,000pí.

TRANSFORMERS.

:350v.

eM a tch
184/:t,/3V4 valves

3/DRn.

Personal

Receiver

e

e s

to
2/3 ohm. loudspeaker,
4/6.
MIDGET LOUDSPEAKERS. Y.M. Cele.stion.
211n.. 3 ohm,
2tí /3. Plessey 5in., 3 ohrn.

soi

w.

d
lin. matt

diameter.

All

mfd.,

6in., 3 /-. 6in. x 8in.. 3/7
rein. x 101n., 5'-, Bin, x

6

jinn z in., 3
.ns
resistors, 6in., 3/9, ALIIMD47IIM
va lies 44, each. CHASSIS, with
rein CRYSTAL SETS.
De- forced
corners.
18
each.

all

1/3

Luxe type, with semipermanent detector.
M. \V. only. Finished m
Truvos elliptical white bakellte and made
aie. x 4in. x 211n. deep, to resemble an American
3

S.W.O., 2iín. deep. 6in.

394,

Sin.

ohm, 19/6. MIDGET Midget Receiver, 15/9,
VALVES.
1151, 15/10. Standard
type
1T4, 14/ -, 185, 15/10, " catswhisker " typewith
de3V4.14/-. VALVE- tector.
M.W. only.

ph n

1/8. 10 /9.hed HEADPHONES
Ceramic, 1/9, SCREEN- Balanced armature, 600
ING CANS. To fit B70 ohm, with cord and.
valves, with hase clip -on plug, 5/9
per pair.
can and retaining spring, Browns type "F,"
2,000
2/3. SIIPERHET.
COILS.

Weymouth,
Medium
wave, with iron dust slugs
3/8in. long by

(oscillator)
All

(46.5

9 /161n.

kc /s).

ohm, 80/9 per
Both types are ideal for
use with crystal sets.

AERIAL

CRYSTAL

D E Semi -per-

TECTORB.

3/9 each.
MIDGET
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. minent type, panel
3!9.
CatsWearlte
type M400, mounting,
whisker type, lcsataining
21/9 per pair.
\VeyPacket
wj,loke
mouth IFM2, 14/3 per 3r-, Pand
crystal
and
tsmhls
pair.
TUNING CONCRYSTAL SET
DENBERS. Midget twin 9d
M.w. only.
gang,
375
pf.
with COILS.
trimmers 2 /8in. long x Bored with circuit, E;3,
15 /Hin. wide x ltin. MINING CONDENSERS.
high, excluding trier0005 mid, Air slcaee.t.
1

mers,

12'_,

gang 500 pt.

dleletrie, 5/3.

Single

Bakelite

deep,

81n.

s

Sin.

lilla. x Sis, 9/S.

5/8.

Sin.,

x

14ín.

91n.,

1

161n,

18in.

13/8,
14/3.
17/3,

loin.,

x

12ín.,

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS F 0 R
'pair. " QUALITY " REPRO
-

WIRE.
square, 200 -5511 metres.
PERLITE."
Plastic
Type HA3 (aerial) HH3 covered, 50ft. coils,
4/_.
(H.F. transformer) 1103
1

x 4in., 4/2, Bin. s 51n.,
7/ -, 10m. x Sin., 9/5,
12in.
x 81n.,
10/5.
121n.
s 9in., 11/-.
16in.
s 9in., 12/ -.
18in. x
101n., 13/3.

416.

Midget

bakelite,

518. TERMINALS. Screw
down type, 16. -each.

DUCTION.
NERB

0E750.

GARD-

Special

high fidelity transformer
for
single PS4
or
P %25
class
valve.
Primary 3,855 ohm*.
Secondary 0- 2-5/5,/7.5/15

ohms, 42/., post free.
OP754.

Special

high

fidelity transformer for
two PX4 class valves
push poll. Primary
ohms,

sped.
taPPed.

0 -2.5/5/7.5/15

y /9 post free
high
Peclal

transformer

class

Push

pull.

centre

Secondary

ohms,
OP768

fidelity

for
two
cabres. iy

Primary
ohms,
centre

6,000
C O N - Bed and black.
Second.
DENIERS. Hunts 5599, BAKELITE SHEET/60 .i,,t
100pí., 200pí., 500pí., 6in. x 4in., 8/5. 6in.
x shms,dn41
COODS CAN BE SENT C.W.O. or C.O.D.
1
V3

TUBULAR

VALLANCE'S.
Dept.

P.W

Valiance

144, Briggate, Leeds,

www.americanradiohistory.com
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& Davison,

Ltd.,
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Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTICE

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
No. of
Blueprint

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

\o. of

SHORT -WAVE SETS

Blueprint

CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints, ls. eich.
Crystal Receiver ..
The " Juior " Crystal

i7

Set

PW71*
PW94*

..

..

Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprint, 2s.
PW88*
Simple S.W. One -valuer
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s, each.
Midget Short -wave Two
.. PW38A*
..
(D, Pen)
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
ShortExperimenter's
wave Three (SG, D,
.. PW30A*
..
Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF
.. PW63*
(RC and Trans))
The Band- spread S.W.
Three (HF Pen, D
.. PW68*
(Pen), Pen) ..

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
One-Valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
The "Pyramid" One.. PW93*
valver (HF Pen)
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s.
The Signet Two (D &
.. PW76*
..
L F) ..
2s. each.
Blueprints,
Three -valve :
Summit Three (HF Pen,
.. PW37*
..
D, Pen)
"
Straight
Rapide
The
3 (D, 2 LF (RC &
.. PW82*
Trans))
F. J. Camm's " Sprite "
Three (HF, Pen, D,
.. PW87*
..
Tet) ..
Four -valve : Blueprints, 2s. reach.
Fury Four Super (SG,
.. PW34C*
SG, D, Pen) ..

PORTABLES
Four -valve : Blueprint, 2s.
" Imp " Portable 4 (D,
.. PW86*
LF, LF, Pen)

MISCELLANEOUS.
Blueprint, 2s.
S.W. Converter-Adapter
.. PW48A*
..
(1 valve)

Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Twó (D, Pow) PW19*

AMATEUR
,

: Blueprints, Zs, each.
Double - Diode - Triode
Three (HF Pen, DDT,
.. PW'23*
..
Pen) ..
Four -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG,
.. PW20*
..
D, Pen)
A.C. Hall-Mark (HF
Pen, D, Push -Pull) .. PW45*

THESE blueprints are drawn full
containing
The issues
size.
descriptions of these sets are now out
of print, but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that constructional details are available, free
with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical inwisich the description appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL

WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur. Wireless,
W.M. to lVtreless Magazine.
-Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover, the cost of the Blueprint

(stamps over 6d.

No. of
Blueprint

SHORT -WAVE SETS.
Battery Operated
One-valve : Blueprints, Zs. each.
for
One -valver
S.W.
..
.. AW429*
America
: Blueprints, 2s. each.
Ultra -short Battery Two
.. WM402*
(SG, det Pen)..

Two-valve

Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s. each.
A.W. Short -Wave World beater (HF Pen, D, RC,
.. ÁW436*
..
Trans)
Standard Four -valver
Short -waver (SG, D.
.. WM383*
..
LF, P)..

Mains Operated
Four-valve : Blueprints, 3s.
Standard Four -valve A.C.
Short -waver (SG, D,
.. \4'M391*
RC, Trans) ..

WIRELESS AND

MISCELLANEOUS

WIRELESS MAGAZINE

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (10 Watts) (3; -) WM387*
Listener's 5 -watt A.C.

STRAIGHT SETS

Battery Sets

:

Mains Operated

Blueprints, 2s. each.

Cam's
F. J Camm's
Superhet

2 -valve

..

PW52*

Amplifier (3/-)

Battery Operated
One-valve : Blueprint, 2s.
OneSpecial
B.B.C.
.. AW387*
..
valver ..
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
A modern .Two -valver .. W M409 *

SUPERHETS

Two -valve

:

.. WM392*

Electrogram
Harris
battery amplifier (2/ -) WM399*
De Luxe Concert A.C.
.. WM403*
Electrogram (2/ -)

WAITS
I

Blueprints, 2s. each.

Consoelectric Two (D,
.. AW403
..
Pen), A.C.

to

W.C.2.

Three -valve

tro

unacceptable)

PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept.. George Newnes. Ltd`.,. Tower
House. Southampton Street. Strand.

Cour-431

This coupon is available until July
3rd, 1950, and must accompany all

I

Practical Hints.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, IULY 1950.
3

gt

i

Strand.
Southampton Street.Aust
Tower
GEORGE
Australia and New Zealand:
of each month
l
W.1
Street. o
LrSSt
LTDExmoor
rate indua uw postage. ost
W.
AGENCY. LTD. Subscription
NEWS
CENTRAL
Africa:
South
Canadiaa
the
LTD.
for
Post Office
GOTCH (Aísla),
Registered at the General
without
away
Inland and Abroad 10s. 65. (Canada 10s.).
one year
the following
of Trade except at
of
disposed
t1
CONDITIONS
out
hired
be lentt.. re-sold.
first
given,
publishers
of
the
consent
written
D
lent.
matter, whatsoever.
that
retail
of a publication or advertising, literary or pictorial
unauthorised cover by way Trade; onotffixed to as part

Published on

n
GORDON &

n.

O.

by

:

r

y
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MINIATURE " HI -Q
COIL PACK
Type A,
less irondust
coree,
Type B.

ALA/s
(Post, pkg. 1/- extra).
cores
Plessey 2 -gang .0005 pF Variable Condenser
to suit coil pack. Brand New. If purchased
with coil pack, ONLY 5 / -,
Set of 3 fluted
matched
to
suit above, with walnut
brass inserts, 2'6knobs
per set.

with

V

SPECIAL!

R 3515 FOR TV CONVERSION
lveSpace
TEST
efor D.C.
onlchsabsisttoeconstructI.F.
owingTr:n
ranges
complete TV receiver (excluding EST,, with the
01.5v
Valves : one EA50, ten SP61,- five EF36,
0/500.
/3t-,
three EB033, one EF39, one EBM. (See
0/5000 ohm
0130-0
Short Wave Listener." May issue,)
0/60 m /a.
01300v.
Brand

strip.

:-

.

£310

0

carr.paid

ROTARY POWER UNITS
a rating Of 45 watts,
used on 24v. D.C.
For those having gear which
employs a
110v., CO 0/s power unit, this alternator
will
provide the solution of unmodified operation. Brand £4 O
(carriage paid).
New,

PATCH CORDS

"

Here at last for the home constructor is a
real! good miniature coil pack, manufactured exclusively for M.O.S. to high standards of performance which will be hard to
beat.
Coils for each range are wound for highest
Q, M.W. and S.W. ranges with Litz wire.
Design ensures that Q of each circuit is
constant throughout each range.
Shortwave performance is extremely
lively and of high stability.
Each coil park is pre- aligned for an I,F.
of 465 kc s. and is
for use with a
standard 0005 /IF designed
two -gang tuning c
denser. The three ranges are the
stand r
coverage Le, L.W. 800-2,000 metres,
M.W.,
For evenhigher Q and better performance.
the pack can be supplied with iron cored
coils at slight extra cost.
Size 3iin. x 21n. Single hole fixing.

21

in
Transit New
Cases.

July, 1950
PHONE
ADAPTORS
As illustrated.
For matching
resistance
phhnes'to H:R.
outputs. Cohvert your L:R.
phones toiH:R.

low

phones,
2,/- each
plus lid. postage,

A PAIR OF HIGH
RESISTANCE PHONES for -513

Because of a special purchase of the impedance matching units Illustrated
we can offer a pair of brand new above:
DLRI
headphones and a matching
unit for the
bargain price of
The DLRI headphones
are 30 ohms per5'3.
earpiece,
diaphragm
By use of the matching units supplied type.
they
can be used for all applications requiring
high resistance phones.
BRAND
NEW.
5/3 Post, Pkg, 9d.
DLRI Low impedance phones ONLY for
3!6
(brand new). Peet, plig. 9d.
-

ONLY 18/6 BRAND NEW
Instrument measures 4iln. x 4lin, x 21in. Terms :
Cash with Order
and is complete with carrying strap,
Fundamental voltage ranges: 0/1.5 and
O /3v.. but we supply terminals
MAIL ORDER
and resistors
for extending ranges as above,
greatly
SUPPLY CO.,
increasing its utility.
Fully detailed and illustrated leaflet on
The Radio Centre,
conversion which can be effected in a very
short time -FREE
BC'Itltt Get your portable tester while 33, Tottenham Court Road,
stocks last.
instrument only, 15' -,
London, W.I.
Kit for extending ranges,
Instrument and kit. 18'6. 3/11.
All post free.
Telephone : MUSeum 6667/8;9

M0S

!

!

brand. new 3 -way linking
fitted with
P.O. jack plug at each end. cord
Length aft. bin.
2'- each. Post. Pkg. 6d.
A

METAL (MINE) DETECTOR

HOME STUDY
backs radio experience with
sound technical knowledge
MANY men who wished to link their
radio

experience with a sound technological
background have received successful instruction by means of an I.C.S. Course.
Its value has been proved not only
amateurs but to men who already have toa
professional interest in radio and television engineering, including those taking
qualifying examinations. It is invaluable,
also, to students who wish to prepare
themselves for a job in this field. Courses
detection
of - Instruction covering radio and, if F°
ortin animals, timber or metals.cals. etc. etc..
necessary, television including the following: originallyintended for detecting
mines
armies. This equipment
has never been used.byWeone of our.Allieo

Completa Radio Engineering, Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales, Advanced Short-Wave Radio
Elementary _ Electronics, -Radar.
Radio.
and
Television Technolog>.

/Ion/ du, following- Radio -Fvantinarians

British»institution of. Radio Engineers
.. P.A1.G. f.e rti heat., t,,
tt- reless Operator,
-.
1'íIs and I. .,.c.
cations

w,,

,.

I

.la

..

liadio"
C

a!

Ri,4;=.,

hir^:)

22/6

ii

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dçil. Pid'R, Inlcrnatinn

have to clear the
warehouse in which these are stored. and,
these complete Mine Detectors for less therefore, we are offering
the cost of the transit
case alone- The equipment comprises than
in a steel case, a shoulder haversack, a 3 -valve battery amplifier
and long counter balanced
search coil, short search coil, headphones,
junction box, sensitivity
measuring stick and operating instructions
and circuit diagram.
The original cost of this equipment
was
to clear our store, we wi ll supply while enormous, but as we have
they last at a very low figure
of
plus 12/6
carriage,
understand that these Mine Detectors
RC), Wo
were
tested and in working order before
stored.
L
but in view of the very low price, webeing
can give no
gnaràntee other than of completeness.

tom'.nn.

NV .C.2

ti

,7

PR.CC SI®N%t®b7PAITNT
7,

ELECTRON HOUSE, RUISLIP MANOR,
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